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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The experiment described in this report was the first in a series 

of researches on the administrative decision-making conference* It was 

designed to accomplish two purposes* one methodological and the other 

theoretical* The experiment included a wide variety of psychological 

techniques with the intention of providing methodological information for 

use in subsequent studies* It also provided opportunity for preliminary 

testing of promising hypotheses to assist in theory revision and develop

ment*

The theoretical framework for this experiment developed in a long 

series of conferences by the staff of Conference Research* supplemented 

by consultants from the University of Michigan faculty and elsewhere. 

Concomitantly a systematic survey of the literature was carried out* the 

results of which were used in these theory-development conferences*

The basic approach in the development of the theory was to establish 

at the outset those effects or results of a conference in which the research 

group was interested* There ere a large number of outcomes of any conference 

and the experimenter must decide with which products he will concern 

himself* This approach is in contrast to a research program concerned 

primarily with the relationships among variables operating during a 

conference or to one studying the relationship of variables operating 

prior to the conference to those operating during the conference* The 

research team decided to concern themselves with two types of outcomes' 

the group decision(s) of the conference and the effects upon the partici

pants* such as their satisfaction with the decision and their motivation to
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execute it*

The next step was to organize the variables which on theoretical 

grounds are related to these outcomes* One system of classification is 

based upon the time at which the variable is primarily operative* Some 

variables* such as status position of the individuals and the relations 

emong participants prior to the conference, are introduced into the 

conference setting long before the meeting begins* They influence the 

final outcomes through their effects on variables which are operating 

during the conference itself* The variables which exist prior to the 

conference are designated as "pre-conforence variables"• There are others 

which are operative during the conference itself* These are referred to 

as "process variables*•

Within the class of process variables* another distinction is made 

on the basis of the causal relationship between the variable and the 

outcomes* Some variables* on theoretical grounds* are directly related 

to conference outcomes; others modify conference outcomes indirectly, by 

mediation through other process variables* A variable of the first type 

is referred to as a direct determinant* The direct determinants have 

been arranged into three sub-groups, (1) Interpersonal variables* 

(2) problem-solving process variables, and (s) communication variables* 

The second type of process variable is called an indirect determinant 

variable* Ai illustration of the latter type is the kind of leadership 

used in a conference* It does not operate immediately on the outcome but 

affects among other things* the way the group attempts to solvo the problem* 

It is the problem-solving behavior which directly affects the outcome* 

This distinction between direct and indirect determinants was a crucial 

one in the selection of process variables for intensive investigation*
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I* Outcome Variables

The results of the conference may be divided into two types' 

the group decisions themselves* and the changes induced in the partici

pants by the conference process*

A* Group Decisions

The quality of the decision is the fundamental criterion* Quality 

of decisions on problems without definite solutions may be rated by experts» 

It can be measured by the degree to which the group* s decision exceeds in 

quality the solutions of individual participants prior to the conference* 

On those decisions which result in definite action a short time after the 

oonferenoe, a follow-up study might be made of the number of appeals against 

the decision» the degree of modification necessary to execute the decision 

and the degree to which it improved efficiency of operations*

Of the many possible effects of conferences on participants, two 

require particular mention in connection with the experiment to be described* 

Participant satisfaction with decision and participant satisfaction with 

process* The participant*s general satisfaction with the decision may 

depend upon such factors as his judgment of the quality of the decision 

and the degree to which the decision achieves his goals* In many oases, 

especially in those oases in which there is no external criterion of quality 

to apply to the decision, this becomes the only one by means of which to 

evaluate decision adequacy*

By satisfaction with conference process is meant the satisfactions 

arising from the mere fact of meeting together, from the insights obtained 

through creative group thinking, Operationally this satisfaction would be



*
best awasurod by evidence ef willingness to sens back for another meeting* 

The theory holds there is no necessary correlation between these two out- 

ease measures*

II, Direct Determinants

Three classes of direct determinants were posited: 1* interpersonal 

variables, Be prob lew-solving, and C, oeuemioatlon* Certain of the direct 

determinants affect only one or two of the outcome variables; others might 

affect all outcomes*

M. Interpersonal Variables

Conference outcomes are believed to be directly affected by aspects 

of the interpersonal relations among the members* The theoretical fraew 

work for this experiment posited three aspects of interpersonal relations as 

being of particular importance in determining outcomes* These three are: 

congruence of goals, interdependence of members and personal liking among 

members*

It is assumed that the member of a group who perceives that other 

members share his goals has a greater force operating on him to keep him in 

the group than a person who peroeivss his colleagues as differing with him 

as to goals* It is necessary to recognise that there are different levels 

of goals* @&s may refer to problem oriented goals of the individuals or to 

sustained goals derived from enduring values and needs of the participants* 

The first meaning is referred to as •immediate objectives^ the last 

meaning is designstud, "general values"• The hypothesis would be, however, 

that both perceived congruence as to solution objectives and as to general
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▼slues would operate directly on outcomes. Groups whose members perceive 

each other as working toward the same immediate goals and ultimate value 

goals will be more satisfied with group products than groups whose members 

perceive each other as in conflict on goals# or values»

The aooond dimension, interdependence of members» refers to the 

extent to which the members feel they need each other to attain objectives. 

The degree to which the perception of interdependence, or noo^ is present, 

is directly related to such outcomes so satisfaction with decision and 

satisfaction with process.

The third dimension, personal liking, is concerned with the extent 

to which there are attractions arising from the personal, affective inter- 

relatione existing among the members. Groups whose members like each other 

personally will be more satisfied with their decisions than groups whose 

members dislike one another.

The concept of cohesiveness may be used as a way of interrelating 

the interpersonal variables. The terra cohesiveness is defined as the degree 

to which the members of the group belong to the group. Put another way, 

cohesiveness io a resultant of the forces keeping the mosbere of a group 

together. Theoretically, it is possible to measure the cohesiveness of a 

group by determining the extent to which the members actively resist 

removal from the group, and by ascertaining the degree to which the individ

uals felt they belonged to the group.

In terms of measurement techniques, cohesiveness is analogous to 

the concept of motivation in individual psychology. Hunger, for instance, 

can be measured by asking the respondent to verbalise hie dogroe of hunger 

in some quantifiable way, or by using seme quantifiable barrier which the
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IbUt&AimI will overo osm to attain the goal object* Although in this atu^# 

it was not possible to use the barrier approach, it was possible to estimate 

the group1 e cohesion by asking each participant to rate the degree to which 

he felt he belonged to the group*

The three interpersonal variables represent dimensions on which the 

attractiveness of a group for an individual can vary. For example, one of 

the forces which keeps a person in a group is personal liking for its 

members; another is the need for the assistance of others in arriving at a 

goal* Thus, in measuring the degree to which the sobers of a group are 

attracted to each other personally, one is measuring the degree to which 

the group is cohesive «a that dimension* After positing a nunbar of such 

dimensions, one is led to assume that groups which score high on all such 

dimensions are more cohesive than groups which score lew* Ascertaining the 

resultant cohesiveness which occurs when there are various degrees of 

cohesion and disruption exhibited on the various dimensions is most diffi

cult* A single index of cohesiveness for the group demands the determination 

of how each component is to be weighted* This problem also has its analogue 

in the field of individual motivations how do thirst mA hunger aumate in 

driving the animal over the electric-grill barrierÎ

. In individual psychology, seme indirect measures of motivation are 

also generators of the motivational state* For instance, the number of 

hours of food deprivation, sometimes used as a measure of strength of the 

hunger drive, is also a generator of that drive* Analogously, the «n, 

of interpersonal relations may be thought to be generators of cohesiveness* 

The more the individuals in a group like each other personally, for example, 

the greater the cohesiveness, i#e„ the more the mushers belong to the group»
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Interpersonal variables are not the only ones which generate cohesiveness, 

of aourse* A sammiml action variable^ such as the degree to which the 

participants understand what is being said,will affect the extent to which 

they belong* M the ism tine, as with the interpersonal variables, it is 

a dimension along which the attractiveness of the group nay vary for the 

individual* Cohesiveness is thus, in turns of the theoretical framework, 

a resultant product of all the process variables* interpersonal, problem 

solving, and communication* M the same time, these process variables may 

be used as measures of cohesiveness* Because the interpersonal determinants 

are thought to be the more significant generators of group cohesiveness, 

cohesion will be discussed eloeot entirely in the framework of the inter

personal variables*

B, Problem Solving

The quality of the decision will be affected by the way the group 

carries through the problem-solving process* A classification of functional 

responses, such as solution proposing, supporting, opposing and summarising, 

was used to describe the problem-solving process* This system of categories 

was developed in preliminary experimentation*

Which patterning of these categories will indicate high problem

solving skill and which indicates inadequacy must be determined* It seems 

reasonable to suppose that the «mount of summarising done will affect the 

participants' satisfaction with process* The percentage of non-problem 

directed responses might be directly related to the quality of decision 

Further, certain sequences of the response classifications may directly 

determine outcomes; for instance, the eceurronce of solution-proposing before
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problw-jropoeisg wapmws «y result in lowing the queUty of decision» 

Lastly, ratio patterns may influence outcomes' a high ratio of supporting 

to opposing responses nay increase the participants* satisfaction with the 

group process.

0* Communication .

The effectiveness with which the members of the group trouait 

ideas and feelings to each other will directly affect such outcome variables 

as quality of decision and satisfaction with decision. The communication 

variables can be classified under two general categories, delivery and 

context. included in the delivery category are such variables as volute* 

pronunciation, articulation, variety/konst  ocy and quality of speaking. The 

content category refers to variables such as length and kind of sentences* 

repetition, level of abstractness of words and directness of contact with 

hearers.

HI. Simmary

The purpose of this discussion has been to provide a general 

theoretical frammrark for this experiment. Basically, the theory posits 

direct relationships between the quality of the decision and participant 

satisfaction with decision and three classes of process variables' inter» 

personal, problem solving and communication. Specific hypotheses as to 

interrelations among process variables which were a part of the pro

experiment theorising will be discussed in the body of the report*



KMRnœmi. disigi md frocdim

F** etudente in en undergraduate oourse in the peyeholegy

et nenegenent dieeueeed en industrial relations probien in en heur*long 

eenferenae* The leader was • peyeholegy professor not generally known by 

the pertioipantss The leadership style was varied in an attempt to produoe 

differenees in the problem-solving process, in interpersonal relations, and 

in the oimen nil oation process, Data in cash of the areas of conference 

proeoos We obtained from wire recordings, observers' records, and 

questionnaires administered to the participants,

I» Experimental Design

The best preliminary test of the general theory that the outcomes 

of a conference were directly related to interpersonal problem-solving and 

communication variables would be provided by groups which showed a considerable 

range of scores on these variables. Three possible methods of Obtaining a 

range of scores were considered: (1) random selection of participants pro

ducing nonaal variation; (2) systematic variation of groups on pre-conference 

characteristics of participants believed to be related to process variables, 

such as age, son, intelligence, and attitudes; (5) matched groups on pre- 

oenferenoo variables and manipulation of a process variable, which em 

theoretical grounds would produce differences between groups, The first 

msthod was rejected because of the risk that random selection might not pro

duce the range of scares necessary, The second was rojsotod because the 

theory was not sufficiently developed to permit hypotheses on the effect of 

pre-conference varieties on process, In addition, there was the possibility 

that the pro-conference variables might work in opposite directions, resulting
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In no range of aorm* The third method was need* Two styles of leadership 

were devised which on theoretical grounds would have opposite offsets on 

communication* problem solving and interpersonal relations* lash leadership 

style was wad with two groups*

lech conference was limited to one hour* Each conference group had 

either nine or ten participants* The same problem was given to each group 

to solve* The groups were matched on ago* veteran status* year in school* 

grade-point average* social fraternity affiliation and previous experience 

in group discussion* Measures during the experiment also indicated that the 

groupe were matched in the quality of their pro-conference solutions* There 

were also no significant differences among groups in the amount of pre* 

conference acquaintanceship among members*

le Leadership Styles •

Style One* the positive stylo* was used in Conferences 1 and 4* 

The leader was instructed to facilitate communication by recognising the 

presence of misunderstanding and work toward a group effort at clarification* 

The leader was instructed to are ate a feeling of belonging to the group by 

frequent reference to the group as a group and by accepting himself the 

contributions of participants* He was to try to bring about agreement on 

goals by minimising conflicts on purposes and emphasising the areas of 

agreement and was instructed to emphasise the need the group had for the 

various participants by commenting on the value of individual contributions* 

He was instructed to stimulate personal liking among the swmbors by pointing 

out instances of support and minimising rejections and by using peoples1 

names* The leader was told to improve the efficiency of the problem-solving
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F*»» by •«■arising, prapoainf prob lama. Making infamatim, reduelng 

irrolevmoiec, la Style One the leader would not direct the greep to a 

eolation, but would assist the group to arrive at its can solation.

Stylo Two, the negative style, was wood in Conferences t aed l.

T>* leader was instructed net to facilitate ocoooanioation by clearing up 

nisundorstending, Bo was told to misinterpret and deliberately niewader* 

etend participants' contributions, to speak ambiguously himself, The 

Baader was to make no effort to produce naonB- -thn^■adware a" eonoe of 

belonging to a unified group; he was to make no effort at compromise and 

was to give no indication that members were playing necessary roles, nor 

attempt to create personal liking among participants, Be was to create 

the impression that one part of the group was working at cross purposes 

with other parts and that he did not have asy feeling of belonging to the 

0Foup, He was to heighten awareness of conflicting goals, -4^4 the 

need for the presence of participants, and emphasise the personal disagree- 

neats among the members, The leader was instructed not to perform the 

emnonly considered leader functions of problem solving» smeaarising, 

making proposals, setting procedural goals, drawing out information from 

the group, keeping the problem in focus. Be was to prevent the group 

f*om Siam arising by interrupting, to prevent others from developing 

solutions to problems by calling on someone else to contribute something 

different, to prmoto irrelevant comments and prolong discussion on 

irrelevant topics, '

order to assure that each conference would continue for an hour 

it was necessary to instruct the leader to avoid votes, if the participants 

were allowed to vote on dMisiens, a conference night terminate before the
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hmr «M lose it* comparability with the others. the two styles of 

leadership had different techniques to avoid voting. la Style One swh 

st et waeate as the following were suggested* "Perhaps we should wait with 

that until we are sire all aspects of this problem have been discussed* 

Ihat about . . . .1" "Sms of the group haven't had a chance to say 

anything for quite a while. Perhaps we should let them have something to 

soy fir st—Jones Î" In Style Two the following were suggested for use by 

th* leader< "**11, before wo do that* Jones was mentioning something a 

while ago that I think we ought to go back to;" "Well, what are we going 

to vote ont I see about five ideas floating arouni»" 
o

The behavior prescribed for the loader in Style Two sounds, when 

etated positively as it is in the major portion of the description of the 

stylo, almost impossibly inept and eno might suspect that it would be 

inoperative booauee of its unreality. The fact is, however, that much of 

prescribed style consists of positive behaviors to be avoided while certain 

behaviors wore prescribed which were designed to have negative effects. 

By and large the sins prescribed for the leader are those of omission rather 

then commission. Thio is what actually happened in the conferences also, 

as will be seen; the leader for the moot part failed to take positive action 

to prnaoto understanding, friendly interpersonal relations and efficient 

problem-solving preeces. The theoretical effect of this failure was 

negative in these three areas. It is for this reason that the terms negative 

and positive have been need to doceribe the two stylee; they describe the 

hypothesised effects of the leader's behavior rather th* the behavior itself

The leader actually performed the behaviors which were prescribed
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fer hùu lrid.no. for thi. i. found in the typeeorlpte end in the detailed 

analysis of the problemsolving behavior of the loader described in a 

later section#

®. hypotheses

n» d*lgn w MUimM to permit to.ting of 0» of the more 

preleing hypothaaea mentioned in the theoretical fretwork. The main 

Iwothoooo dealt with oan be dialled into four ol.aeea, (1) bypothe... 

oonoerning the effect. of leader boharior on ontoanoo, (2) hypothec., a*, 

earning the off**, of leader behealer on proc... earl.bl.oa inberper.on.l. 

probl* eolwing and oo-mnloatlon. Th... bypath.... ar. group hypoth...., 

*e " ' t0 the °* er*», fado (Z) bypothe... concerning the 

interrelation, among proc... varUbl*, (4) hypoth.ee. eeeoeniag the 

reletlenahlp of ir*«, awlebl* to conference onto**, looted bel* .re 

example of bypothe... of e«h type. The Mot of explicit bypothe... 1. 

lllu.tr.tie. rather than exhauctiwo. The hypothec, which were femulated 

prior to the eperleant are dlacuaaed in oonn*tl* with the ne*** which 

were used to test then#

• %

1. The ralatlemahlp of ledorahlp atyla. to onto**

The po.ltle. laedcr.hlp atyla will produce . high* quality group 

doeielon, gr*t* participant catiefwtl* with greup dwlclan, y*, 

pro** and leader perfameee th* will the negative leaderahlp atyle

». The relrtloMhlp of lederahlp .tyle to pawn 0*1*1*

». pMlttw. 1.odorahlp atyla will recuit In . perception of greater 

•1^ * the part of p*tlolpanto *4 . greater feling of being aowpt*

hypoth.ee
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ttan will the negative leadership style*

«» pwl lw MweM» «tyl. will predww «Irtlrely m, 

•upper-ting cad fewer eppeeleg ••atrlbrtlen. m th. pMt of pertleiperte 

la the p.-oblM-.olrUg F««> thro will the .ugatiw. LM.rMip ,tyU.

*• *he raiatiaruhipwawoag prooeea varlablea

Knau who de aauidarabl. .eletlee prepoeiag will be ngerded

•• »n waitable than par a Ma who de little eolation 

proposing.

4. The relationships of process variables to conference outcomes 

The more accepted as a member the individual feels, the greater 

will be his satisfaction with group decision.

The more solution proposing the individual does, the greater will 

be his satisfaction with decision.

C. The problem

Th. participât. rw. told they war. t. .«uldw tha.aa.Iw.. a 

■"*" th* of ^^wtwr. of a groo.ry chain. Tl*y war. to d^ld. 

at thia Mating ..pea. th. rmuratio. policy th. oor^ay would adopt with 

fapMt to th. .awagara of th.ir.dd .t<r... Thl. probl.» war m „ m. 

in which thay era pwaawaably ir.tar.atad. aloe, thay hM .IwM .

1» th. fl.ld of paraoaol r latiau. It -all aaoegh t. b. treats

la as hoar by paraoaa of th. oca^toua of th. p-ticipaata. It i, .

teobl— a. Which th.... 1. .ca.Uar.bl. .Mfll.t 1* th. .wi^y M . wh.la. 

Uru. tlur. - utd>UM practice la th. prabior araa. it a.—, 

PMaibl. that an ad^aat. witart- a.lutlen coaid b.
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%* — respect the problem fell short of expectations,

it was not sufficiently difficult. The fimd mental solution-ideas were 

presented in the first for participations and at least one group might 

here terminated the discussion prior to the time limit had that been 

permitted. It should be stated, however, that the preventing of the vote 

was easily accomplished and that participation rote actually increased as 

ths conference proceeded. In other words, the limitation of the problem 

was that it allowed only trivial differences in the quality of the solutions 

of the group.

n« ^ecedure of the Conference dessions

1. Conference Boom Arrangement

Figure 1 shows the arrangement of the participate around the table 

and the position of the leader. Circles 1, B, C and D indicate the position 

of the observers and experimenters. On the table in front of each 

participant was a card which showed his nome and a maker which provided 

identification for the observers. Each participant wore a lapel microphone.

B. Observations

Two observers were situated at circle C. One kept a participation 

record which consisted of the participant’s mmber, of the person to whom 

h* ****** "** 10 shorthand, the first few words of his contribution. This 

record was latsr synchronised with the recording when the typescript copies 

of the conference were made. The other observer at circle C recorded nods 

ef agreement or disagreement unaccompanied by verbal opinion. The 

ef agreement or disagreement were tabulated so that eeeh participant's
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«4 «WM with th. »*tl«Ur pertlolpetlm. 

f *lah it F« . w-lrt, of M-M,. th. 4rt. ..11^

*»«v»**i»4^a.t. md n. u.1^1, ,f th*«ui^.. M 

lr.1. B ù r«o«dW th. now^b.l indiontion of ^rtiol^

Intw.n, Th» Bwtiw Of thl. obMmr m to telly hMdhrel.lag by 

individual p, fiv^inoto period, to rote p«tloip«t interop on . f«r 

F>l»t .. 1., t. not. looking .t th. .p..ker, laughing with th. group or 

elm. postural ohang.., and head and hand wovonent.. On. of th. two 

snpwlunter. oirol. I wrote down th. d.oi.lma o on. id wed by th. group. 

Th... ww. need in th. «=peri*nt during th. port-oorfovno. pwlod. Th. 

.thn- ob.«T„ at A... ..signed th. ,w ... giT.n to the *,*.*

et oirol. B. M oirol. D two ob.wvar. mad. an.odot.1 r.port. of th. 

.onf-rmo. proofing.. Th. t«bni.l„ m oharg. of th. wira raoording 

apparatus was located at I.

C« Procedure of the Bxperlaant

Th. .Olwdul. for the oxperlwntal period 1. shown in Table 1.

Th. a.tu.1 procedure .» boat be desoribed by reproduoing the in.tru.tion. 

giru to the enp^inenter in ohargs,whioh he followed erectly, *ter .11 

th. conferee. era present nd ntM st th. oonfer.no. table th. 

arperinontor gov. th. foilwing gnsral orientation talks

oonfer.no
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SOPKÜÜLE

lai " Ly rii-utrs

1. General Orientation

°. Questionnaire I (Appendix A)

3. Questionnaire 11 (Appendix A)

L. Question Perl 3d

One Ho iu

>. Conference

û. Individual Joln^lons (Appendix b)

7. Voting on donclusiozis (Appenai:: B) 

de Ques !j^nnaire III (Appendix B)

>. Questionnaire IV (Apj.endix B)

10. Questionnaii o v (Appendix B)
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%» task consists of three parts. We will firat ask 
you questions about various matters; then we will have an hour's 
conference, and finally, we will eak you queetiena concerning 
*•* during the conference itself, and your reactions to 
it. Just before we begin the oonferenoe itaelf, there will be 
ample time for quest!ons.”

"Sxoept during the oonferenoe, will you please refrain 
firm talking with each other about the subject natter of the 
questionnaires! We need to have your individual independent 
responses unoontaminatod by group discussion.”

(Questionnaire I was than distributed.)

_  *Wt*e first complete this questionnaire. Be sure to 
«suer it on the basis of how you really feel, not on the basis 
of someone oiso's theories about conference procedures. Be sure 
to put your muter on each questionnaire you fill out.”

(Questionnaire II was distributed.)

e "*e* ll have about ten minutes for answering this question
naire.

^pon completion of Questionnaire II, the experimenter went on with 

the instruction et .

we begin the conference, may I explain how we plan 
to proceed. There will be a special chairman, whom you supposedly 
h«vo elected chairman of your board of directors. Tou've done 
••w role-playing before. Don't leave your roles as board members 
to make out-of-rolo wisecracks or comments. In your need for 
additional facts, you may dig into your past experiences for the 

welm them up, but don't fabricate wild facts which will destroy 
the reality atmosphere of the situation. Do you have any 
questions! *

The experimenter introduced the chairman to the participants and 

concluded his instructions by sayings

*e* remember, you are directors of a company and you want 
to have the company succeed. Ml of you have something at stake 
in the success of the company. Ton have responsibilities to stock.

employées. Md this is a very important meeting for 
the future of the company.”

Thon fclleeed the hour-long conference. M the end of the hour the
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•reups were interrupted and telds

*lew write ent your een selutien to the problem you here 
been discussing.

liter these individual solutions were completed, the experimenter 

went one

"Is you were having your conference, I compiled a list ef 
••«tewenta which represent possible decisions you might have owes 
to during the conference*"

"Will you mark your •Voting on Decisions’ sheet as to 
whether you agree or disagree with the decisionsT Borno of these 
decisions were really never agreed upon — don’t let that trouble 

just tell me whether you agree or disagree with the state
ment as it stands.

Those possible decisions were written on a blackboard* The partial 

panta indicated by hand-raising with which of those decisions they agreed» 

Those items on which five participants in a group of nine, and six partici

pants in a group of ton agreed, were starred on the board and said to 

constitute the group decision. Then all the unstarred statements were 

erased (seo Table 3, Evaluation of Conference Outcomes).

(8, 9, and 10. Questionnaires II, IV, and V)

"We are now asking you to fill out throe questionnaires 
which concern what went on during the conference and your reactions 
to the conference. Be sure that your number is on the top of each 
questionnaire. When you finish one questionnaire, just signal and 
Tn *3 """fh** ?" ** you to answer every item on 
all the questionnaires. If you have any comments to make about any 
of your answers or any of the itaau, be sure to do so* Write them 
on the questionnaire itself* We are asking you net to converse 
among yourselves while working on the questionnaires. Hetlee that 
on some of the questionnaires, the scales don’t all go in the see

.   **** V*1 through, you are welcome to stay to listen
to some of the recording or you nay leave*"

"We have one last request. We will be reposting this 
conference several times with other students in feyohology M. it



1»
will interfere with the research if engr of the participants 
at subsequent nestings knew about the problem we discussed.
So we ere asking you not to talk over the problem er the 
questionnaires with soyons."

4fter ths sxpsriawntal psriod the participants were permitted to 

listen to the wire recording and discuss aspects of the experiment with 

members of the research team.



IViLUâTIOM CF COHFBI1CB OUTCOMgS

The «pertiwefcer Interested in studying the feet ors afteetlng the 

effectiveness of a conference must decide with whioh of the may possible 

objectives of a conference he will ocasern himself. He can then determine 

the effect of process variables cm the degree to whioh these objectives 

are achieved. It is possible for nearly everyone to think of ways in which 

a caferances differ. The important step in the theorising is to determine 

what outcomes are affected by these differences. Ratent of participation 

by a menber. for ex maple, may be related to certain objectives and not to 

others.

is was mentioned in the discussion of the theoretical framework 

for this experiment two broad types of outcomes or products of a conference 

were selected for study: The docision(s) of the conference (their quality, 

member, oxocutability, etc.), and effects on the participants (their 

satisfaction with decision, motivation to execute the decision, willingness 

to assume responsibility of decision execution, etc.). These, then, are 

the outcome variables in terms of which the theory was constructed. The 

theory holds that variation in the problem solving, communication —«i 

interpersonal variables operating during the oonforenee directly affect 

these outcomes.

Mot all of the outcome variables mentioned above were measurable 

in the experiment being discussed. The approach to measurement of decision 

quality was to ousparo the decisions actually reached by the conference 

groups with an external criterion of quality — an expert solution to the 

same problem. Measurement of effects on participants warn limited to a 

to
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•inAy of participant satisfactions — with the decision, with the leader, 

and the group performance,

IkMUrewewt of QuaUtv of Deciaiam

The criteria for evaluating solutions vary with the type of 

prob lea with which the group is dealing. To some problem there ie one 

and only one correct answer, the correct answer is defined by some fixed, 

generally acceptable method, such as mathematical computation or logical 

analysis. The number of correct solutions, the nmber of problems completed 

per interval of time and the extent to which the group approximated the 

correct solutions are possible criteria when groups are dealing with 

problems to which there are correct solutions, M illustration of this 

type of research is that of Watsou(U) who used tests of intellectual 

functions in which the group's outcome score was represented by the nwaber 

of correctly completed items. The Jeunes, experiment^) illustrates the 

use of the discrepancy criterion. There the degree of correctness of the 

group's decision-outcome as to the member of beans in a container was 

measured by the discrepancy between the actual count and the group estimate, 

in sharp contrast to solutions based upon commonly accepted facts 

are those based on value considerations. Problems heavily loaded with 

value elements usually cannot even be appraised in terms of the judgments 

of experts, as experts are apt to disagree within these areas. In evaluating 

the outcome of the conference s decision on value problems, it is usually 

necessary to by-pass appraisal of the quality of the decision and rely upon 

•Mh outcomes as the satisfaction of the participants with the decision or 

the effect of the decision upon their motivation to execute it.

Sometimes, however, the experimenter wants to employ problems to
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11 • “4l— " t —« ».

-J-^t.l- typ. or probit th. lnv..tiert, ef ooor^.. le wpi01.lly 

»»r.^ in thl. UM or G^rmm.t.1 «X priT.t.

" ""°" «h. pooling .r th. jm^.0

•*«*• * f* c^r^Moo, «MUtiT» «P1V 

«*!««. to «mr t.ohMo.1 w..ti«u t. whloh oolutlon. „. loTlnlt.^ 

Boohto^ !-,.(•) l-.tlg.tM th. jMg._t.l typ. ., 

«•«»« thMght, but o—lM Mt no —t«tl.
-1U.UM .r th. q..llty or th. group., product. Met group. MU .rm, 

,61Utl”g 10 Problro, .. »rt . yeewe oyp. ef

««»< .™.t b. th. u.u.l pr.otlo. 1. to coup- th. .olutlou. Mtb

th*"# «rrlved at by expert a.

A. Construction of the Criterion Solution

' b"1““ —errfu.t. .tudant. —ol.U.lng in 

P-o-Xw-k. ocnaultM with npvrt. of Md. «^1-.., Md r-ul.tM 

7 ‘° —— to th. MporlMM.l group. (^U.

». Two orltorlon ..lotion, -or. -....ry, too»., th. problw. „ 

pr..„tM to th. .«t.r.=o. group. ... Mhlguou. » not .p.olrylng th. 

r.l.tlon.hlp b.t,Mn —g.r Md h—orrio.. On. .olutl» (th. !«*

“ «» «-P»- th.t th. OhUM.t- .M^w 
h“ r..pon.lbllity Md n.k.. .tor. p.lloy d«l.l^

» th. n.ld or Mr.hMdl.lng Md pm.om.1 pMotl.M. th. MhM MhtlM 

(». C.ntr.^.tr.1 .olutl») ..1Wd th.t th. MWr opor.t.. uM.r .1^ 

di«oti„ MthMity or th. o-tr.1 orrio. Md th.lr dl.trlot 

k-lMtlM ot th. IndlMdu.l Md group .elution. 1*1..* th.t ». loo.l.
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Mtcncay assuaption was eade by the participants* Hence, the Iwai* 

Autonomy key was need as the criterion solution in subsequent analysis* 

The criterion solution key is given in Table 2«

The validity of the scoring key was checked in two ways* It was 

applied to ths remuneration policies of a state wide chain of food stores 

operating with local manager autonomy* Of the 13 items in the criterion 

solution, there was agreement with actual practice on 10, disagreement on 

2, and there was one omission* When the saw key was applied to a national 

chain with a central-office control policy there were four agreements, six 

disagreements and three emissions* There is high agreement between practice 

and the appropriate criterion solution*

In a second test of the validity of the key, average of ratings by 

72 judges were correlated with the scores obtained by applying criterion 

key* The judges, students in advanced business administration classes on 

personnel practices, were instructed to assume the chain-stores were 

operating with local manager autonomy* The correlation coefficient was *76* 

The reliability with which the keys was applied to the actual data 

was checked by having 38 solutions scored by two coders* Since the key 

contains thirteen items, a total of 494 comparisons between key and solution 

ware made as to whether there was agreement, disagreement or an omission* 

The key presented in Table 2 plus the special instructions presented In 

Appendix D were the entire basis upon which the coders operated* There was 

no verbal communication between them throughout the coding process* There 

was disagreement upon 43 of the 494 items; this amounts to an 87% agreement 

among the coders* Using the Craig-Guetskew category reliability tables(#), 

the probable accuracy with which each item was correctly coded by a single 

coder is *98*



Measurement of Quality

Solution imnoota

Salary

1»

TJBU t

CRITRICM SOLUTION KKÏ

Looal-Autonw

«revisions*
"Store manager paid base salary 
2« equal to that of eampeting chains

Store managers paid straight salary 
greater than that of competing chains

10e Vocation benefits authorised with pay based 
on length of service 10

11# Retirement benefits* Mano

12# Insurance benefits* Mono

1
2

Profit sharing*
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B» *cp«rlMatal F ladings

A fundamental problem, net clearly anticipated when the deelgn 

" e«»trwt«4, 1», *».t le the deelelon of the group!* Ie it ehet the 

recorder or conference monetary reporte in her nlnutee, the_ r—y 

at.tenent of the leader, or the eolation of the individual perticipentet 

It in probably true that the real declaim", defined ae a. one which 1. 

put into effect,any be any me or eever.l of theca in omblnatlm. depend, 

ing on the elrounatancm. Thia auction inve.tlgato, the effect, of the 

leadership style mmipulatim on the quality of throe of the any poeelble 

content tutcme, of a conference. the voting behavior of the participant,, 

integrated group mlutime and individual peet-oenferanoe mlutime. 

Thoae will be diacuaeed in thia order elthough in the «périment,l ^uonoe 

the individual aolutlone cm» firet, followed by the voting volution, and 

the integrated ooluti<ma,reopeotively. the firet of them 1, .separable 

to what wight be obtained with a group which vote, on . ,„i„ et 

itmei the item paeeed by a majority omatitutee the group decision. The 

Momd, integrated solution, Ie analogous to the impression of group 

declaim reported by the secretary or chairman, the third type of content 

outoem le elmllsr to that of a training conference or a conference of 

independent department heede. the conference deale with e problem______  

to the participant, but there 1, nc .ingle «.cut or of th. group dMeim.

Ie Voting

During the meeting lteelf, a "omeenoue ob,error* attempted to co» 

etruct a eerlee of gmn.ll.Mm. which mnd to repre.ent th. omeemeae 

” ***••■» f th. meeting Ct« emh participant hM written



is
his individual post-conference solution, the list of general conclusions 

along with bogus st atone nts not representing consensus was submitted to a 

veto» The statements were written on a blackboard and the subjects were 

requested to vote on the special sheet, "Voting on Decision". Uppwdlx B)e 

The statements used for each group differed and are presented in Table 3, 

The results of the vote for each group, as well as the criterion score 

value of each statement, derived by applying the key to each item, are 

also presented in Table 3,

The quality of the total voting behavior of the groups was appraised 

by the following procedure, The three voting categories were given weights 

(2 for "Completely ^gree", 1 for Agree with Reservations", end 0 for 

Cannot Agree") and their aw for each statement was multiplied by its 

criterion score, Then, the "decision" quality score for each group was the 

sum of the weighted scores on each statement. These results are reported 

in Table 4, The voting of Group 2 and Group 4 is markedly superior to 

that of the other two groups.

Substantially the same results were obtained when only those items 

upon which a majority of participants completely agree or agree with 

reservations were eeared. This is the group decision had a simple majority 

criterion been used in accordance with customary parliamentary procedure.

There is, then, no congruence between the leadership pattern to 

which the groups were subjected and the total voting behavior of partici

pants on the group decision as determined from the voting,

2, integrated solutions

There was no secretary or recorder appointed for the groups. The
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TABLE U 

THE QUALITY OF THE VOTING SOLUTIONS 

Participant # Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group h

1 h 12 2 10

2 1 8 -3 lb

3 k 17 -h 12

h 3 7 2 12

5 2 8 3

6 1 19 2 12

7 0 lb 0 lb
8 • 13 b

9 1 12 6 lb
10 1 8 3 12

Total for all 
Statement* 17 118 15 11b
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"k of oollootlng .«mm, «t.tmnt, hM 

—difficulty to dctcmtoto, jm wtot .«.cm, w tm rouM. 

* nir of Judge,, uaeoquolntod with the criteria* key, derived „ 

Integrated" .elution for oooh group « the bo,to of the pot-coeferouoo 

indlTUu.1 solutlou, the pset-meting voting, end th. typeecript of the 

ocnfer.no. proceeding.. The resulting stotounts, reproduced to dppndlx 

n. we tton «<md awarding to th. Lco.l-hutomr key,with re.ult. „ 

presented to *1. g. The clear «priority .f Group g 1. » l—c— 

eridmt to tom of agrcount with the orit«Mon. both Group 2 and Group 

4, however, .till ehew leas di.ogr.wnt with criterion tton do the other 

group.. Nain there 1. no congruence totem the leederahip pattern to 

whioh the group. we «pmd and th. quality of their integrate. .olutian, 

to torn, of -eunt f egreuent with criterion, inspection of th. integrated 

.elutiou (dppmdto D) indicate, the great .toilorlty of the group, to the 

contest of their decisions*

8* Individual solutions

toother uthod of evaluating the effect .f . conference 1, to 

eo^r. th. quality of th. thinking of the participants before ^ter 

the .«fem this uthod could be used to this caperlunt bu.uw suh 

Wttelp^ tod written ent hi. os* solution to the ruuuration problu 

toftr. and «.in after the dl.cu.alu. The individual .elutions 

soared with the tod-totonuy toy, the result, m presatoed to Table 4.

The Participant, to all four groups w. appr salute ly equal to 

too quality of their pre-ecnfor.no. setotiene, however, the pwrtl.ip.nt. 

to “’y cue KT up, Group 4, ended the hour's discussions with significantly

ocnfer.no
ecnfor.no


TABLE 5

QUALITY OF INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group &

Agreements 23 23 38 5b

Disagreements 23 8 31 8

Omissions & 69 31 38



TABUS 6

QUALITY CT INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS 
PERCENTAGE SCORES ON LDCAL-AUTONOMT KEI

Group 1 Group ||

Tre- Post- Difference Post- Difference

Agreements 21 16 -5 18 Uo ♦22
Disagreements k 12 ♦8 3 9 ♦6

Omissions 75 72 -3 79 51 -28

Group 2 Group 3

Pre- Post- Difference Tre- Post- Difference
Agreements 21 21* ♦3 21 18 -3
Disagreements 3 8 10 7 -3
Omissions 76 68 —8 69 75 ♦6



W*r quality solutions than those with which they began, The partiel» 

the other groups ended Août whore they began, Since the mk 

result was not obtained with Group 1,where the came leadership style was 

used, this gain cannot be attributed to leader behavior, 

in siamary, then, the four groups began discussion of the problem 

with approximately the seco degree of expertise and with individual 

solutions of equal quality. There were group differences in quality on all 

three of the decision outcomes. Two of the groups were superior in voting 

behavior, io.» on the recognition tests Group 4 was superior on the 

integrated group solution and in the qualitative gain shown in individual 

solutions from pro- to post-conference, i.e., the reproduction test. Those 

differences are not attributable to leadership style, however, since in 

each case of superior performance.only one of the pair of replicate groupe 

was superior. The active, supportive leadership produced superior performance 

in only one of the groups so treated.

®e Methodological Implications

1. The differences in results when different products are used 

indicates that any experimental design must carefully consider which pro

ducts will be evaluated qualitatively. It would be a mistake to usw 

that all would produce the same conclusion. The voting decision outcome 

is similar to the recognition method inmmaory experiments, it ^cbably o^oquired 

f »««— « W—-1^ ibl. *•* ib^lt weeU t, 

produce one in the individual solution product,which is similar to the 

reproductive method in memory experimentation.

*• The voting score as used here can definitely be improved upon.
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The experimenter could present to the group standard list of atateewnte 

with known relationships to the criterion. This would provide ee^letely 

commensurate data for all groups, It would be desirable to here the list 

■ore extensive. This would prorido a range index as well so a quaHtativo 

latex ef group performance. The range score might distinguish between 

groupe which did a few things well but little else, ftm e group which did 

■■V things equally well. The recognition nature of this test ney e*e it 

highly sensitive to pre-conference variables, such as expertise. War 

certain circumstances, the voting test night also require pre-confer  once 

testing of the groups.

2. The change (gain or lees) score is a very meaningful one. 

While slanted toward the training type of outcome, it is applicable to 

decision-waking conferences.

4. The "integrated" solution device, while similar to the notes of 

a secretary or chairman, had definite limitations as used in this study. 

These limitations were primarily related to the many unavoidable inter

pretations made by the integrators. It would be better to instruct the 

group at the outset to prepare a decision-solution at the end of the time 

limit. This should be a group project to prevent superior products from 

being due to the accident of a superior secretary.

* I* «Quêtions lb would be important to evaluate the 

execution-decision — the group's "decision" as formulated by the poroma 

who will be executing the decision for the group.



This section deals with the effects of the two leadership styles 

on the satisfaction of participants, On theoretical grounds, the negative 

leadership style, through its effects upon the interpersonal, problem» 

solving and ooesunication variables,would produce lower participant 

satisfaction with the decision, with the group and leader performance than 

would the positive style, Questionnaire items lamediately after ths 

conference and again after an interval of two months measured satisfaction 

with decision and with group and leader performance,

A, lanodiate Measures of Satisfaction with Decision and with Access

1, Satisfaction with decision

Two types of items (Questionnaire III, Appendix B) measuring 

decision satisfaction were constructed, General items were designed which 

would be applicable to all conferences regardless of content* in addition, 

items specific to the subject matter of the conference were utilised even 

though they would not be generally applicable in other conferences, The 

specific items were included to permit study of the nature of the general 

I**"** Tn addition, the specific items might be more sensitive to small 

differences in satisfaction, which the more generalised items would fail 

to detect. The four general items (Items 1, 4, 6, 8) required the partiel- 

pant to indicate hie satisfaction with the decision, his judpwnt as to 

the quality and workability of the decision and finally the extent t* which 

the decision met his objectives, On the four specific items (Items X» 3, 8 

T) the participant indicated his satisfaction that relevant aspects of the 

problem and all relevant information had been considered and that the

29
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decision would make for high manager morale and high manager participation* 

On all items the participant indicated his satisfaction on a tom-point scale* 

Sxperimental findings*» Table 7 shows the product moment inter» 

correlations of these items for all four conference groups combined* 

Coefficients of correlation were computed separately for Groups 1*4 and 

Groups 2 * 3 to determine whether the degree of relationship among the items 

differed in the two sets of groups receiving differential treatment* Scatter 

diagrams were made to assist in interpretation of the data* Comparison of 

the matrices for the two sets of groups indicated that they did not differ 

significantly with respect to the degree of relationship between items* 

The data from all four groups were therefore combined to provide the values 

shown in Table 7*

Since no direct evidence as to the reliability of any of the 

questionnaire items is available* these intercorrelations provide indirect 

infomation concerning reliability* Two items* Item 2 and Item 6* stand out 

as shewing markedly laser correlations with the other items although they do 

correlate significantly with each other (6% level)* Virtually all the 

correlations among the other items are moderately high and significant at 

the 1% level*

Table 8 presents the means for each group and standard deviations of 

Groups 1 & 4 and Groups 2 * 3 on the satisfaction with decision items* 

Kone of the differences in means is statistically significant, although there 

is a tendency for Groupe 1 * 4 to be slightly more satisfied than Groups 2 * 

3»

With one exception there are no significant differences between the 

two sets of groups in variability. Groups 2*3 are significantly (ft level)
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■or* variable in their satisfaction with consideration of relevant infer* 

nation (Item 7)«

Considering all the satisfaction items together, both leadership 

styles produced a good deal of satisfaction on the part of participants* 

This is indicated by the point at which the average ratings of each of the 

four groups fall on the scale items* While all the items are not exactly 

comparable with respect to the verbal description a beneath the scale 

intervals, the means of all four groups on all the items are above the mid* 

point of the ten-point scales* On the exactly comparable scales (Items 2, 

5, 5, and 7) the means for all four groups are close to the "moderately 

satisfied" description on the scale*

When the means of the groups were coopered from item to item, all 

four groups wore significantly (# level) more satisfied that the decision 

was workable (Item 4^ than that relevant information had been considered 

(item 5)* Satisfaction with decision workability was significantly 

higher (®£ level) than the mean on the quality of decision item (item 6)* 

The mean on the workability item (item 4) was very significantly higher 

(1% level) than the mean on the item measuring extent to which the decision 

met the objectives of the participant (item 8), These comparisons all 

involve the workability item* That these differences are real is further 

substantiated by the fact that on this item the description term "moderately" 

is at the midpoint while on the others it is higher on the scale*

The following conclusions may be drawn with respect to the decision 

satisfaction of participantsi (1) The two sets of groups did not differ 

significantly in their satisfactions on any of the satisfaction with decision 

items* (2) Ml groups had mean scores above the midpoint on all the items*



»
(S) HI groupe were significantly More satisfied with the workability 

aspects of their decisions than they were with the quality of the decisions 

nor so. with the estent to which the decisions met the objectives they had 

in mind, and with the amount of relevant information on which the decision 

was based.

Methodological implications.» A single composite measure of 

satisfaction with decision was desired to facilitate the exploration of the 

relation of participant satisfaction to other outcome and process variables» 

The composite measure decided upon consisted of the arithmetic average of 

the scores on three general items* the over-all satisfaction with decision 

item (Item 1), the judgment of the quality of the decision item (item 6) 

and the item concerned with the extent to which the decision met the 

objectives of the participant (Item 8).

To determine the relationship between general measures of decision 

satisfaction and satisfaction with specific aspects of decision, two of the 

specific items, satisfaction with effect of decision on manager morale, 

(Item 3) and satisfaction with effect of decision on manager participation 

(Item 7^ were correlated with the composite measure of satisfaction. The 

resulting coefficients are shown in Table 9. There is a high correlation 

between the general and these specific items. It is apparent from both 

Table 7 and Table 9 that the most important factor in taras of which the 

participants evaluated the decision was its offset on manager participation 

and morale. This finding suggests that there is a general global factor 

which operates in both general and specific items. It is conceivable that 

other items on loss important aspects of the decision would not result in



TAME 9

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
MEASURES OF SATISFACTION

AL AND SPECIFIC

Questionnaire III

Item 3% Satisfaction with effect 
on manager morale

Item 7: Satisfaction with effect 
on manager participation

Composite Satisfaction

•71«*

•63w

•* Significant at the 1X level
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in high o«relations with general satirfeotiwu

The ether two specific items, satisfaction that relevant aspects 

2^» 886 that relevant infomation were considered (item Cashew 

UUU relation to the general measures of satisfaction with decision. 

Vxemlnation of the warding of these items indicates stro^ reference to 

the way in whioh the decision was reached, rather than the decision itself. 

They will be examined with the items relating to satisfaction with process.

gflseral considerations*- There is evidence from the survey of 

conference practices» that administrators using small decision-making 

conferences within their own organisations use two general types of criteria 

in evaluating conferences. (1) Obtaining the objectives for which the 

meeting was called. This frequently means accomplishing the purpose of 

the administrator himself and is thus leader eatiofaction. (g) Obtaining 

participant satisfaction with decision* It would appear, then, that the 

emphasis placed on satisfaction with decision, either leader or partici

pant, is not unrealistic and will moot with acceptance* Administrators 

rarely mention such criteria as increased motivation, increased knowledge, 

speed of decision-making, or even quality of decision.

2. Satisfaction with process

Only one item, a direct question as to the extent of satisfaction 

with the manner in which the group went about reaching a decision, measured 

over-all satisfaction with process (Questionnaire IV, Item 5). Another 

item? (Questionnaire IV, Item 6) measured satisfaction with leader



performance. The two opeoifio iteee, mentioned above,were investigated 

as possible satisfaction with process measures* satisfaction with the 

extent to which relevant aspects (Questionnaire III, It* 2) and relevant 

information were considered, (Questionnaire III, It* 5). The inter

relations of those items are ehewn in Table 10. The coefficients were 

computed separately for Groups 1 * d and Groups 2*3. Since theeo 

coefficients did not differ significantly, the data from all groups were 

combined.

kperlmantal findings.» The intercorrolatiens in Table 10 Indi

cate that there is an important process element in It* 5, Questionnaire 

HI. satisfaction with consideration of relevant information. The it* 

measuring degree of eatisfaction with consideration of relevant aspects 

(Questionnaire III. It* 2) is apparently even less related to eatisfaction 

with process items than it is to satisfaction with decision measures. 

Hence, the it* was not used in subsequent analysis.

A composite score, the arithmetic average of the participant's 

group process satisfaction (Questionnaire III, It* 5) and his satisfaction 

with the consideration of relevant information (Questionnaire IV, It* 5^ 

was used in the following analysis as a measure of satisfaction with group 

process. This combination finds support in the survey findings. Where 

informât!* supply is considered * important aspect of process.

The lack of significant correlation between the satisfaction with 

group process it* (Questionnaire IV, It* g) and satisfaction with leader 

performance (Questionnaire IV, It* 6) indicates that there is not am 

ever-all halo operating with respect to process. The absence of ewroleti* 

is not due to lack of reliability of the leader performance it*, since.



TABLE 10

INTERCORRELATIONS AMONG MEASURES OF 
SATISFACTION WITH PROCESS

Satie* with 
Consideration 
of Relevant

Aspects 
(Qin, Item 2)

Satis* with 
Consideration Over-all Satis* with
of Relevant Satis* with Leader
Information Group Access Performance 

(QHI, Item 5) (QIV, Item 5) (QIW, Item 6)

1 2 3b
1 All Four •Uo *21» *11

2 •tit*# —*12

3 *•11»

♦ Significant at the 5% level 
** Significant at the 1% level



Apparently the participants make a distinction between what is decided and 

hear it is decided* There is a difference between being satisfied with the 

decision and being satisfied with how the group arrived at it* Further 

evidence is provided by the functional pattern data discussed in another 

section of this report* The pattern descriptions in that questionnaire are 

process descriptions* The fact that there was more than chance agreement 

among participants as to the appropriate pattern descriptions for each 

participant indicates that process observations were made and were made 

reliably* These findings suggest that the difficulty in getting process 

observations from participants may be reduced by the use of specific 

process questions*

Table 11 presents the means for all four groups and ths standard 

deviation for Groups 1 & 4 and Groups 2 4 3 on the items concerned with 

process satisfaction* Only one of the differences in means is significant* 

The participants in Groups 1 4 4, the positive style groups* were signifi

cantly (1% level) more satisfied with the performance of the leader than 

were the participants in Groups 2 4 3* the negatively led groups* The two 

styles of leadership left distinctly different degrees of satisfaction 

with the leader’s performance* On this same item the difference in 

variance is significant at the 5% level* There was more disagreement about 

the adequacy of the loader’s performance among the participants exposed 

to the negative style than was the case with the participants who 

experienced the positive leadership stylo* We will have occasion to refer 

to this finding again when discussing the relationship of the participant’s 

attitude toward the leader to other variables*

The fact that there is no corresponding difference between the two
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ef group» on the satisfaction with general proeeee item (Quest! «maire 

4, Item 5) is added evidence that there le ne over-all global effect with 

reapeot to proeeee•

4» wae found with the satisfaction with decision measures, the 

absolute level of the mean scores is above the midpoint on the seals for 

all groupe on all items except the one on which the two »ot» of groupe 

differ eignificantly, Hone of the differences between items are signifi

cant.

Methodologioal implications.— More items measuring mount of 

aatiafaction with process are needed to provide greater assurance of 

reliability of measurement and to shed light on the relationship between 

satisfaction with process in general and satisfaction with particular 

aspect» of process»

Although difficult to score, open-ended questions might be used 

to determine the dimensions of process in the minds of the naive partiei- 

pante These date would be useful in construction of process items.

The item concerned with leader performance, while satisfactory for 

the present purpose, is too general to reveal either the determinants of 

satisfaction with leader or the areas of inadequacy for training purposes. 

To attain these objectives, a variety of items concerned with leader 

performance should be constructed such as the following*

How satisfied were you with the way the leader eumarixedt

Hew satisfied were you with the leader’» effort» to improve under

standing maong the members T

8. Amnaarys Measurement of satisfaction outcomes

in spite of marked differences in the manner in which the leader
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behaved, there are no significant differences between the two sets of 

groups on any of the measures of decision satisfaction. ^either did the 

leadership styles manipulation produce differences between sets of groups 

in their satisfaction with the way the group proceeded to its decision. 

Ihs differences in leader behavior did produce significant differences 

between sets of groups in participant satisfaction with the leader* s 

performance. The participants exposed to the positive style were very 

satisfied with the loader; the participants exposed to the negative style 

tended to be slightly dissatisfied with the leader. There was also a 

significant difference in variability among participants in the two sets 

of groups in their satisfaction with the leader. The participants in 

Groups 2 & 3, the negative style groups, showed more disagreement among 

themselves as to the adequacy of the leader.

B* Measures of Satisfaction with Decision and with Access

How stable and enduring were the results obtained on the question

naires presented immediately after the conference? Would the absence of 

differences on most items between the two sets of groups persist, or would 

differences appear over time? To answer these questions, two months after 

the experimental conferences the participants received a mail questionnaire 

(Appendix C) on their post-conference satisfactions. The delayed question

naire data also provided opportunity for checking, to some extent at least, 

the reliability of items concerned with satisfaction With decision and 

satisfaction with group process.

On Item 1 of the delayed questionnaire the participant indicated 

whether or not he would be willing to participate without stipend in
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experimental conference* Item 2 was intcMod to provide a measure of 

the extent to which the individual was attracted to hie group, it asked 

whether he would want to be in the sane group or another group if he 

were to participate again* Item 3 measured the participant's desire for 

‘the same leader as opposed to a new leader* Item 4 measured satisfaction 

with process and item 5, satisfaction with decision* The last item. 

Item 6, concerned extra-curricular speech activities and was analysed in 

connection with the matching of the groups*

X* Experimental findings

The percentage of returns failed to differentiate between the 

groups, all groups showed 10# return. Time of return scores based on the 

percentage of returns over various periods of time also showed no differences 

between groups* Only 6 of the 38 participants required a follow-up letter 

and inadequate mail service was responsible for the failure of several to 

return the questionnaires more quickly*

Table 12 shows the means for each of the four groups and the me ms 

and standard deviations for Groups 1 & 4 and Groups 2 & 3 on the questionnaire 

items* The difference between the taro sets of groups on Item 3, desire for 

the same leader, is statistically significant at the # level* None of the 

other differences is statistically significants These findings exactly 

reproduce the results on the measures obtained immediately following the 

conferences* Then Groups 2 & 3 were also much less satisfied with loader 

performance than were Groups 1*4* ds was the case with the immediate 

measures, all the differences are in favor of groupe with the positive leader* 

' The mean scores for the two sets of groups on the delayed



TABLE 12

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS ON 
DELATED QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

Ari A - 2 A- 3 A • b 1 & b TA 3 t
Item It % willing 

to Return 89 « 80 100 67 78 90

Item 2: Desire for M 5.78 
Same Group SD

!u6 5.1 5.33 5.55 
Wk

k.85 
3.0k 1.55

Item 3: Desire for M 6*55 
Same Leader SD

5.2 5.0 8.11 7.33
2.70

5.10
2.60 2.53»»

Item ht Satis, with M 5.76 
Process SD

5.3 6.5 6.33 6.06
2.00

5.90 
2.05

Item St Satis. with M 7M
Decision* SD

6.5 6.h 7.00* 6.83
2.01

6.k5
1.80

** Difference between means significant at the 1% level
♦ The n in Group k is 8 instead of 9, as one participant failed 

to check Item 5
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queeti «maire* are abere the midpoint on all itew exempt one. 0» an 

absolute baeis the experimental experience was apparently a satisfactory 

one. The favorable attitude toward it noted in the high mean scores 

immediately after the conference persisted ever the two months' interval.

Table IS presents the correlations between the dolled questionnaire 

items and pertinent items from questionnaires administered immediately 

following the conference. The person's desire for the same group (Item 

t) is not related to his earlier feeling of being accepted as a group 

nesibsrj nor is it related to his original perception of the unity of the 

group. Item 2 is in no sense parallel to the two immediate post-conference 

measures and therefore does not provide a check on the reliability of 

these items. M the reliability of the immediate measures was judged to be 

satisfactory, the lack of correlation may be due to the fact that item 2 

is measuring some other factor or is unreliable. The latter possibility 

is strong, since the item did not specify the nature of the new group to 

which the respondent might be assigned. The item may be a poor measure 

of willingness to gwhblo on the possibility of an improvement rather than 

a judgment of the adequacy of his group compared with other groupe.

Item 3, concerned with desire for the same leader, shows a 

correlation which is significant at the # level with satisfaction with 

leader performance as measured immediately after the conference. Desire 

for the same leader is not correlated with personal liking for the leader. 

This indicates that the performance of the loader was judged relatively 

independently of any affective value the leader might have had for the 

participant.

Item 4 on the delayed questionnaire, concerned with satisfaction



TABLE 13

INTERCORRELATIONS OF DELATED QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS 
AND IMMEDIATE POST-CONFERENCE MEASURES ON AIL FOUR GROUPS

Item 2: Desire for Sam Group

vs*  feeling accepted as member 
(QUI, 8) -.02

vs. composite measure of participant’s 
perception of unity
(QUI, 13 + QIV, !)♦ -.29

Item 3» Desire for Sam leader

vs. satisfaction with leader perfor
mance 
(QIV, 6)* •53*»

vs. personal liking for leader 
(QIV, 7)* •20

Item h: Satisfaction with Process (Delayed)

vs. immediate satisfaction with process 
(QIV, 9» .15**

vs. composite measure of satisfaction 
with process 
(QIV, 5 ♦ QIU, 9+ •kaw

Item 5: Satisfaction with Decision (Delayed)

vs. immediate satisfaction with decision 
(QUI, !)♦♦ .60**

vs. composite measure of immediate satis
faction
(QUI, 1, 6, and 8)++ •68**

** Significant at the 1X level
♦ These questionnaire and item numbers refer to the material in 

Appendix B
♦♦ The n here is 37, as one participant in Group h failed to check 

Item 5
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with process, correlates significantly with the immediate measure of 

satisfaction with process# The werding of this item on the two question

naires was Identical# The delayed satisfaction with process item also 

correlates significantly at the # level with the cmspositc measure of 

satisfaction with process, It seems clear that both general process 

observations and leader behavior ratings can be reliably made*

The fif^iitesh concerned with satisfaction with decision, shows a 

high correlation with the identically worded immediate decision satis

faction item# It is also highly correlated with the cosposite measure 

of immediate satisfaction.

Certain inters orr dations of items on the delayed questionnaire 

are relevant to problems raised in connection with the imaediato measure

ment of outcomes# It will be recalled that the relationship between 

satisfaction with decision and satisfaction with process was low in the 

immediate outcome measures# This same result was obtained with the delayed 

questionnaire items in these areas; the correlation between these measures 

was $23 for all four groups oostbined*

The lack of relationship between satisfaction with the loader and 

satisfaction with process found with immediate measures is confirmed by 

the correlation coefficient of $21 between desire for same leader (Item 3) 

and satisfaction with process (Item 4) on the delayed questionnaire#

These findings are important indications that in spite ef the high 

absolute scores given by the participants on virtually all items, there 

was no over-all hale surrounding the conference. Certain Items of 

demonstrated reliability show only chance relationships to each other, 

indicating that participants were making discriminations and were judging
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■elective ly,

2» Methodological Implications

The methodological conclusions based upon this experience with 

the delayed questionnaire concern the reliability of items* Both hew di ate 

and delayed measures of decision satisfaction, satisfaction with group 

process and leader performance are apparently reliable*

The item measuring willingness to participate in another conference 

(Item 1) was not sufficiently specific* Several of the participants who 

stated they were not willing to return apparently regarded it as a request 

for subjects* They were unavailable rather than unwilling* A series of 

items, or a single item, graded in terms of the amount of effort or personal 

discomfort required of the participant in the event of return would be a 

more adequate measure of willingness to return*

The methodological limitation of the measure of desire for the 

8r°uP* (^m 2) has already been mentioned; namely, the failure to 

designate the type of group in which the participant might find himself 

in the event of another conference* This, as has been said, made the 

choice a blind one for the participants*

It might appear that item 5, desire for the same leader, has the 

same methodological limitation, in that the kind of leader the participant 

might encounter is not specified* Undoubtedly, the item would be improved 

if it provided a basis for comparing the old leader with a new one* The 

omission probably had less effect because participants had more basis for 

evaluating the leader with other leaders they had experienced th*» they 

did for evaluating their group. Their experiences with discussion leaders, 

even in the educational process, were more extensive than with groups of
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the type they experienced in the experimental conferences. There 1* 

apparently a ncre stable frame of reference with respect to leader behavior 

than with respect to group process. I team concerned with group process 

apparently must provide anchoring points or standards of judgment. Items 

directed at participant satisfaction with lender are less affected by the 

absence of ouch imposed standards.

3. Siemaryi Delayed measurement of satisfaction outcomes

The delayed questionnaire results provide oorrobativo evidence with 

respect to methodological and theoretical conclusions based on the immediate 

measures of satisfaction outcomes. Methodologically, these findings 

substantiate the conclusion that the measures of decision satisfaction, 

process satisfaction, and satisfaction with leader performance are sufficiently 

reliable to be used as criteria. Theoretically, there is support for the 

conclusion that group process is judged independently from leader process. 

There is also confirmation that the participants distinguish between 

process satisfaction and decision satisfaction. Finally, the delayed 

questionnaire confirms the fact that the leadership style change produced 

significant differences between the two sets of groups with respect to 

satisfaction with the leader.

nie The Relationship between Quality of Decision 
and Participant Satisfactions

The external criterion score for each participant was correlated 

with all of the satisfaction measures, both immediate eesl delayed. None 

of the coefficients is significantly different from aero.

This finding should be related to an earlier one, namely, the



correlation of .54 be Ween the participant's judgment of decision quality 

and his satisfaction with the decision. This indicates that the partici

pant's judgment of decision quality is related to his satisfaction with 

decision. The lack of correlation between objective measures of quality 

and satisfaction merely indicates that the participants can be, and in this 

case were, incorrect in their judgment of quality* if one accepts the 

external criterion as a measure of quality. When, however, the conference 

group is composed of experts as competent to judge the quality of their 

decisions as any other group, one might expect to find a high correlation 

between the quality of th# decision and the satisfaction of participants. 

This is probably the usual case with top management conferences in industry 

and government. It this level an external criterion measure of quality, 

which in most cases must be judgment of experts, becomes identical with 

participant satisfaction. This reasoning plus the findings suggest the 

following hypothesise For a given group, there is positive correlation 

between participant satisfactions and the quality of their decisions.

There are, of course, other factors than decision quality which 

affect decision satisfaction, as we shall see in the following section. 

When groups are matched on these doteminants, as well as being equated 

as to standards of judgment, one would expect to find a positive correlation 

between the decision quality and participant satisfaction.



MBJBŒtBŒHT OF PROCESS VMIJBMS

This section describes ths process variables which were measured 

ead the effects of the leadership styles upon these variables in ths two 

sets of groups#

I# Interpersonal Variables

In the theoretical framework, discussed at the beginning of this 

report, conference outcomes were hypothesised to be affected by certain 

interpersonal variables# The variables which were regarded as especially 

important were (1) the degree to which the members perceived themselves 

as unified as to goals, (2) the degree to which the participants felt 

they needed each other in order to accomplish objectives and (3) the 

degree to which the participants liked each other personally# In attempt 

was made to measure each of these variables and, in some instances, 

several items were constructed to measure the same variable# For the most 

part, interpersonal variables were measured by means of questionnaire 

items. This section concerns the interpersonal variables measured and the 

effects of the leadership style differences upon them»

JU Measurement of Interpersonal Variables

The degree of unity as to specific goals, referred to in the 

theoretical framework, was not measured directly in the experiment# It 

was approached indirectly by means of two items (QIU, Item 13; QIV, Item 

1)# The items are essentially measures of the extent to which the members 

perceived their groups as being unified in general# They are global 

measures of the extent to which the members perceived the group as unified

46



* a rab«r of dlwn*l*»# Two items measured the extent to which each 

participent was regarded as needed by his colleagues (QIU, Item 3; QIU, 

Ite» 9)« One item (QUI, Item 10) measured the extent of personal liking 

mong members, À separate item measured personal liking for the leader 

(QIV, Item 7), One item (QIV, Item 8) measured the extent to which the 

individual felt accepted as a member, in a sense this is a direct measure 

of cohesiveness since it is a verbal-report type of measure, of the type 

discussed in the section concerned with the theoretical framework, In 

addition to those items, several others attempted to measure scorn of these 

saate dimensions indirectly, These items and the theoretical bases for 

their use will be presented in connection with the discussion of their 

adequacy,

1, Experimental findings

Table 14 shows the correlation coefficients obtained between all 

pairs of it ess, for Groups 1 * 4 and Groups 2 b 3, and for all four groups 

combined.

Adequacy of measures— The two items measuring the participants* 

perception of unity, which differ in wording (QUI, Item 13; QIV, Item 1) 

(^jpondix A), correlate significantly at the & level. This correlation 

is indicative of considerable stability on the part of these items. In 

subsequent analysis a composite score based on a simple arithmetic average 

of these taro items has been used as a measure of participant perception of 

unity.

Item 9 of Questionnaire III asked the participants to indicate the 

two individuals with whom they would most like to participate in another
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conference, and the two individuals with whom they would least like to 

participate again. item 9 of Questionnaire IV required the participants 

to categorise every other member of the group with respect to his value 

as a participant. The latter question asked the participait to state what 

the effects of absence of each participant would have been on the progress 

of the group — whether the absence would have hurt, helped, or made no 

difference. Both these items were scored in similar fashion. The mMer 

of persons who reacted negatively to the individual were subtracted from 

the number reacting positively. The score thus represents for each 

individual the prevailing attitude toward him. A high positive score 

indicates a large ntmibor of persons reacting positively to the individual, 

either as a future participant (QUI, Item 9) or as a present participant 

(QIV, Item 9). This scoring system has limitations in that subtle differences 

in social climate are not reflected. For example, , person accepted by 

three persons and rejected by none receives the same score as a person 

accepted by six persons and rejected by three. However, since this score 

correlates highly with those obtained by several other more intricate 

scoring systems, its simplicity warranted its use. The mean score for an 

entire group on these measures may be used as an index of the extent to 

which there is an accepting or rejecting attitude among participants toward 

each other. As such, the items measure the perception of interdependence 

among the group members. Because of the high correlation between then, the 

arithmetic average of the individual’s scores on the two items was used ae 

a composite measure of the acceptability of the individual as a participant, 

■vidomoe for the reliability of this composite score comes from data derived 

from the Functional Pattern questionnaire (Appendix B). The composite
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measure correlates «64 with the Bieber of times the individual was 

classified by his colleagues as performing functions which promoted the 

problem-solving process.

It* 2 of Questionnaire IV required the participant to circle the 

weber of the person whose removal he thought would affect the group. It 

wus originally intended as an alternative measure of interdependence of 

■«hers, by assuming that in a group which had high attractiveness for the 

Mbboro more names will be circled than in a group with less attractiveness 

for its members, The low order of intoroorrelatlons shown by this item 

indicates its probable lack of reliability** The item wai not used in the 

intensive analyses of the experimental findings*

Personal liking among participants was measured by means of Item 10 

in Questionnaire III* The participant indicated the individuals he 

personally "most", "next most", and liked "least" and "next least", Baah 

individual's score is the number of persons who placed him in the "least" 

l«a«t" categories subtracted from the number who like him "most" 

or next most", Analogous to the items concerning the individual as a group 

participant (Items 9 on QIU and QIV), this wore represents the personal 

liking climate in which the individual operated, de with the interdependency 

measures, the average score for all participants represents the prevailing 

attitude among the group members as to personal liking for each other. The 

general order of the correlations of this item with other items warrants its 

use as a measure of personal liking. Additional evidence of its reliability 

is the correlation of .54 between this item and the number of times the 

individual was classified by his colleagues in a positive, personal-relatien s- 

improwing functional pattern.
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The in# trament# need in the experiment do not permit dire et 

evaluation of the item en personal liking for the leader (QIV, 7). 

Adequate stability of the item can be inferred firms its correlations with 

other measures with which, on a priori ground*, one might expect a 

relationship. For example, personal liking for the leader correlate* ,57 

with immediate satisfaction with leader performance. 

The measure of the individual1a feeling of acceptance as a group 

member (QIV, Item 8) was supplemented in the questionnaire by a definition 

of what was meant by * accepted" and "rejected", The level of inter

correlations shown by this item indicates that it is a reliable; measure 

of the extent to which the participants felt accepted. Two other items 

were constructed to measure the extent to which the individual perceived 

himself as accepted or rejected, Item 3 in Questionnaire IV required the 

individual participant to indicate those participants who, in his opinion, 

rejected his contributions. The hypothesis is that feeling one's contri

butions wore rejected is closely related to the person's feeling of 

belonging, and that high incidence of this feeling for all members is 

indicative of general lack of attraction toward the group on this dimension, 

I**" 4# Questionnaire IV, is similar to Item 3 except that it asked the 

participant to indicate those persons who he felt accepted hie contributions, 

I® general, both of these items show negligible correlation* with other 

item*. Since the items are worded in terms of accepting and rejecting 

contributions, the supporting and opposing aspects of the definition* of 

acceptance and rejection provided on the questionnaire were emphasised, 

virtually equating agreeing with accepting and disagreeing with rejecting, 

Evidence that the participants gave this interpret at ion to the items came
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frai interviewa with them two months after the conferences* In addition, 

the items provide a very restricted range of scores, which reducesthe 

possibility of substantial interoorrelaticns* They do, however, correlate 

significantly with each other, and with the number of persons whose removal 

the participant felt would affect the group (Item 2, QIV). Since all of 

those items require the individual to in some way identify or designate 

his colleagues, there is a possibility that the significant correlation, 

mg these three measures may be due to a "tendency to rcopond". M 

opportunity to check this is provided by the Functional Pattern questionnaire 

(QV8, Appendix B), which asks the participant to indicate the appropriate 

functional pattern for hi. colleague.* Opportunity for deifying . 

.ingle participant in a number of pattern# was possible* There is no 

correlation between the number of pattern placements which the participant, 

made and the niafcor of persons he checked in QIV, Items 2, 3 & 4* Mother 

possible explanation for the correlation between QIV, 3 and QIII, 4 1, that 

the persons who felt accepted as well as rejected by a large nimber of 

people were in fact accepted and rejected, !*•*, supported and opposed, by 

a large number of people* The opportunity for testing this hypothesis came 

from the opposing and supporting problem-solving categories. The number 

of persons each participant was supported and opposed by was tabulated* 

The correlation between the number of time, the individual was supported 

nd the number of times he was opposed is *41, significant at the level. 

There la, therefore, evidence that, in the light of the way in which the 

items were interpreted, the persons who were agreed with by a larger nut er 

of people were also disagreed with by a larger number of individuals. With
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this frUtnot of the strong relationship between opposing and supporting 

and those items, the items are not regarded as satisfactory alternative 

measures of the extent to which the individual felt accepted as a 

of the groups

°» the basis of the inter correlations of items, five interpersonal 

variables were selected for use in the intensive analyses of the expert* 

mental findings. These were* the individual* s perception of the unity 

of th* group (QIU, 15 and QIV, l)j his feeling of acceptance as member 

(QIV, Item 8)f his acceptability as a participant to his colleagues (QIU, 

9 and QIV, 9); his acceptability as a person (QIU, 10) and his personal 

liking for the leader (QIV, Item 7).

The interrelations among interpersonal variables.- Table 15 shows 

ths intaro or relations among the five interpersonal scores which were 

selected for further analysis.

The individual’s perception of unity correlates significantly at 

the 5# level with his feeling of being accepted as a member. It is not 

related to his acceptability to his colleagues as a participant, but is 

related to his acceptability as a person. This suggests that personal 

effective relations are more important than dependency relations in pro* 

ducing a perception of unity in the individual.

The data in Table 15 also show that a person feels accepted as a 

msmber without this actually being the case. The individual’s feeling of 

being accepted is unrelated to his actual acceptance status in the group, 

either as a participant or as a person. This suggests that the individual’s 

perception of unity is to a considerable degree a projection of his own 

feelings of acceptance.



TABLE 15

INTERCORRELATIONS AMONG COMPOSITE 
INTERPERSONAL SCORES

Perception 
of Unity 

(Qin, 13) 
(QIV, 1)

1

Feeling 
Accepted 
as a 
Member 

(QIV, 8)

2

Accepta
bility as

Participant 
to Others 
(QIU, 9) 
(QIV, 9)

3

Accepta
bility as 
Person to

Others 
(QIII, 10)

li

Personal 
Liking for 

Leader 
(QIV, 7)

5

1 1 & li •31 ••Oli •32 •38
2 & 3 •liO •36 •35 ••18
1 - U •15 •33» •11

2 1 & li •13 •06 •Ui
2 & 3 •112 •19 •09
1 - li •28 •13 •1?

3 1 & li •Ii8* •25
2 4 3 •56»» •♦26
1 - h •52*» -.05

h 1 & li ♦11
2 4 3 •06
1 - 11 •00

♦ Significant at the 5% level 
** Significant at the 1% level
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Th« person» who were highly regarded by their colleagues as 

participants were also those who were best liked personally. The correlation 

between the two acceptance scores is .52, significant at the # level.

The participant's attitude toward the leader as a person is not 

significantly correlated with any of the other interpersonal scares. There 

are indications in Table 15 that personal liking for the leader has a 

different relationship to the other interpersonal variables in the two sets 

of groups. Although the coefficients are not significantly different in 

the two sets of groups, those tendencies deserve to be noted since they 

appear many times in other connections. Personal liking for the leader is 

positively related to composite measure of perception of unity in Groups 

1 A 4 and negatively related in Groups 2 & 5. The correlation coefficients 

are significantly different in the case of one of the smashes making up 

the composite score, Item 15 in Questionnaire III. I» Groups 1 4 4 the 

correlation is 4.55 end in Groups 2 & 3 it is -.31. This same tendency is 

found with the other item making up the composite, although the coefficient* 

are net significant. These differential relationships, which will be 

pointed out frequently, indicate that in Groupe 2 A 3 the leader was 

perceived apart from the participants while in Groups 1 A 4 the leader was not 

set off from the group. If one liked the leader in Groupe 1 A 4, ono 

perceived the group as unified, in Groups 2 & 3, if one liked the leader 

one tended to perceive disunity.

The relationship between personal liking for the leader and the 

individual's value as a participant in the eyes of his colleagues is almost 

significantly different in the two groups. Persons who liked the leader 

were highly regarded by their colleagues in Groups 1 & 4, the persons who 

disliked the loader were highly regarded in Groups 2 A 3. Personal liking



fw had a different meaning, a different eignifiemoe in the

two note of groups, it will be soon in other sections of this report that 

liking the leader dictated different behaviors and different outcomes in 

the two sets of groups.

shows the means and standard deviations of all four groups on the masures

of interpersonal relations which were selected for further analysis, One

of the differences in means is statistically significant» the members of

Groupe 1*4 liked the leader personally to a significantly greater extent 

than did the members of Groups 2 * 3. The leadership style differences

produced no other significant differences between the groups on the

interpersonal scores.

The mean scores for the groups on the items presenting tom-point 

soalos to the participants (QUI, Item 13; QIV, Items 1, 7, 8) are all 

above the midpoint, in general, then, from an absolute standpoint, the 

participants regarded themselves as accepted members of unified groups with 

a leader for whom they had omsiderablo liking. The significant difference 

between sets of groups with respect to personal liking for the loader on 

Item 7 of Questionnaire IV 1, corroborated by the boolonetrio item on 

personal liking. Item 10 on Questionnaire III, The leader was checked by 

six participants in Groups 1 * 4 as being liked "most" or "next most" 

whereas in Groups 2*3 only two persons found the leader likeable 

personally. The mean scores on Questionnaire III, Item 9, accepting the 

individual as a participant in future conferences, and Questionnaire III, 

Item 10, liking for the participant as a person, may be interpreted if 

one notes that a c ore of sere indicates that the attitude toward the 

participant is that of neutrality. The prevailing attitude toward the



TABLE 16

* Difference» between weans significant at the 2% level

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS ON 
INTERPERSONAL VARIABLES

Group

Perception 
of Unity 

(QUI, 13) 
(QIV, 1)

M SD

Feeling 
Accepted 
as a 
Member 

(QIV, 8)

M SD

Accepta
bility as 

Participant 
to Others 
(QIU, 9) 
(QIV, 9)

Accepta
bility as 
Person to
Others 

(Qin, 10)

Personal 
Liking for 

Leader 
(QIV, 7)

M _ SD M SD M SD

A — 1 5.? 7.5 2.2 -.22 8.9

A — u 6# 6 8.3 .7 -.22 8.3

A — 2 5.2 7.5 l.li —.20 7.3

A W 3 6.2 7.9 2.3 .00 7.1

1 & U 6.1b 1.711 7.9 2.11i l.hli 2.83 -.22 2.1t9 8.6» 1.63

2 & 3 5.70 1.65 7.5 l.h9 1.80 2.55 —.10 2.57 7.2» 1.86
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*»***•«•* * both th... 41MB.1MU i, thrt of

neutrality»

2* Conolueiona

Methodologloal

(1) A eoort based on Questionnaire III, It* 

Questionnaire IV, Item 1, is an adequate measure of the individual's per

ception of unity»

(2) Questionnaire IV, Item 8, has sufficient reliability 

to warrant its use as a measure of the extent to which the individual 

feels accepted»

(8) Queetiomaire III, Item 9, acceptance of the individual as a 

future participant, and Questionnaire IV, Item 9, acceptance of the individual 

as a present participant, have satisfactory reliability and may be used as 

measures of the interdependence of members»

(4) Qu.atlom.ln III, It™ io, pcr.onal liking fer th, 

p.rtlolpmt, ha. .uffloimt ..liability t. warrant it. ... .. . mnra of 

th. p«.oau liking dimnalon. Th. .— 1. tru. for th. it- aoanr-Md uth 

personal liking for the leader. Questionnaire IV, Item 7»

(5) The measures of reliability of all items discussed

On. umful approach to thl. problm would b. to 

la.mt th. M«U«1 itm la two .apar t, pl.... m th. qn.tKne.in 

battery»

(e) Th. iaadaqumy of th. Indlr.ot ■.««„. ef th. «t*t 

to wuch th. Individual f.lt --pW « njnM 1= tan. of th.

par.cn. whm tlwy thought .coopts or r.j..t.d thalr contribution. 1, 

pr<M>ly du. la larg. pe-t t. th. dUlaltlcn of th. tn, It .hould b.
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noted that the direct item concerned with feeling accepted ee a member 

aleo need the tem, but avoided the implication of being agreed with er 

disagreed with by the phrase "accepted by the other participants ae a 

member of the conference group"*

(7) The measures used in this experiment do not provide 

adequate ineight as to the bases on which judgments of unity and feelings 

of being accepted are made* i series of items probing for other observât!one 

of the participant in the interpersonal area would be helpful in finding 

thooo determinants. Such items might ask how many participants were on the 

participant's side, how many tried to dominate the discussion, how many 

cliques there were*

(8) The sociometric types of items, while of demonstrated 

value, should be modified to permit every person to react to every other 

participant* This would permit another score to be derived, nesely, a 

measure of the extent to which the individual reacted positively or 

negatively to the others as persons, and as participants* In addition to 

this score, this modification of the item would provide more representative 

meaeures of group attitudes toward the individual members, since the 

individual's score will be based upon the ratings assigned by all the 

members*

Theoretical implications.- The individual's perception of imity 

shows a low but significant correlation with the individual's feeling of 

acceptance as a member. The participant's perception of unity is not 

related to objective measures of the attitude of the other persons toward 

him as a participant* The individual's feeling of acceptance is not 

significantly related to the attitude of acceptance or rejection of m



H
the pert of others. The individual*e value to the group as a participant 

ie significantly related to the attitude of the group toward Ma as a 

person* _ ......

The general relationship between the leader and the group affects 

the relationship sang participants. Specifically, when the loader and the 

group are seen as cooperating, the moot valuable participants also like the 

loader personally. When the group and the leader are perceived as set off 

oaoh other, the most valuable participants in the opinion of 

colleagues are those who dislike the loader most.

The leadership style variation produced no differences between the 

two sets of groups in the extent to which unity was perceived, in the 

extent to which the members felt accepted or in the extent to which they 

wore accepted, as persons or as participants. The participants in the 

positive-style groups liked the loader personally better than did the partici

pants in the nog stive— style groups.

B. The Relationship of Interpersonal Variables to Conference Outcomes

1. The relationship of interpersonal variables to immediate 
measures of participant satisfaction

Satisfaction with group process.- Some of the determinants of the 

participant* satisfaction with the manner in which the group went about its 

task can be deduced from Table 17. Sons of the interpersonal variables are 

significantly related to satisfaction with group process for all four groups 

combined. The tendency for those who felt moot accepted to be most 

satisfied is nearly significant at the 5% level* In both acts of groups 

there is no relationship boWoen the extent to which the participant was 

personally liked by his colleagues, and his satisfaction with the group
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proe«««.

Th«r« are aereral interpersonal variables which are quite differently 

related to satisfaction with the group process in the two sets of groups* 

In Groups 1 & 4, those persons who were most accepted as participants by 

their colleagues were most satisfied with the group process> the relation

ship is virtually sore in Groupe 2 & 3, In Groups 2 & 3, those participants 

who perceived their group as unified were most satisfied with their group; 

in Groupe 1*4, there is no relationship between perception of unity «d 

satisfaction with group process* In Groups 1*4 there is no relationship 

between the participant's attitude toward the leader as a person wd his 

satisfaction with the group; in Groups 2*3, there is a nearly significant 

tendency for those who like the leader most to be least satisfied with the 

group process*

T**** differential relationships indicate that factors which are 

conducive to satisfaction with group process in one situation may be un

related in another* This does not mean, however, that the relationships 

which were found are fortuitous* It seems possible to account for them in 

terms of the experimental situation* Since the members in Groups 2*3 

were without material assistance from the leader, and were dependent upon 

each other, it is understandable that their satisfaction with the group 

is related to their perception of the unity of the group* Conversely in 

Groups 1*4 where the group process was primarily in the hands of ths 

leader, satisfaction with group process might be expected to be independent 

of the perception of cohesiveness* The relationship between personal 

liking for the leader and satisfaction with group process is understandable 

in the sane terms* The loader was well liked in Groupa 1 * 4, hence it was
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not en importent déterminent of eatiefmotion; in Groupe 2*5, those who 

liked the leader were in effect, rejecting the group, since the leader 

mad participant, were conflicting* The fact that being accepted by one's 

colleagues is positively related to satisfaction with the group in Groups 

1*4 and not related in Groups 2 * 3 is harder to explain in terme of 

the experimental situation* It suggests that in a situation where the 

leader is supporting and active, the favorable attitude on the part of the 

members is operative* When the leader is inactive and ncn^aoceptlng, the 

attitude of acceptance on the part of the other participants is not an 

effective determinant of satisfaction with the group* Without the leader's 

support, being highly regarded by one's colleagues does not affect one's 

satisfaction*

Satisfaction with leader performance.- Participant satisfaction 

with the performance of the leader is significantly related, as might be 

expected, to the extent to which the leader is liked personally. The fact 

that the correlation is not higher indicates that the participant's estimate 

of the quality of a performance is not completely a reflection of his 

attitude toward the person. None of the other interpersonal variables are 

significantly related to satisfaction with the leader*

Satisfaction with decision.- Four of the five interpersonal 

variables are significantly related, for all four groups combined, to the 

participant's satisfaction with the group’s decision. The highest 

correlation is between perception of unity and decision satisfaction. The 

more tmifiod the participant perceived the group to be, the more satisfied 

he was. The persona who felt most accepted were also more satisfied thin 

the persons who felt less accepted* Those persons who wore actually more
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•eoepted ae partioipant» and as peraons ware wore satisfied than those 

persons who were lees highly regarded as participants and as persons*

The relationship between personal liking for the leader and decision 

satisfaction is quite different in the two sets of groups* In Groups 1 » 

4 th* correlation is positive; those who liked the leader liked the decision* 

In Groups 2 & 3, the relationship is negative; those who liked the leader* 

were less satisfied with the decision* This illustrates again what has 

been previously said* that there was a conflict in Groups 2 & 3 and the 

participants who liked the leader rejected the group* and vice versa*

These results indicate that the interpersonal variables are 

important determiners of the satisfactions of participants* They indicate 

further that the relationship of an interpersonal variable to satisfactions 

varies with the total situation. This is especially true for satisfactions 

with a group process and leader performance* The critical situational 

difference which accounts for these differential relationships appears to 

b* wither or not the leader and the group are cooperating or conflicting* 

With respect to satisfaction with decision* however* only one variable* 

personal liking for the leader* differs in its relationship in the two 

situations, in both sets of groups the most satisfied participants were 

those who perceived the group as unified* who felt accepted by others* who 

were regarded as valuable by their colleagues and wore liked by them 

personally*

2* The relationship of interpersonal variables to delayed 
measures of participant satisfaction

48 hM ***** discussed in the section concerned with satisfaction 

outcomes, e questionnaire was sent to the participants two months after the
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conference* Several of the item in the delayed questionnaire are very 

similar to the liane di ate measures of participant satisfaction* The inter

personal variables were correlated with these delayed measures to see 

whether the interpersonal variables were also related to participant 

satisfactions after a period of time* The coefficients are presented in 

Table 18.

The desire for the same group item has no exact counterpart in 

the immediate questionnaires; hence no comparison of its relationship with 

the interpersonal variables and an immediate satisfaction item is possible* 

None of the interpersonal variables are significantly related to desire 

for the same group for all four groups combined* There is one differential 

relationship which supports a conclusion which was made earlier, namely, 

that the participants in Groups 2 4 3 saw the participants and the loader 

as conflicting, while in Groups 1 & 4 there was no such perception* In 

Groups 1 4 4 the persons who liked the leader personally tided to want 

their old group in case of another conference; in Groups 2 & 3, those who 

liked the leader didn't want the same group; those who did not like the 

leader wanted the old group*

None of the interpersonal variables are significantly correlated 

with the extent to which the participants wanted the same leader in the 

event of another conference, which also has no counterpart in the question

naires immediately following the meeting* It correlates 4-33 with the 

satisfaction of the participants with the leaders performance, 

however* The correlation between desire for the same leader and the inter

personal variables may be compared roughly with those obtained between the
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interpersonal variables and immediate satisfaction with leader performance. 

Personal liking for the leader, significantly correlated with immediate 

satisfaction with the leader, is not related significantly to desire for 

the same leader. With this exception the relationships of the interpersonal 

variables to the delayed index of satisfaction with ths leader are not 

significant, as was the case with the immediate measure.

The participants’ delayed satisfaction with group process is 

significantly related to the participants’ perception of unity. This is 

true in both sets of groups for the delayed measure while it was true only 

for Groups 2 * 3 on the immediate measure. In both sets of groups those 

who were most accepted personally are most satisfied with the group process 

after a period of time. There was no relationship between these measures 

immediately following the conference. The see differential relationship 

noted for the immediate measure of satisfaction with the group and personal 

liking for the leader is present with the delayed measure. There is no 

relationship in Groups 1 & 4 while in Group, 2 & 3, those who were most 

fond of the leader wore least satisfied with the groupé’ behavior.

The participant’, satisfaction with the decision of his group after 

a period of time is also significantly related to interpersonal variables, 

although this is primarily the case for the two groups subjected to the 

negative style of leadership. The more unified the participant felt the 

group was at the time of the conference, the more satisfied he was with 

its decision after a period of time. This is primarily true of the pertici- 

pant. in Groups 2*3. The extent to which the person felt accepted is not 

significantly related to delayed satisfaction, although it was to his 

satisfaction immediately after the conference. In both acts of groups those
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who were moet accepted m participent# tend to remain most aatlsfied, 

although the coefficient ia not quite significant at the 86 level* In 

Groupa 2 * 5, the participante who were best liked were most satisfied# 

was the case with the immediate measure* The relationship ia alac 

positive in Groups 1*4 but lacks statistical significance* le was the 

case with the immediate measure# those who liked the leader wore most 

satisfied in Groups 1 * 4 and in Groupa 2*3 those who liked the leader 

were least satisfied with the group product*

These findings tend to support the conclusion arrived at earlier# 

that interpersonal variables are important determiners of the satisfactions 

of participants. They also substantiate the conclusion that the nature of 

the relationship between interpersonal and satisfaction outcomes varies 

with the total situation* Finally# the differences between these relation

chips and those found between interpersonal variables and immediate 

measures of satisfaction illustrate that a variable may be significantly 

related to immediate satisfaction and not be related to satisfaction after 

a period of time*

3* The relationship of interpersonal variables to decision 
quality

Table 19 share the interrelations of the interpersonal variables 

and the measure of decision quality, the external criterion score* The 

coefficients are reported for the four groups combined; there were no 

significant differences in the degree of relationship in the two sets of 

groups. The general import of the table is that none of the interpersonal 

variables are significantly related to the measure of quality*

This general negative finding achieves saw significance when
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dl—tueed la oenneotion with .w very hypothe.ea. ft

w.ll b. «pwt*l, for «-pl., that then pmoa. *. „

■o»t valuable would haw. higher quality eolutlone. In line with current 

educational tho.ri.ftg, » eight ^ot that thc.ftdivldu.ft who felt 

acet accepted and were beet liked per.cn.liy would .how higher quality 

e.fttftne, alnoe the aftoephere for th— wa. conducive t. aequl.ltlon 

°f ^-motion, Oue coefficient which cow. r.ry ole to being 

cant eugg..te that thee who were Met fed of the leader tend to produce 

higher quality aolutlona. ee neeaured by the externel criterion eocre. 

Thi. 1. in line with the co—on notion concerning the raft, of identifying 

with the teacher, or leader, when acqulaition of knowledge 1. deeirod. 

the general ocnolualcn 1. that the quality of the individual», 

aofttim ft not elgnificantly related to hi. perception of unity of the 

group, the extent to whfth he felt accepted, the extent to which he wee 

accepted a, . participant «4 .. . per.cn, or to hit p.r.on.1 liking for 

the le«1er.



II» ft*dbIm-8olying Behavior

âe Introduction

The prooeee of problemsolving by a group hae traditionally been 

treated from the standpoint of stages of thinking along the lines indicated 

by De*ey(5#P**8), Dewey sets up the following stages in the problem 

solving process: a felt difficulty, its location and definition, 

suggestion of possible solutions, development of logical results of 

suggestions and, finally, further observation and experimentation loading 

to acceptance or rejection* In general, this type of approach has not been 

productive in preliminary studies by the Conference Research staff* Clear 

cut stages such as problemfemulating, solution-forming, and decision* 

evaluating do not appear* The typescripts of groups in problemsolving 

situations Indicate that there is much retracing of steps, with one stage 

shading into another until their boundaries are unreliably determined*

In the light of thia experience, the analysis of the problem 

solving process in this experiment was approached somewhat differently* 

It was posited that in order to solve a problem and arrive at a decision, 

a group must perform certain problemsolving functions* Thus, for example, 

information must be presented to the group, problems must be etated, and 

solutions must be proposed* It also seemed possible to indicate what on 

theoretical grounds would be an optimum sequence of functions from the 

standpoint of producing high quality decisions* There wore no a priori 

notions as to the optima frequency of each function for a single individual 

but with reliable categorisation of each contribution in terms of its 

function in the problemsolving process, such an optimum frequency for each
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type of functional unit for a particular kind of outcome night be determined. 

On the basis of this thinking, an attempt was made to categorise each 

contribution in terms of its problem-solving function. The category system 

used was a modification of one which had been pre-tested in a previous 

experiment. The following discussion describes first the methodological 

problems which were met in connection with typescript coding and finally 

de ale with the effects of the leadership style variation on the problem 

solving behavior of the groups.

B. Methodology

le Reliability of unit designation

Guetskow^®) points out that the first task in coding is to define 

the limits of the unit which is to be coded. Self-consciously here, the 

attempt was made to define or identify these units on the basis of the 

list of categories that ware to be applied to the data. The following 

definition of a unit was decided upon: a subject-predicate unit classi

fiable into a single category. A sequence of worts is a unit even though 

the preceding subject-predicate unit is classified into the same category. 

Those principles are very similar to those used in the analysis of inter

action of the Basic Skills and Training Groups at the First Rational 

Laboratory in Group Developmental) These units are referred to in the 

remainder of this report as contributions or functional units. The term 

participation refers to a series of words, phrases, or sentences by an 

individual which occurs between the remarks of other members of the 

discussion group. Thus, the functional unit of contribution is in most
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eeeee • "b^nît of • partioiprtloiu We may hare, far ex*ple, e aims la 

partieipation aimaiating of four oontribut!one* three information giving 

and one supporting*

After preliminary discussion and training* two analysts sheared 

W«nt as to the boundaries of units on completely new material. 

The total number of items was 280. This per cent agreement figure was 

computed as follows 1 when the beginning and end of a unit were agreed 

upon* it was counted as one agreement; when there was disagreement as to 

the end of the next unit, a die agreement was recorded. The next coin

cidence of beginning and end notations counted as another agreement* The 

total maaber of units is equal to the number on which there was agreement 

plus the number on which there was disagreement*

This 90^ agreement figure was checked by having the analysts 

independently unitise a couple to.typescript. On 555 items* there was 

agreement as to the boundaries of 92% of the items. Of the 45 items on 

which there was disagreement, 88% involved decisions as to whether or not 

an additional phrase or clause was necessary in order for the item te be 

classifiable into a single category. In other words, only a few involved 

the problem of whether or not a single word constituted a classifiable unit

It is apparent that the designation of units can be made reliably* 

This finding is very important from the standpoint of obtaining reliability 

in categorisation, since it ie quite likely that the latter type of 

reliability le very sensitive to unit unreliability. That is, disagree

ment. between coders as to the proper category to apply to a contribution 

increases when units are incorrectly designated, especially as regards the 

"single category* stipulation in ths unit definition. When a designated
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“*«1V —tro .l„.m.bU «mt., on. Md» >V ol,„lfy 

th. .1. or on. unit wd th. otMr on th. b„l. of ^othM unit, thu. 

reducing the amount of agreement between codera»

2» Content catégoriea

frerlou. «nomination ot typ.«orlpt« had nguM that it 

po.alM. to dlatingul.h two type. of .objet matte-. On. «... i. d.n«d 

17 th* "nd" ^«on«.lon. th. og.nl. ltea(.). Th. «the- oubj.ot

■***" & «th«r wort., >» oontrlbutlon.

"• with aub.tontlva m^.ri.l, with th. tpplo ana. -a

aubatantiv. . ... (C.fgery S). Othar oontnibutlona hot* .. th.lr 

.ubjwt «attar th. proortur. of th. group, or ..pout, of th. group', 

proortur. (Catogory F). Of Ooura., . min^ o.t.gory i, mnivr to 

aoomeed.t. oontributlon. whioh oontaln r.f ree., both to th. proorturm 

of th. group and to th. .ub.tantlt. n.torlal (c.t.gory M).

To drtemin. th. reliability with whioh thaaa dlotinotlona oould b. 

mod., two coder, olaoalrlod «4 item, 2<* of th. oontrlbutim. m th. type 

•orlpts of Group. 2, 3 » 4. Th. oodor. agr.«d on 372, or 88 p«r oant. 

Thl. high d.gr.e of reliability 1. reflootod In th. ..... daeorlblng th. 

tot.l probl«e«olvlng pro.... of th. group. For th. ocnfer.no. of Group 2, 

""" ”**’'•* th. «.%, dlaoropanoy b.t,.„

oode-. p«r oatogory wo. !... the. 2^. Thl. a— l„.l of .light dl.agr.e 

weit prevailed throughout th. Orting pro.». e.d Irtioeto. that the die 

tinctiona can be made reliably,

s. Definition, of problew.olwing funotlonal o.t.gorle.

«o.t of th. o.t^orle. Mart were derlvrt fre prwlou. type.arlpt. 

ooding enp.rl.no. by th. at.fr d Gonfer.no. R.„„.h. lddltlcnal

ocnfer.no
enp.rl.no
at.fr
Gonfer.no
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categories ocm fre theoretical considerations. Ml the problem 

solving function categories may be applied to any contribution, whether 

purely eubetantive, purely procedural or mixed. This ie, in effect, 

eaylng that there are at least two problème facing any groups the problem 

posed by the agenda item and the problem posed by the group process 

itself, Thue, there can be contributions which set goals in the area 

of the agenda item; there can also be goal-setting contributions in the 

area of group procedure. Similarly, a participant can seek information in 

the area of the topio under discussion, he can also seek information about 

the group's procedure. Illustrations of the same problem-solving function 

in the two subject matter areas are given in the list of definitions of 

the categories which follows

attain, they may consist of statements ef 
accepted goals of the group or part of the group.

Illustrations!

Substantive - "We will want to attract experienced men." 

Procedure - »We want to settle this question as quickly as 
possible.

Problem Proposals! These contributions serve the function of presenting 

o«°*rlbutlen»

Illustrations!

Substantive - A goal or objective has been stated or implied, 
such as, "le want experienced mom." The problem 
proposal might be stated* 

"Shall we use a higher «diary than our competitors 
or «hall we give a higher incentive than om* 
competitorsT"
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Rro@$dw« • eEw on we keep this discussion Arom going on 

too leng,"

Information Seekingi Those contributions have the function of seeking to 
obtain information of an objective, factual or technical nature* 
The information sought is from the area of fact on which the group 
decision is to be based, Contributions seeking factual, objective 
or technical information concerning the procedure of the group 
or an individual are classified here. 

Illustrations*

Substantive - "What do our competitors pay?"

Arooedure - "Hear much time do we have?" 
“Are you disagreeing with Jones?"

Information Giving! These contributions have the function of providing 
objective, factual, or technical information, either in the subject 
area or with respect to procedure. The category includes the 
citing of examples or illustrations. 

Illustrations*

Substantive - "It will cost 12,000 dollars to build a building," 

procedure - "I am trying to get Jones to state hie ideas 
more clearly,"

Solution Proposals* These contributions serve the function of indicating 
solutions to problems. They are suggested means to ends, Modi* 
flections of or additions to solution proposals previously offered 
are classified in this category if the context gives the contri
bution a solution proposing function. 

Illustrations*

Substantive - "We could have a base salary plus a bonus based 
on sales,"

Arooedwe - "Let's take the problème in order of difficulty,"

Development Seeking* These contributions serve the function of attempting 
to obtain clarification of previous contributions. They seek to 
determine what was intended by a previous contribution, what its 
implications are, what inferences are permissible, These frequently 
take the form of an inference stated as a question. 

Moo included here are contributions which facilitate the procedure 
of the group by asking the group as a whole or individuals, to 
comment, indications to individuals that they have the floor, etc.
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These are primarily procedural development-seeking, either mixed 
or pure. These are stimulating contributions.

Illustrations#

Substantive - You feel we should have higher standards!

Procedure - Do any of you have any ornaments on that point?

Development Giving: Contributions here elaborate, make explicit, enlarge 
on contributions. included here are# inferences from previous 
contributions, self-repetitions or restatements by others of 
previous contributions; reflecting types of contributions which 
are distillations of previous contributions without function^* 

8e* clarification, but are, rather, declarative statements of 
what the previous contribution stated or implied. Finally, this 
category includes contributions which provide the rationale, 
reasons or arguments for the individual*s positional They give 
his reasons for his saying what he docs.

Illustrations#

Substantive — That way we could get maximum returns on our 
investment.

Procedure - By doing that we can make these decisions more 
quickly.

Opposing# These contributions are characterised by an opposition, resistance 
to, or disagreement with a suggestion, solution, interpretation, 
etc. Responses which point out obstacles, difficulties, or 
objections are included here.

Illustrations#

Substantive - I don’t think we can afford to pay that much.

Procedure - We should not be taking up those problems in 
order of difficulty.

Supporting# Those contributions serve the function of indicating agree- 
mont or approval of a suggestion or solution proposal. Included 
here are indications of approval of the foot that another has 
contributed whether approval of content is present or not. This 
18 * support ingcomaont inpr soudure.

Illustrations#

Substantive - I agree that we must pay more than our competitors., 
are paying.

Fkeseduro - Jones has an interesting proposal.



n
Swsnarisiag Seeking: Theee oontributions ask, in effect, for a summary, 

e,g,, "I'm lost, where ere we now?"

Ulustrati oust

Substantive - "*e we planning to have 48 men supervised by 
a board of directors?"

Procedure - "What have we decided?"

8tsnearising Giving: These contributions swenarise the group, or part of 
the group’s,progress to date, They refer either to substantive 
material discussed over a period of tine, conclusions reached er 
to the group’s procedure over a period of time, Summary state
ments of individual participations are not included here.

Illustrations:

Substantive - "So we will pay them a base salary, equal to our 
competitors and add a bonus based on sales,"

Procedure - "We have been exploring the problem end examined 
several possible solutions,"

Non-Problem Directed: This category included irrelevanoles of the 
tangential sort and a myriad of responses of an interpersonal sort 
such as "give me the aeh tray", and "how about opening a window". 
It includes statements which have no reference to the eobject 
matter of the conference nor to the group procedure.

This system of categories is very similar to the grcup-task and 

grcup-building role classification system used by Beene and Sheet s^*) 

dll of the functions those researchers felt were necessary to describe 

group discussions are included in the above list of problem-solving 

functions.

The instructions given the coders, together with a more elaborate 

description of each of the categories are given in Appendix B,

4, The reliability of the coding of the problem-solving process

The reliability of contribution coding,- Two coders were trained

in the use of the categories on the typescript of Group 1, The general
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W**—. «Nw th. ..t.g,i„ hM b*n thorough!, uw*.*.

,f * e*™ ef ^'^-t ooding or —n .wi.. w ,„M or 

th. thr.. ood.ro r.llo.^ by . dl.ouo.1» ,r dl..gr«wnt. tftw „,h

n-«in fok in „.h to pOTtd. ..<*<„ r,., ef

"** •• —* %. .Mt .UMM.rui rr«o „

" * F"”-**. W.o«^ «ng th. ,oa«,

th. theory underlying th. o.t.gory .y.t« * h.e points out, th. 

.~tr.l notion In th. o.t.gory vote 1, th.t ..oh oontrlhution pertor« 

*” ln th* W probl«.oiTing pro.»., th. o.t.gory

definition* define those funotions*

1,0 probl«u b.o« clear during the coding oonTer.no...

th. .«tert problea .nd th. int.nt problea, *..ly.i, ef f,

dl..gr««t b.t«„ oodor. indicate that th. cod.,, re H.l=g dlrr.rent 

contexte In detraining th. Tunotlcn of . contribution. 1 particular 

contribution right operate Tun.tion.lly t. dr. lop . pre.lou, oontrlhution, 

». Function or th. prelou, contribution being dreloped by it right be 

». .PP... « earlier contribution. On. code «.Id ole.elfy the .«tri. 

brii-m « de.elep.ent.giring « another coder a, « oppclng oontri. 

buticn. Thia la a problea oT leale of feotie or a context prcblr., 

in the 1—dlat. context, taking only th. praolou. contribution into 

..o^ut, the contribution function. .. . d.v.lo^nt-glrlng one. & . 

largo, context, it 1. an oppclng contribution, Preble. ech .. the 

rire «t by adopting the lrgrfra« of referee, .by detraining freeh 

contribution it. contribution in the total proble«.clring pre... Iu. 

irgr free of reference pmltted th. «dr t. not. the fnetieel effet 

of ths contributif» when olmesifying it.

oonTer.no
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n» «Oder. dlff<r«d la the extent to whloh they nought to 

d.t.rain. the intent of the per.® eeking the oontributl*. Whet Amotion 

" t0 P"*—. 'hot he trying to dot the extent to which

* « *• I»*»» nhould be pitted to enter into the oodor'o

A-e of refermée depmU. on the purpose for which the nterl.l 1. being 

nnely^. SU». .. hrt n. th.cr.ticl notions at the tic of ending „ 

to the relation between the functional intention of pertinent. end other 

x«l.bl.s and nine. w. were intereated in the d.eorlptlon of the problc- 

solwlag prooess, the decision was nedo to reduce nuoh u possible any 

attempt to er.lu.te intent when deteraining the function of . contributif 

The question aboes was referaulatod to. "Beardless of what the participant 

wa. trying to do, What did hl. contribution do in th. problan-eolelng 

proowseî*

îh. original object Ito of training was to obtain o« sgrsenent

°"'"' Pr«>«- *hr..t«»d to b««. inpc.elbly long,

b""”* "* " tor^nat^ when th. ererag. per ent ^r.^t ng™. ... 

in th. low SO', for a ear !.. of aanplca of 100 Item. On collate ly nmr 

notorial, ths typoscript. of ths oonfar.no.. of Group. 1,^4, 

ood« coded the entire type.cript while another coded apprcxl.at.ly 20 per 

cent of each typeeerlpt. Th. two coder, agreed on 73% of 205 item m the 

Group 2 typeeerlpt. « 75% of OS it*, in Group 3. and 71% of 12e itf 

in th. typeeerlpt of Group 4. The per cent agraansnt figure ccnblnlng all 

ample. 1. 7*. Thia relue indicate, that the probability of the oodor 

«MUS . -rreet olaaaification would b. 1... thm. 7^ « tin. In 100. 

Th. ohanc ar. OS out cf 100 tint th. probability of .errant .l.*lfi«tiW 

1. h^wen .70 «d .010. Th... r.mlta lndioat. that th. function of

oonfar.no
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laMvMn.1 contribution, in, b. with .od.r.t. r.ll.blUty.

3».r.ll.blllty of „om orcblon-oolrlnr non . Ourttk«(«) 

"" "* th* "U.blllty flgur. .honld b. obt.l^a

for th. 1ml .ttrnoh th..«iM lnd.r 1. tob,.»*. n» Mtuil 

prob!-.,!,^ .cor., whloh W. «H In -.ly.i, „„ tot.l ascription. 

61 *• i"”»1—olvl-e Nhsior of osh lndl,idu.l. Th. mount of 

“**'“'■* 1,0 - particular iteu 1, not of gr.ot

Inportucoo If tholr or.r-.ll ascription of group md lndirldu.1 b.hslcr 

1. .Inllar. In thl. .«Us th. nature .nd reliability of ths. typs 

of scores will be discussed*

^r ..oh .«pl. th. di.orep.noy batwes th. p.rc.ntag. of 

contribution, which were .l.„if1M i. ...h o.fgory by ...h ,.d.r «. 

detomined. Th. . . .g. p» est dl.or.psoy p„ category for a ..ris 

of eight —pie. of frying .1... and for on. stir, typscript — 

1.S5. Thl. relue — obtained on a total of 1S45 ..___ ,

"h” oetegsle. re ranked In tans of incidence of

ostributios by th. two cods., th. rsk-erdar csrelatls. rang. fro. 

.98 to .81. Bight of th. nis oorrel.tlon. «. between .91 —

Th.ee finding, with repeat to reliability indicate that the 

category .y— provide, highly reliable dsslptlv. ..sure, of th. group 

probls-.olving procs,. Th. stegcrls thsslve. ar. apprsi.at.ly 

^ual in ceding difficulty, although there 1. ... iMloatls that th. 

oatagory usd .st ».qu.ntly, dml^s giving,!. .Ughtly nor. 

difficult to code than ». the other.. The other di.agreement, between 

pairs are randomly distributed*

^.reliability .f individual nrchl—..... .
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contribution coded in team. of the probl^.olTln, function by 

it, It 1. pcibl. to describe the probl^.olting beh^i, of each pereon. 

Thore are too meaningful wore, for each pereom. Otte 1, the percentage 

of hl. tot.l n«ab.r of contribution, which fell in ,Mh problan-eolving 

oatogonr. Th». ». referred to .. "X On»* in th. following 

tiaouaaione Th. oth.r .core 1. the percent eg. of the totel nmOber of 

contribution, citified 1„ ,.oh category which 1. accounted for by th. 

participant. Those . or., are referred to .. •% Category* scores, The 

meaning of these two type. of score. „y be made clear by the following 

illustration*

Data* Participant

The % Own figure in a given category Ie therefore the percentage 

of the participant*, contributions which belong in th.t category, hie 

X fOT «“ — «<=*«7 1. th. percentage of .«h oontrl-

butions which ware wade by

Dat. .. to th. r.llability of th... .core, from two 

»~nty individuals wer. ..looted ,t rende, fronemongthedd participât.
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TABLE 20

THE DISCREPANCY BETWEEN PROBLEM SOLVING SCORES ASSIGNED BY 
CODER L AND CODER K TO 20 PARTICIPANTS

% Own Scores

A - 1 A - & A - 2 A- 3
Total 
Av,

Average Discrepancy 
per Person 22 h3 19 2& 26

Average Discrepancy 
per Category 1'8 3'6 1*6 2«0 ta

A - 1

% Category Scores

A w L A - 2 j1 - 3
Total 
Av.

Average Discrepancy 
per Person 17 15 17. 29 20

Average Discrepancy 
per Category l.h 1'3 I'll 2'U 1'7

Number of Persons 6 u li 6 20



TABLE 21

CORRELATION BETWEEN % OWN SCORES ASSIGNED BT TWO RATERS 
TO 20 PARTICIPANTS

Goal Setting •83

Information Seeking •97

Information Giving •73

Solution Proposing .79

Development Seeking •85

Development Giving •76

Opposing •37

Supporting •92

Summary Giving •83



"** " 2,0 of W to 8.S pworotag, point, f„ th. %

°” “* 2,4 wl* • "%o of 1 to 4.6 pwMnt^o point, for th.

% Category were»

It 1. »PP«-«nt iron th... finding, th.t th. two kind, of IndlTldu.l 

problwoltlng .cor., r. highly r.li.bl. In t«™ of ood.r .gr.Wnt.

•• Bunaary ef methodological finding»

a» «Mit, pr..^ Indioot. th^ (1) th. ftnctlonol mit..

” —"• r.H.bly IdmtlflM, W th. prcbl....oltlng function 

perfamd by mh contribution 1. d.tcmlncd with noderrt. r.U.blllty, 

(S) th. Individuel and group —cur., of problcolvlng function, ar. 

highly rcll.bl.; and (4) th. sub J et matter dl.tinotlom. : - whether . 

contribution l, procedural. sub.tantive or a mixture of both - can be 

reliably made*

°» Experimental Finding»

1. Description of the group problemsolving process

Th. classification of contributions permit, an overall description 

of the functions performed during th. conference .nd th. frog—y .f „oh 

fcnotle. The description below will ..rv. to illustrate th. valu. of 

the technique c well .. provide infermetion concerning the problem, 

solving behavior of th. experimental groups.

Teble 22 shows the percentage of contributions which were 

01...1flM in ..oh protl—solving estegovy. for ,„h ,f th. four groups. 

Th. tabi, elec .hew. th. etsgery distributions ..par.tely Rr, 

substantive, mixed md pur. procedural contribution, ., well .. f„ .11 

typ.. ««binM. T.bl. 22 ahowe th. =mb.r of contribution, in ,wh
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category, on which Table 22 is based.

«I of th, group, .bed . nagllglbl. Inoldan.. ef non-probl» 

-7—"ting ud probl.n-propo.mg oontribution.. 

tl^o^lng. lnfomotlon-glrlng. .nd m-urr-glTlng oontribution. .ooount 

for only . -.11 poroontog. of th. tot.l. .. did goU—ttlng »a probl». 

prop...!.. For .11 group., .pproxla.t.ly . third of th. oontribution. 

^.lop.d . pr.ooding oontribution («king lnf.r.no„. ol.bor.ting. 

ropootlng ond .-..toting, providing r.tlon.l. for portion). N..t of th. 

pro.,1—..in,, pr»«. for .11 group. .» b. d..orlb^ in tom. .f thl

ruMtl°n. of «.Hug dmlopa.nt of prmlou, oontribution.

previous contributions, proposing solutions and of 

the content of contributions.

• of developing

opposing and supporting

For .11 group, .-bin*, .bout two-thirt. of th. oontribution. 

o.no.r.«»t.ri.lr.l.r..ttoth..g^^

managers of a grocery chain. Slightly more than 

references both to the agenda item and to group 

the contributions referred solely to aspects of

one-quarter contained

procedure. Only 5% of

group procedure
pr.Mnta th. .«. d.t. .. ». .hm m T.bl. 2Z. „Mpt th,t M 

diff.rmtl.tlon. ar. mitt» and th. poroontog.. of Group. 1 & 4 

Groups 2 & 3 are combined.

Table 24

content

and

Th. -.nipuLtion of l.^.rahlp .tyl. prN~M . n«b.r of dlffor.no.. 

.rt. of group, in th. fr.gu.noy with -blob o,t.ln funotlnna 

p-f—. r.g.rdl... Of aubJ.0t n.tfr. Group. 1 h < .ho. . algniflo.ntly 

^’“.r °f porting - dm.lo^nt ...king oontribution. than

do Groupa 8 4 s. fhaa. diffar.no.a ». aignifloant at th. l».i

dlffor.no
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Group. 2 » 5, on th. oth* h«d, rod. , .1 parientIjr high.r pwemt^, or 

oppo.lng «id .olutlou.propo.lug contribution.. 11 though In Group 1 

ti*r. ... . .lgmnccntlp 1er r.l.tlr. «ld.no. or oppclng contribution. 

th«i in Group 4. Group 4 .1.» dlfr*. .Ignlriomtly .t th. # 1^.1 ». 

Group. Z 1 5 In th. —cunt ot opposing contribution.. Th. pocltlrc 

IcM—hlp ct^l. produced !... conflict .nd . greet- mount of .c-ohlng 

for ol.riflo.tlon and under.tending of what other. were .eying thm did 

the Mgetiwe rtyle. Sen. of th. other difference, between «et. in the 

ert«t to which function, were performed l. .trtlrtio.ll, .ignifloent.

To er.lurte the quality of the problem-.olving prooe... thrm

61 «“ «TT Indopend—tl, ...ignrt what they eondderrt to be 

optlnm frequeneie. for —h of the 12 ortegorle., The correlation between 

rmk. ...ignod th. ortegorle. by th. thrm prtr. of reter. w.r. .«8. .86 

«G .79. The —ego rmk M.lgnrt by th. thrm rrt.r. to -oh o.tegory 

,lth tke ”=“”6 of ». ortegory in order of frequency of 

urn in ..oh of th. four group.. Th. rmh-ordor ourrolotion coefficient, 

or. .61 for Group 1 end .72 for Group 4, .58 end .59 for Group. 2 4 , 

respectively. Frm th. .t.ndpolnt of thic criterion the two .etc of 

group, did not differ In quality of their problem-solving prooe... T». 

discrepmoy per ortegory between optimum frequency .nd obtained frequency 

•wru.im.t.ly m e«h of the four group.. Th. main points of 

4l.agree.mt were 1= the information-giving and .«king categoric. whore 

th. group, did much 1... than the theoretically optimm frequency md in 

th. oppo.lng categories, whore the group, did much more than the three 

staff umbers thought waa optimal.
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2. The problem-solving behavior of the leader

th. dwljn that th. l..d.r b.h„. dlmreatly

in th. t.= „t. or .^.r,ne...

.r th. ^,t w

the direction of such modifications, if eny*

Th.p.^..l,l^i,.MTl».rth.l.^i..h_iaT^.,;, 

UM* 86 *« th* « .«.tribut!», in ...h

-*!*«—Ihl. 1. tb. X Ct.,^ ..„. 

r.f«r«i t. in th. dl..u..l<m of lndlridu.1 y.bl^..!  ̂

of th. dlff^n... b.t..» group, within . ..t lleBlnoint.

LM.,-. b.h.ri» in th. two .itu.tioM. h«,„„. ... .lgnlne„tl,

mor-up.
l&d.th.l.^..^»^.,^^ ^..t, 

’**'* ’*1-**—. .olutlon.propo.lng, d».!.^^ 

- diving, supporting, .—1.^...^ „d glTlog emtrlbfltleM th-t

-M. th» h. gid m g . ,, B. ...ount» for . Hgnifl..ntV 

gr..t.r p.ro.nt.g. Cf oppo.lng octrlbutlon. In Group. 2 t 5 th» h. aid 

; Gr°UP* 1 ‘ Ih* >— *— !*<.!- -tr..t to hl. boh^lnr

m th. Group. lotion. ...ountM for. high.rp.r.^. of 

dlr ..ting »a guiding funotlon.. ... did nor. .g th. .upp»t!ng »d !... 

of th. opting th.„ h. aid in Group. 2 d 3. Th. p„o„t.g. of th. tot.! 

m»b.r.f..ntrib.ti..„M^

71 "" ‘b"”* "*• * 'l«hlM.«t.y gr..t„ p.ro.nt.g.

of th. contribution. In Group. 1 b 4 th» in Group. 2 *

r.bl. 26 u... th. tot.l m-b» or contribution, t, th. 1.M» u 

"" » ' " - th. distribution or hl.
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contribution» over the prob lex-solving categories. This is the leader's 

% Own score. The leader was consistent in his behavior within leadership 

style conferences, but differed significantly in the two leadership style 

situations. He did relatively more problem-proposing, more solution

proposing and did more supporting in Groupe 1*4 than in Groups 2*1. 

He supplied relatively less information and made fewer opposing eontri- 

butions in Groupe 1*4 than in Group» 2*8.

It ie apparent that the leader styles were markedly different in 

the too situations. He differed in the extent to which he participated, 

in the function» he performed and in the extent to which he was 

responsible for those functions. In almost every detail, the behavior 

corresponded to that which was prescribed for the leader as the experi

mental design. (See &perimmtal Design and Procedure)

The behavior prescribed in the experimental design for the leader 

in Groupe 1*4 would, on theoretical grounde, have beneficial effects 

upon problem-solving process. The goal-setting function would serve to 

keep the goal clearly in mind; proble^proposlng on the part of the leader 

would help to ensure a realistic solution; information-seeking by the 

leader would ensure that the group's informational resources would be 

tapped. Information-giving as well as solution-proposing were not pro

scribed for the leader, the notion being that the leader should not act 

as an export, in either situation* The development-seeking function was 

prescribed because of a hypothesed stimulating effect. The leader was 

instructed to support and accept rather than oppose in oMer to encourage 

participation and create an atmosphere of freedom. The loader's 

summarising seeking and giving functions would, it was believed, have
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beneficial effects on the group’s procedure, making the participants 

«rare of what was going on in the prob lewsolving process, The date in 

Tables 25 and 26 indicate that in Groups 1 & 4 the leader perfomed 

these functions which wore believed to facilitate the problewsolving 

behavior of the group to a significantly greater extent than he did in 

Groups 2 & 5. In the latter situation, he performed almost no helpful 

function and did more than his share of opposing and obstructing.

In summary, then, the two sets of groups, combining the behavior 

of the leader and the members, differed from each other in the extent 

to which certain functions were performed and also in the manner in which 

the leader behaved. The question which next arises is whether the differ

ence in leader behavior had any effect on the participants in the two 

situations. *e there differences in the participant behavior con

comitant with the leader differences? Or are all the differences between 

conference groups due to differences in leader behavior?

5. The prob lewsolving behavior of the participants

Table 27 shows the percentage of the contributions made by the 

participante classified in each prob lewsolving category for each of the 

four groups and the two sets of groupa. This is actually a % Own aeOre 

for the participants as a group. It is apparent that the four groups 

are very similar in their distribution of functions. On only one of the 

-ir. - .^1.. 1. th. dirr.r-.no. In per o„t .... of

.ignlM.«t. Th. p~tl.lp.nt. to G„up. US1U r.l.ti„ly 

«r. cppeelng thru did F~tl.lp.nt. In Group. 1 * 4. H*„,, thl, 

dlM~.no. 1. d« t. th. rol.tlv.lr 1„ Mount of .ppo.1^ in Group 1,
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which differs significantly free Group 4# Thia single difference 

between sets of participants is therefore not traceable to the leader» 

ship style difference since the leader behaved similarly in Group 1 and 

Group 4# In spite of the marked differences in leader behavior under the 

two sets of conditions, the groups were virtually identical in the kinds 

of functions they performed and in the relative frequency with which each 

function was performed#

While the groups, excluding leader, did not differ materially in 

the patterning of their contributions, l.o., in the percentage of contri

butions by the participants classified in each category, there is marked 

difference in the percentage of contributions in each category which were 

accounted for by the group# This inference can be made from Table 23# 

Since the leader in Groups 1 & 4 performed certain functions to a 

significantly greater extent than he did in Groups 2 & 3, it follows that 

the participants in Groups 2 & 5 were mere responsible for these same 

functions than the participants in Groups 1 & 4# In Groups 2 & 3 the 

participants accounted for a eignifioantly greater percentage of the 

guiding and directing behavior, such as goal-setting, problem-proposing, 

development-seeking, and summarlxing-glving#

This is aleo apparent from Table 28 which shows the percentage of 

the total nm&er of contributions which were made by the leader and by 

the group classified according to category# Fer example, in Groups 1*4, 

8#4^ of the contributions were development-seeking contributions by the 

leaderj in Groups 2*3 only S#8% of the contributions were development

seeking contributions by the loader. This table helps to explain the 

differences between sets of group* in the amount of solution-proposing.
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dmlepeub-eeklag. «Murting «I oppo.lng which were reported iB 

™ “• 14 U "PP""* T*U 28 tut th. dirfn.no. 1. tu motmt 

of .olutloD-propo.lng 1. du. prUnily to ... oolntl«».pr<Te,ia, „ 

tu pnt of tU participant, m Group. 2 * «. Tu dlffn.no. la m«r 

of Group, 1*4 in -ount of dn.lopwnt-.widnj 1, duo prlnnlly to tu 

loUor, tu participait, m tu two ..u of group, do not diff* 1» -ount 

•f d*.lyWnt-.«ldng. TU high» lnold.no. of oppoalng oontrlhutl.no 

1» Group. 2 4 s 1, attribut  able to both loader aid participât., cp.ol.lly 

tU latter. TU higher pwc«it.g. of .upporting contribution. In Group. 

14 4 1. du. etlrely to tu led»; tu perticipant. do not differ in 

this r«Bpecto

In enaury, then, tu leaderehip etyle dlffer.no.. produced 

eignlfio.nt difference between tu .etc of groupe including tU leader 

la tu incidence of four of tu tn.lv. function,. fro of tu.. diffor.no.. 

*” d" *1",t ""lu.lv.ly to difference In leader boUvior; two », de 

pria wily to participante. He»», it 1. apparet free Table 24. 26 and 

28 that tu lead» behaved very differently in tU tno eltuatlona. Tu 

general effect of tu difference. we. that th. participant, in Groupe It; 

perfcraed the guiding and directing function, to eaignificantly greet» 

extent than did tu participante in Group. 1 4 4. Tu group, did not 

diff» ~t.ri.lly, he»», in tUlr patterning of attribution., that i,. 

uolng tUlr oro total omtributicna u . bee. tUy diffwe la tu 

relative lnaidenoe of only one of tu tv.lv. funotiou.

Thl. finding 1. quit. .triUng when rekted to Wo p.^,1» 

frptU.ee about tu relation, botwe» tU load» and tU group. Gu 

frptUU. 1. that tU participante reflect tu Uhevkr of tu Ufr,

dirfn.no
dlffn.no
lnold.no
oontrlhutl.no
dlffer.no
diffor.no
frptU.ee
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%o hypothesis is that the participants will fill the "gap" left 

by the leader's failure to perform certain functions. The orueial data 

far evaluating those hypotheses are shown in Table 27. Sines the 

leader did significantly more problem»proposing in Groups 1 * 4 the 

reflecting hypothesis predicts that the participants in these groups 

would do relatively more problen^preposing than the participants in Groups 

2*5. The same prediction would be made for all functions performed by 

the leader significantly more frequently or significantly less frequently 

in one set than in the other. From Table 26, we know that the leader's 

% Own scores wore significantly different for 5 out of the 12 functional 

categories. In Table 27, there is only one instance of these differences 

being reflected» the greater amount of opposing by participants in 

Groups 2 & 3. Bren here, however, there is evidence that the low amount 

of opposing by the leader in Groups 1*4 was not reflected by both 

groups. Group 4 did as much opposing as did Groups 2 & 3.

The gap hypothesis makes exactly the opposite prediction. The 

participants in 2 * 3 in which the leader failed to perform certain 

functions should show a relatively higher incidence of these contributions 

than do the participants in Groups 1 & 4. There is no evidence of thia 

in Table 27.

Wieh the seme sort of evidence is presented in Table 28. IWe of 

the differences in the percentage of the total contributions by partici

pants classified in a single category are significantly different» the 

greater incidence of solution-proposing by participants in Groups 2*3 

and the greater opposing by participants in Groups I * 8. The . 

solution-proposing difference. is an instance of gap filling; the opposing 
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difference is an instance of reflecting leader behavior» There is, 

then, little evidence in these data of either reflecting leader behavior 

or filling functional gaps left by the leader* The fact that the total 

groups shewed so few over-all differences, in spite of the difference 

in leader behavior, is primarily due to greater participation by the 

participants in Groups 2 & 3» The leadership style differences 

produced few differences in the pattern of problem-solving behavior of 

the participants»

There evidently is a considerable range of leader behavior 

possible before either reflecting or gap filling occurs» It is possible 

that the length of this tolerance range will vary with the motivation of 

the participants. Participants who are strongly involved in the conference 

outcome might permit less deviation from their standards of how a 

conference should go» Such people might show a considerable tendency to 

fill gaps» The tolerance range might also vary with the conference 

experience of participants» The seasoned participant would feel the need 

for a summary and make one if the leader failed to» The number of persons 

striving for leadership position would also modify the tendency to fill 

leader gaps»

The tendency to reflect would presumably be affected by the 

leader-participant identification pattern» Where identification with 

leader was strong, the tendency to reflect would be strong. A vertical 

conference, with a prestigeful leader, would increase the tendency to 

reflect leader behavior»
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■m of thMe oondltle. vn promt in the oxporlaant bol* 

UooumM. T». p^ioipMt. were .oil .otl„tod. bot they wore not 

peromolly Soloed in th. ootom. They „r. not experlmod

ooof».». p„tlolpmt., nor wo. there opportunity for th. d*.lo**t 

of strong 14.ntlflo.tlon with the lender. Th*. oon.ldor.tlo* ouggeot 

thrt th. two popular lypoth.... ihould b. reformulated *4 .tat* in 

ten* of th. kind of problem. b** dl.,*.*, th. ^rlme ef pmiol- 

P*t.. *4 .tr«gth of leeder.nemher tl*. It 1. po..lblo th.t th. 

t^rny to r.floot *4 th. tendenoy to fill g.„ 1. . ^.1 41,tl*. 

tlon *4 th.t both ooour. l. th. group *«t. mor. .nd more frequently, 

th. tendenoy to r.floot mV yield to th. tendenoy to fill g.pl, .. 

dependence on the leader diminishes»

*" iBoldenee of procedural contributions

As as pointed out earlier, the coders classified 

each contribution in one of three categories» Category S 
the content of 

applied when
th. contribution concern* th. .object matter of th. confer.*. . th.

P»*nt of a* topic. r.l.t* thereto. C.tegory P ... f.r

contribution, which .r. concerned with the procedure of the group. Meet 

of th... contribution, described the wv the group ... prooe^lng. Th.

third category, M, ... need for contribution, which hed . mixture of 

procedural and ag*d. it* reference».

Bec*., of the *.11 number of purely prooedur.l eontributio*, 

th. contribution. In thi. c.tegory wer. cabined with th*. ol...ifi.d 

in th. *x* ..tegonr. Th. term.^Mbutlon'ln th. following 

di.ou..Ion refer., therefore, t. th*. o*tributim whioh^re a prooedur.l 

reference, wholly or in part.
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T.bl* 29 shews the percentage of contributions in each group 

which were classified as procedural. There was a significantly greater 

relative frequency of procedural contributions in Groups 1*4 than in 

Groups 2*3. This difference, significant at the 5% level, is due 

primarily to the difference between Group 1 and the other groups.

The percentage of the total number of contributions which were 

procedural contributions by the leader and by participants, also shown 

in Table 29, accounts for the difference between Group 1 and Groupe 2, 

3 * 4 in total number of procedural contributions. Group 1 differs fret 

Group 4 because both leader and participants make more contributions 

with procedural references in Group 1 than in Group 4. The over-all 

difference between Group 1 and Groupe 2 * 3 is due primarily to the leader 

He makes significantly fewer procedural comment. in Groups 2*3, than 

he does in Group 1. There is a tendency for the participants to fill 

this gap, but it is not great enough to make up the difference.

Table 29 also sheers that in Groups I * 4 the participants and the 

leader shared the number of procedural cement. about equally. In Groups 

2*3, however, the participants were most responsible for the procedural 

comments.

The data in Table 30, showing the percentage of the participants 

contributions which were procedural, provide another opportunity for 

determining whether or not the participants reflect the leader's behavior 

by showing greater incidence of a particular kind of behavior when he 

chow, more of that behavior. The data indicate that three out of the four 

groups did not reflect the loader behavior. The participant, in Group 4 

did not ref Iqot the relatively higher incidence of procedural contributions



TAKE 29

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS WHICH

leader

wbkb RIOGeDURAL contributions

NWberParticipant Total

A — 1— 22 19 bl 210
A - h 15 15 30 185

A - 2 h 25 29 155

A- 3 7 26 33 156

1 & b 18 17 35 395

2 4 3 6 
«»

25 
a*  **

31 311

* 1U: 2 & 3 significant at % level
** Difference 1 & Ü: 2 & 3 significant at 1% level



TABLE 30

PERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPANT'S CONTRIBUTIONS 
WHICH VERS PROCEDERAI

A - 1

A — li

A - 2

A- 3

1 6 It

243

MAP

28»#

19»»

27

29

23

28

«»
** Difference between Group 1 and Grow It 

significant at 1X level *
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by the leader in that conference* The participants in neither Group 2 

nor Group 3 reflected the relatively lower incidence of procedural 

contributions by the leader; they tended to fill the gap left by the 

leader*

It was pointed out earlier that each functional category might 

be used with respect to procedural and substantive content. There might 

for example be procedural as well as substantive solution proposals. It 

is possible, however, that contributions performing certain functions 

will rarely have procedural references while others might have a great 

«any. The present data were analysed to determine whether or not this 

was the case*

Table 31 shows the percentage of contributions in each category 

which had procedural references. Since the over-all ratio of substantive 

to procedural for all conference groups taken together is about 2 to 1, 

one would expect approximately 3# of the contributions in each category 

to have procedural references. The actual distribution differs from this 

chance value for six out of the twelve categories at the 1% level, for 

two of the remaining six at the 5% level. It is apparent that contri

butions containing procedural references are more likely to serve certain 

functions than others. Participants referred to procedure more frequently 

than not whom asking for information, when seeking clarification and 

elaboration* A significantly greater than the expected mMber of supporting 

contributions contained procedural references* This is accounted for by 

the fact that the individual made explicit that he was supporting a 

particular individual or position* The seme is true for summarising - 

••eking and summarising-giving contributions, as might be expected.
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CetrtbeWro whloh ïre.Mtrt probU™ ud th... which .IwborM « 

othwr contributions were frequently contsln^ no procedural refer.»...

îhi. analysis of contribution, m t«w of their .ubjwt matter 

indicates that the two sets of groupe differed only slightly in the 

incidence of procedure! oe—rte. Th. diff.ro». thrt does «1st... 

du. both to led. «d p«ti.ip«t behavior. There l. evidence that . 

leader »y describe and refer to the -».. in which the groupie ^.o. 

.ceding without increasing the tendency to do .. on the part of th. 

participants. &w«.r, oo»piouou. failure to r.f„ to group proc Were. 

°" i™"'" i"*™' of "<* •<—-tc by th. pertioipants. Finally,

it i. apparent that certain functional contribution, haw. aln»t o»lu.ir.ly 

prooidural r.fer.no». - sunn.rising-...king md giving, dev.lopneut- 

.«kiag - while others. such » prcblms-proposels. developeout-giving 

and goal-cutting, contain largely substantive references.

5. The eequenoe of problem-solving function*

Th* data provided from categorizing contribution* into problem, 

solving functions pen.it a translation into a system „oh llk, ^.t of 

6-V'e .y.t» lilies that at certain .tag... certain fu»tio». 

la terms of thia experiment. w»t be performed. It prescribes » optimal 

acqu... of these fu»tic». Th. typescript was sn.lys.d to determine 

»heth» there wa. «y sequence patterning of the functional units and to 

what extent the sequence patterning ... similar to that pr...ribed by 

logiwl an*ly*i* of the Dway type.

accordingly. three member. of the confer.». staff independently 

«Tired at what they considered optimal sequences of the functional
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••Mort... IM. ... %* . ......

,f ■*“•“-• «” »^»r ..,«—. ... mlTM ltl

Geal^Setting 
^*obleB-?ropoeel»

D^.iopwnt.%,1%

s___or both, in either order) 
S«—rt«M <Hrt^

It w.. «..gti.^ tft th.,. „,. -1M,

1» « ^1 «ituatlon, r.M.t th»..^. uqr tin.., th.t !.. .lthln 

th. -M,, „qMnM . =d=o, ^ght „w. th.

foilwring sequences were establishedi

Minor Sequence A Solution Proposal

Minor Sequence B Solution f^opoeal 
%%%% '-1^1  ̂

Summarizing Seeking, Sum arizing Givi^

fe-ln.u. or th. typ..orlpt, IMlootM that no -jo, 

«,. P,..~t in or th. rou, typ...,ipt.. Th. only hyp. ,r 

ooq—. or oontributlon. pr...nt ... Typ. 1, ,h.r, .

1. flK-rrt by . *-.1^-....^ glT1Bg InMMa — thig 

”y « Wing -d/, .«pportlng .mention. %, fou, .onT.™..

« -p.r.a .1th ,.^.b t. th. m^. or thi. t„. .r .WMW. ta 

Tabi. 32. Inboth.ot.org,onp..m..th.^^^^  ̂

" (tot.1 O-M or contribution, ^nu. w.) —
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A- 1 «W 16
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A • 4 614 16 2.6

A. 2 528 12 2.8
A- 3 472 10 2.1

1*4 1123 82 2.8*
2 A 3 1000 22 2 .2 *
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1*1-1. Th. dlrr.r.n=. b—th. t,. „t. of group. 1. rt,tirtlo.ny 

ü> .f or^p. x .

standpoint of th. .ffl.l.n^ of th. .rohl—olTing proo.„.

Th. »«t atte.pt t. —aura qu.Uty of th. ^ohlw-.olTlng 

nad. in t.m. of optinni pair, of .ontrihutint.. Thl. 1, 

*“• «" ««*— — - »r «-U*. Th. «..uro 1.

aaanlngful, ho«„„, if on. think, in tom. of . o.ouun oroatod by . 

oontrlbuti.. Conf.r.no. group, o.n bo oonparod a. to th. octant to W,h 

‘h* ™m- by . gi.„ raapon.. i. optlnally fUM thl

—Ming r..p«... Th. folloelng 11^ of ^m.1 palra. d«io^ fro. 

th. optlnal Mq«. luting do.orlbod ab„. i, mu,tr,tiw

Goel-Sebtlng 
eblee Propoaal

Cobles Proposal 
Information-Staking, Inf ormation-Givi  ̂

Informât!on-Seeking 
Inf ormati on—Giving

Solution fropoaal
D—lop—d-king. D—.lop—nt^Hrleg

T.bl. N .ho- P-roontag. of optin- pair. for ..oh of th. group, 

separataly and for Group. 14 4^24, ooebinod. Th. lnoid-o. of 

•Pti-l pair aaqu.no. in all four group, —d. oh.no. orpootan^. Wlth

•« - « « P-1U. pair s^u—.. 0,

th.... .nly t-lo. „. optln.1 pairing^ thua.lna.ari.. of lOOpair.. 

th. sbeoi ao,. .-U b. U , ,l9. », n-be. of .otu.l p^„

—«>«- . tptlnal int— Of thoory f. Group. 1 4 4; in 

°""*' * * '" *"* W-feurth — 1*1-1. Th. diffe-.no, b—

atte.pt
Conf.r.no
aaqu.no
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PBCVTAGB OF OPTIMAL PAIRS 
OF JROBLDL.SOLVISG COÏTEIBÜTIO1S

< - 1 510 141 to
A « 4 <15 • 174 28

A • 2 529 140 2<
A. $ 473 124 2<

1 & 4 1025 315 31 *
2 & 3 1002 264 26**
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1, mai.,,.

by oenferenoe Group 1$

' Ihe *"•««•• of pràbl—tolring fun.tlon. „„ ^1.4, of ti_ 

Th. of probl^-olHog In t.rn. of .^vm„ of e„trl.

button. ludlo.M thot optm.l ordering, wr., by «nd .rp, 

lnfr.qu.nt* Sin., th.or.tlo.1 fomul.tton. ,uoh .. D„v-, lupiy 

.«oh orbing, th.lr ,b.«.. tight b. lnt.rfrrtti .. IMlo.tlng that th. 

f-.ul.tion 1. lnti.qu.to* Th. .n.ly.l. ,v t. to, rigor».,

• Wot* hov«r.r* It r.qulr« . within . mH unit of tin.* Th. 

Dti^typ. of formulation tight b. intorprrtti .. ^otho.iaing 1-g», 

-or. global .tag.., W. tight than «p.,t a diff.r.ntl.tl» of funotion 

fro. on. poriod of th, oonfar.no. to th. n.xt* F.r «Œpl., m th. «f.lt 

diffloulty* at^.. there would bo a ral.ttv.ly high proportion of problow- 

propo..!, md lnfomatton.givlng and .«king oontributi»., m th. 

".uggeation of poaaible aolutione' .tag.. th.ro would b. a relatively 

*"e" of oolutlon.propo.al oontrlbutlona* Th. data

««Unti to ... whathor thar. w,. o-taln funotion. whioh ooourrti nor. 

fhoquantly m oortain p-ioda than in othar.* Th. paroontag. of th. total 

oontrlbutlona in ..oh lb-tinuto. whioh f.ll m ..oh oatogory w.a onaputti*

Of —for™, th. indloatti that funationally

..oh pariad 1. -noh Ilka «ary othar period. Thia finding 1. of partioular 

aignlfloanoe when ». oonaidar auoh .tagoriaa a. problom.propo.ing. 

aolution.propo.ing. mad lnfomation.aaaking and giving. Th... th. 

fti.tt«m Whioh «oh formulation, a. D^.. would !.« «. t. anpaat to 

«our with ral.ttv.ly gr.atw fraquanoy m .«tain period, th- in other..

oonfar.no


«though . fun.tlon.1 category ~y MWBt f, apprcl^t.ly 

of th. total oontrlhntlon. within. lg^nnt.^rlod 

wi*”e t6 115 be a*"* the of contribution.

a hll. goal-a.ttlng contribution, account f- g% of th. total n.bar 

cPoontrlbutlon.ln..ohl^mwt.p-iclath-.^h.llff.r^^ 

th. pare—tag. of th. total nub— of go.l-a.ttlng atataaant. which occur 

- - MfW to th. n-t. fhl. poa.iblllty .Hat. b.o.u.a tha total 

7" °' °""""- — * * period., hoocrdlngly.

— - contribution. 1. wh oatog-y
10 — — -P-. Th. _

recuits were obtained*

lB * Probit..lying function, by tin.

' lndlC'te* the •—» P'ttom of function, porfo^ 1. 

™yn«h .mil-fro. on. port™, to th. »xt

”"b" Of in ,Mh 16-nlnut..

particular category 1. ral.tly.ly constant 

P*n«b^. of total contribution. within .

The proportion of the total 

are classified in a

Period to period* The

-togory whloh ooour in o^h

——

2' "'" " • —*«» «"—.a P— throughout

tho omforonoa P^lod. and wor. not du. to largo franco, within a 

particular period*
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Te ruta. Cf individual problea..aolviug behavior

SS- 
:===

r* oxving scores 
Table 34 shows the correlations

in which there a sufficient nteiber
computation of individual

were computed*

””8 * Category .core,

of contribution, to warrant

In the tootion concerned with the r.laticnahip of 

”t"t °' ^loipati.. (...

=s=s
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•-« 1. - fport»* „.vtlei t. tu<

"I" fran «“ that for oortola pair.
Of variable* the relation.hip

11 """«.at 1» th. two ..t, of altu.tloaa.
Thia ia moat clearly

th. .... .1th raapoot to aapportlng »loh 1. al^flo.atly r.l.tad to all 

« .rr™tl.«l.o.r..^^^

" 2 «- - ^.«a who

—-

part 

for 

two

are

° ^y™«^on-SBeking in Group. 1 A 4 were . 

°f ^o were primarily re.ponsible 

y or in other coterie.. In Group. 2 A 5, howW> th...

*" oorr.lated with „oh othar hut

ggm-

deaorlbe 

group as

- - ^roorralatioa. of th. % C.tog„y 
h.waaaariawhiohfuaotioaalo..trlhutioa.w^.ra^^^
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th. % «w ..... ,hran m T». » r.!.^ 1^^ .r th.

"trat to which an individual Participate., ^y ». r.l.tra to p.rti.1 

patira. only in.of„ .. prati.ip.tion .«rat. th. n^.r of Calory 

scores available for a participant.

or th. b.h«i,.% to

"°" Ih"‘ functional .oor.. .hloh .r.

TZT ""’U“ Th. -or.
• T «1 an... th. 1...

-W- *-t th. indi^i o.i.nt.d t^d eMtrl- 
tutlng aoiutl» propel, i. !... Uk.ly t, .e oontrihution. which 

oa.rati.lly retina to wh.t othra. haw. ..id. .uoh .. rapportin, rad 

seeking elaboration,

There is one instance 

between two scores in the two
or a eigniflrantly correletion

sets of groups In Groups 1*4 there is
. .««ht poaitiv. correlation between the extent or eolutira.propo.in, 

16 *-* GtLhe rel.tira.hip between th... 

a—a 1. aignltic.ntly negative. Thra. are .ther in.tan...

whra. coaffieienta. while not .igni«oantly différent in the two rat. of 

77 " sufficiently dia.^l» to indicate that the wrap» 1.

ndividuals patterns their oontrihution. ... quite different m th. 

™r° sets of groups.

Th. interpretation th.t initiating behraira. „.h .. .eletlo^ 

Propo.^ end inf^tlra-...^ 1. nag.ti..ly relate to reacting 

7T ‘ “ ,UPPOrtlng i. nore .orrrat

2.7 Grrap.Lt. Th. orareLtion between develop.

elTla8 - *-* ** “roup. Lt. the praticiprat.

Grrap.Lt
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nuttd to what was ..Id either by elaborating

tended to develop other contribution*
or by opposing. If one

• did not oppose and vice
* Ia 2 * 3, the participant, who

opposed contribution.
»«e as likely to elaborate

" vho did no opposing.

—y. the interoorrelatlone .woble^aolel^ .....

f" °” re.pon.lbl. for .a other

T" " --- ----------------« “«r to -tent .1

^tloi^ation. thia rinding ba. bo. mterprot^ to ... thetlnboth 

"ta or group., th. high parting

T" «««on... between the

tt. or group., tn the patterning or lnterrelatl... with the high 

^17" 10 2 ‘ - or the closing. „f

”fO™‘tiOn ^elo^twaeehlng. rel.tlw.ly nor. or th.

.porting thm th. high participator. In Group. 1 & 4.

^th..tandpolntorthelndlwldualhlwa.lr^th.^erln

—a h—. ... indication. th.t initiating typ„ of b.h^lor .uoh 

" king «d .tlutl.n-propo.lng t.nded to b. .o».^

of Kidwai probl^.olwlng behawlor.
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8*

The

Senary of axparüwntel findings

aiff».»., in leadership .tyl. produo^ .lgnlflo„t 

aiff^.. m th. pr.hl^.01^ b.h^.r of th. group. . feMr of 

Z b— —- Th. ... u^i. diff^.
^.hh.gr..t^.ount of opposing m th. group, u.^^ th. n.g.ti..

leadership style* Of the four lnat.no., of dlff.r.no.. In tot.l group 
p.rforMnM, two W. du. pr^ny t. ln

dM trlwrily t. dlff.r.no„ la

two sets of groupe. There is little evidence that the
participant behavior in the

the two sets of groups reflected the leaders
participants in

' behavior or that they

V «b. u-r »r 1. rf

...

Th. ..t, of eroup, diffed .Igniti^tiy it th.

contribution. rsfsrwo» to proeH„„,

.1.0, 1. pr^ily du. t. ln th. „

Tl“" ' ™ *h.t th. participât

to fill th. gap l.ft by th. : 
references to group procedure*

Th. poaltlT. load..ship .>1, product ,llght 

îuaUty probl—selring b.h^or la ,f . higher

incidence of 

This difference, 

the leader

'* the negative 

leader1» infrequent

evidences of higher 

incidence of

h^. i. Barati. that ip t.s...f th. fuhstiou.

* "°h P"1"1. In thia .... 15-nlnut. period..

lnat.no
dlff.r.no
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1# very much like 

wtaln funetlon* 

others late»

oth" »— .. llttl. wu„e.

"" 1B th. pwW «4

». th. fr.^8.!.^ 8w„ to c^.rro. o^...

K «a
TH. a.otlon d..l. with th. gm„.l probiw of 

th. b.h_i_ relate to th. favllng.

.r ..tl.r..tl« with whloh h. tohu^,^

th. o^Ltt™. b,t,.„ ». two typ.. ef probl_6elT1H6 th<

thro, aatlataotlon ™„ W^.r th. oor„Utl„ oo.fflei.nt. _ 

•ignlflo^tly dlfAraot in th. two ..t. of group., no oo.frioi.nt 1. 

r^>ort»a for th. four group, oonbln-1.

Satisfaction with grep . ................. D. th. pe.e. who _

..tl.fi«i with group proo... perfora différant

"" ^«“t to . different entent thra th... who
functions, or perform the

are
*h. drt. In f.bi. 36 that non. of th. % Ora 

MUtra to th. participant*. ..«.faction with proc..,, 

‘h™ " * <llght *—W f» higher relative incidence

loss satisfied?

are

of

significantly 

both sets 

goal-setting
to SO with higher ..«.faction. 'here la evidence of the differential 

. f..ifleeno. of oppeing in the two aeta of group., which la .rations in 

. " ^rp^acnaj ^b^

Mgh incidence cf oppoaing 1. ...raletM
* ‘.’a greater ..«.faction

" " ' — elgnlflowt correlation.

^h. .era differential rel.^^
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Th. laak of ral.tlon.hlp b.tw« ». proportion of ». individu.!'.

contribution» whloh porfor. . giron function hi. ..«.ration

group’, procedure i. contrary to expectation.
with the

that a person who was dissatisfied with
It ie«u very plaueible

an aspect of group process, such
.0 «. M .r lnfw wwM

relatively high lualdma. of infomotion ...king aantrlbutlaaa.
a

failure of such relations to .ho, up right b. du. to th. f.«t that .

g««.l aatlafootlon with pro.... ... «.«, If ..tuition with

V-a. apa^a of proo... „r. .„.rt.lI1.d. w right b. *1. to

predict satisfaction with these 

pants. The design permitted a 

The participant. Indicate their 

information that was considered

aspects from the behavior of the partici» 

tentative test of this ad hoc hypothesis, 

satisfaction with the mount of

in arriving at the decision, Questionnaire
m.It«5. d.or.. « thl. lt« .«r.lriad with «ount of lnf«t^ 

«-«.«lag dan. by th. P-rtlolp^t. Th. oorr.latlon ... not .lgnlfloontly 

mt auggot. «other f.ator t. b.

t.k« lata a«ount. ». n«d «p.at our laf^atl^...^ palpant, 

t. b. dlw.tl.firi «ly If ». taction W .ought ... not fortho«lng. 

Tn oth« .ord.. It 1. unllk.ly th^ lnold.no. In . p.rtl.ul.r o.t.go^ 

«H b. prrilatlw. of ..tl.fe.tloa. It U probebly n......^, to ^t„..u. 

a «1'tiou.hlp b.»„n . pattern .f probl«..olwiag baharior.

faction with process»

it i. „ ». g.». „

- — —M with th. p.rfewd 

««««tip in th. two .ltu.tlm.. Th. p.rtl.lp_t. Who ... ..«.«« dl4

4

lnold.no
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-——«ng in Group, 1 4 4 end sipificantly 
" 16 2 ‘ ’•

t0 th. obtalMd ln

. 2* « Group. not It „

•P* . on th. total .ituationa Th... .«e findings appear when the

* Category score, are used.

Satisfaction with
„ , In th, participant',

« action with the decision arrived at by the group, i, relatively

*. dM r.lstl„ly u>>> Ia to lt< tta

*-1 fa .
the relative incidence of

.upportlng .omunt. 1, . continuing .vld.no.
°h "" 11 d.ci.i.n 1. . .^th.,1. of

r ..tl..otion with

11 ln ' " ' r.lid.t^ by thi. .ignition

2-2 < ^o. or th. _ _ .... bh. rinding

* °th °f ëFWp89 the the relative incidence of

===--=-
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Th. p-tiolpttf. with to t. un-

r.UM to th. «t.nt to which h. w„ r.^oulw. for function. 

Thor. 1. on. ict^o. in which th. function.! .pooi.U.t. aifforwl 

•ignlflo.ntly in their feelin;, ebout the decision in the two «te of 

P-eupe. The goal e tore in Group. 14 4 were dle.etl.flti, the goal 

•ettere in Groupe 2*3 were satisfied*

* ' "* ln ««Motion with the relationship between

interpersonal wi.bl„ problmveolving .cores. oppo.lng contribution. 

hM • -^Terent naming in th. two ..t. of group., th. coefficient. 

significantly different in the two .ituetion.. In Groupe 1 4 4, the 

relative incidence of opposing contribution. 1. negatively related to 

d«i.ion aatiefaotion, in Group. 2 4 s th. relationship 1. pcitir.. 

Thl. differential rol.ticn.hip of opposing to decision ..«.faction 1. 

al« found with th. % Catogory ...... although th. coefficient, ar. not 

significantly different in the two sets of groups.

The general tendency, aum.rl.ing all inctance, of differential 

rel.tion.hip.. 1. for autant of opposing to be negatively associated with 

satisfaction with decision and group procedure and positively related to 

..«.faction with th. l.m« in Group, 1 4 4, in Group. 2 4 3, th. 

relationship tend, to be poeltiv. for ..«.faction with th. group, decision 

“d md hegative for satisfaction with the leader. These

relationships hold for both types of protlew-solving sconse. This suggest, 

thet the closer, in Group. 14 4 were identified with the leader end 

«re attacking fellow participante, the oppoeer. In Groupe 2 4 3 were 

««.fled with the group - it. decision and it. procedure, but attacked 

the leader. This hypothetic 1. eonflmed partially by the finding that in



10*

11 « Of the opposing oontributlene were directed .t the

leeder while In Groupe 2 & Se were directed et the leedere Genrereelp 

Z# ef the eupportlng contribution, were deedcr ^porting to Group. 1 * 4 

•Ml. to Group. 2 4 s only 1S w«e .upportlng th. l«d*.

Th... r,.ult. permit thr.. con,lu.Ion., by end l.rge. the oneunt 

of rorl.no. m the e.tl.fectlon outocno. counted for by th. probl— 

solving O.C. of pertlolpentc l. Tory slight. S.cond. . p.rti.lpmf. 

problw.olelng .oor. to . pertlouler octogory ney, hoover. b. elgnlfl- 

oently related to hl. e.tl.fectlon with oonfor.no. onto—. In thl. 

experiment . high proportion of .upperttog end oun..en.lttog wee po.ltiv.ly 

rolrtM to dootolon ..«.faction, to both situation.. Fto.lly, the 

dlreotlon of th. rol.tion.hlp between ..tl.feotlon out,».. »d o«^.m 

behavior .ocrea depend. » th. tot.l .itu.tlon to which th. b.h«l» t.k.a 

place#

2. %. r.l.tlo..hlp of probl—.olvlng aocro. to d,=l.l« qu.llty 

TM. ..otlcn 1, o»oomM with whether or not the Individu.1'. 

soluti» 1. affooted by th. probl—.olvlng function, he perfore...

Th. correlation, between both kind, of jrobi—,olvlng 

«d the «.tore of dootolon qu.llty ». ,horo ln T,bl.

Brt»t of .sr—nt with to. orltorl» quality .core, 1.,.. ^th 

th. solution derlvM by «porta, to aignlfi,»tly related to »ly one of 

th. probl—.olvlng .core, .nd tM. rol.tlon.Mp hold, to only one aet 

Of group.. Th. peon. with Mgher percentage. of their own oontributione 

«» «- g»l-..tttog ortog», to Group. 2 4 S ,hawd th.

th. orlfrlon Th. o..ffiei»t 1. cignlficently dlff,»t to

rorl.no
oonfor.no
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—Sïïsssaæsjss—

* Signlfioant et the # Uy.i

% Own Score

Criterion Quality Saa-p
* Category 

Criterion

Goal Settlag 1*4 
2*8

-.18
•52* -•09

1 • 4 •SI
•IB

"^Teeætien Seeking 2 & 8 •19
-.19 -H

1 • 4 -.11 -•01

1*4 
g 2 * 8

-.08
Inf onutian Girin -.04•os •08

1 • 4 •02 —•24
-.IT

Solution firopeelng 2*3 •04
-•08 -.05

1 - 4 -.04 •17

1*4
6 2 * 3

•07
Govelognent Seekin -.29

.10 -•26
1-4 -.08 -•1*

-.19
Derolopeent Giving 1*4

2*3
.25

-•06 -.01
1-4 •OS -•15

1*4 
2*3

-.08
Opposing .07

•04 •08
1-4 •05 -.27

1*4
2*3

-.11
Supporting -.28

• 12 —«22
1- 4 -.09 -.17

-.19
Steeary Giving 1*4

2*3
-.03

•33 -.12
1-4 •IT •30

•15
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1 * 4, wh.r. th. r.l.tl=n.hlp of g,.l-..ttlng to qMU<y le 

.lightly Mg.tlT.. Th*. ,« g—r.l l.ck Of rel.tion.hlp .1* hoU, 

f<r th. % c.t.goiy .. d*. the dlfferrotlu of

setting to quality,

O"" "e 1,6 «""•! oonolu-lon. .«rœW by th.,. d.t.. Th. 

Mr.t 1. th.t by rod l.rg. th. quality of th. p^tiolpmt'. ..lotion 1, 

unrplated to th. pr<^tlon of hl. .attribution, whloh fall m obtain 

problemsolving categories or to the «t«t t. which ho ... reepons ible 

for behavior in a category. The .eoond .enclusion l, that the na^er in 

whloh a problemsolving score 1. relets t. the quality of individual 

.elution, nay depend on tha total situation. Thl. 1, .ugg.atod by th. 

finding that the proportion of goal-.atting st.tsmnt. i, positively 

related to quality, .. nsasured by tha external criterion in Group. 2 4 , 

-d.lgnifloantlydlff.r.nt in the negative direction in Groupal ht.

Th. g„„.i 1.* .f relationship b^.en th. quality .f individual 

,olutiona and the individual problemsolving ..... doe. net „„mt th. 

conclusion that than. i. no relationship bstwmn the problemsolving 

pro*., and decision quality. It nay be that the group problemsolving 

•eer*. « certain pattern score. derived free thee. are related to 

quality .f the individual as well as group decision. The individual., 

.elution a, well,, ths group., solution lsafunetlcn of what is done by 

the group .. . whole. The present findings indicate that the quality of 

the individual's « .elution 1. very little affected by th. function, 

». hlna.lr perforas. With only four groups and no significant difference, 

■ong then .. to decision quality it i. not po.elble to teat the typotheal, 

that decision quality is related to group pr»!»,.!^,,



HI* ^flwwnloation Variably,

Th. th.,.tl..l frmmork for thia evperlnent poaitad that 

”t0— " "y th. degree of undmatanding by

partioipanta of what waa aaid during th. oonferenoa. Th. i..dar.hip 

.tyl.apr..orib.d for the two ..ta of group, diffm^ partly pith 

r.ap—t to thi. wmiabl.. k-inatio. of the type.orlpt and the Hr.

r—ording r„..l^ that th. leader did altar hi. behavior in th. 

proaorib—« & Group. 1 * 4 th. tar »^a elgnlfio.tly ... 

to got olaririoati— than h. did in Group. 2 4 J.

manner

attempts

Th. mount of diffimlty th. partiolpant had in uM.r.t.Mlng 

whatw.ab.ing.aid..an...ur^bytwoqu..tionnaireit-a^.taa..

III, Itm. 11 and 12). and by an lndM derived fr^ the type.orlpt. 

th. n-ber of time. th. parti.ip.pt r^u.^ el^lrio.tl^

»r th. aiff.rmoe, ln lati„ behlT10ri
In spite

differ significantly on a%y 

in speech, with teaching and

groups did not
of th... M.euree. Tro gr.du.te etudeute

contest-judging experience, rated the 
perti.ip.nt.. rolo. quality -d olarity of artloul.tlon.

P«nf» •P.«klnz rrt. w.« ,1,„ det.tiin.cl.
Bsoh partici-

within th. norn.1 range on th... y^iobi... 

Th. oommmloetlon ..or.. ihowH virtually

The participants of all
groups

ships to the interpersonal variables
no significant relation

ThV "" t. th. qu.Hty ef th.
nor to the problem-solving scores.

to hi. ..tl.r.etlon with group proo„., lewl„ 

d.olaion. thi. gm.r.1 .b„no. or ,lgnlfiemt

individual's solution and 

performance or group 

relationships is probably
»«• to th. n.,r„ rmg. oa th. dif^^

th. T«t that th. .p^pg oh„..t-i.tlo. th. p-tiolpta. w„. „u 

within the normal ranra.range.

MS

parti.ip.pt


yaong Jjitorpsrsozi&l 
and Froblam-Solying Variables

The theoretical framework in which this experiment was conducted 

hypothesizes that there will be lateral effects of the process variables. 

That is, the problem-solving behavior will affect the interpersonal rela

tions that exist among participants. For the most part, this theoretical 

area has been undeveloped; the probability of lateral effects has been 

stated but the exact hypothesized relations have not been defined for 

all variables. The hypotheses which have been developed will be discussed 

in connection with variables concerned.

This section is concerned with the relation between the person’s 

problem-solving behavior and his perception of the group, his feeling 

of being accepted, his acceptability to his fellow participants as a 

person and as participant and his liking for the leader.

These five interpersonal variables were correlated with the two 

types of problem-solving function scores: the percentage of the par

ticipant’s contributions which served a particular function (% Own) and 

the percentage of the contributions in each functional category which 

were accounted for by the individual (% Category). The variables were 

correlated separately for the two sets of groups as well as for all 

groups combined. No coefficient is reported for all four groups when 

the correlation coefficients are significantly different in the two 

sets of groups.

A* °f Interpersonal Variables to % Own Problem-Solving

Table 38 shows the correlations between the interpersonal measures 
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TABLE 38

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INTPERSONAL VARIABLES AND PER CENT 
OF OWN CONTRIBUTIONS IN A 

PROBLEM-SOLVING CAT® ORT (% OWN)

Accepta- 
Feeling billty as Accepta- 

Perception Accepted Participant billty as Personal 
of Unity as a to Others Person to Liking for 

(QUI, 13) Member (QIII, 9) others leader 
______________ (QIV, 1) (QIV, 8) (QIV, 9) (QIII, 10) (QTV, 7)

Goal 1 & h -.37 —.38 —•Oh -.39 .11
Setting 2 & 3 .16 .00 .11 -.08 .12

1 - L ■•10 -.17 .05 -.22 .06

Information 1 6 U -.12 .00 .35 •bO —•26
Seeking 2 & 3 .07 -.39 -.33 -.05 -.27

1 - h •CO —.30 .03 -.30

information 1 & h —.18 .19 .15 -.58* -.02
Giving 2 & 3 ■•08 •L6* .13 .01 •16

1 - & -.13 .36 •lb -.22 •07

Solution 1 & h .09 -.31 —.05 .UO -•27
Proposing 2 & 3 .09 -.35 —.51* -.12 •08

1 - U .08 -*3k* -.30 •08 ■•10

Development 1 & U .31 •17* • 22 -.01 •20
Seeking 2 & 3 —.08 -.08 -.01 •08 ■•15

1 - L •12 .16 .11 .Ob .01

Development 1 & b .07 -.11 -.15 —.bl •bb
Giving 2 & 3 -.18 .12 •16 .15 •27

1 - h ■•05 .05 •02 -.08 .37*

Opposing 1 & U -.27 —.02 —.36 .18 -.59
2 & 3 .02 .10 .29 -.09 -.25
1 - h -.15 .03 —•Oh .05 -•b2*»

Supporting 1 & h .09 •22 .26 .28 .38
2 4 3 .21 •1*0 .36 •09 •11
1 - h .17 .28 .25 .18 •3b*

Summarising 1 & !» -.07 —.25 •2h •12 •07
Giving 2 4 3 .12 .28 -.09 -•lb .12

1 - U .01 .Ok .08 -.02 .05

* Significant at the St level
** Significant at the 1X level
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and the % Own problem-solving scores. The individual's perception of 

the unity of the group is apparently unrelated to the relative extent 

to which he performs a particular function. There are a number of in

dications that the relationship between perception of unity and the 

extent to which the individual performs certain functions is different 

in the two sets of groups, although none of the differences is statis

tically significant. Both amount of goal setting and development 

seeking are related differently to perception of unity in the two sets 

of groups. The difference between the two sets in the way supporting 

and opposing behavior are related to perception of unity, while not 

significant, is one which is corroborated in a number of places in the 

total analysis. The functions of opposing and supporting seems to have 

had different meaning in the two situations. In Groups 1 & 4 the rela

tive amount of supporting done has no relation to perception of unity 

while opposing tends to be negatively related. In Groups 2 & 3, on the 

other hand, the relative amount of opposing is not related to percep

tion of unity, while the amount of supporting tends to be positively 

related to the perception score. The significance of opposing and sup

porting behavior depends evidently, on whether or not there is a gen

eral atmosphere of supporting, as in Groups 1 & 4, or opposing, as in 

Groups 2 & 3.

The participant's feeling of being accepted is also unrelated 

to most of the problem-solving scores. Only two of the measures are sig

nificantly related to feeling accepted, for all four groups combined. 

The more solution-proposing the participant did, the less accepted he 

felt. The more of the participant's contributions which were
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infoimat ion-giving, the more accepted he felt he was. The significant 

relationship for all four groups is due primarily to the relatively 

higher relationship in Groups 2 & 3. There are other evidences of dif

ferential relations in the two sets of groups, although none of the dif

ferences is significant. The relative amount of goal-setting, information 

seeking, development-seeking, and summarizing are related differently to 

feeling accepted in Groups 1 & 4 than they are in Groups 2 & 3, These 

differential relationships indicate that certain functions were per

ceived by those who performed them as receiving a different kind of 

reception in the two sets of groups. There is the possibility, however, 

that people who felt accepted in one set of groups tended to perform 

certain functions relatively more frequently than others, while in the 

other set there was no such tendency. Actually, there is no way to 

determine the direction of the effect in this experiment. It is sugges

tive that the behaviors which are negatively related to feeling accepted 

in Groups 1 & 4 and positively related to feeling accepted in Groups 2 & 3 

are commonly accepted as leader functions* summarizing and goal setting.

The extent to which the individual was accepted as a participant 

is not significantly related to any problem-solving score, for all groups 

combined. Only one of the functional scores is significantly related in 

a set of groups. The more solution-proposing the individual did the less 

acceptable he was to his colleagues in Groups 2 & 3. There is a tendency 

for the persons who did more supporting to be more highly regarded in 

both sets of groups, although the relationship is not significant. There 

is one instance of a statistically significant difference in the relation

ship between being accepted as a participant and problem-solving scores.
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The more information-seeking the individual did the more accepted he 

was in Groups 1 & 4, the less accepted he was in Groups 2 & 3, There 

is a nearly significant difference between sets in the relation between 

opposing and being acceptedt the more opposing the participant did the 

less accepted he was in Groups 1 & 4 and the more accepted he was in 

Groups 2 & 3. This again illustrates the difference in meaning of op

posing behavior in the two sets of groups. The leadership style pro

duced differences in the two sets of groups in the behaviors which 

characterized the most acceptable participants.

The individual's acceptability to his colleagues as a person is 

significantly related to only one problem-solving score and that rela

tionship holds in only one set of groups. The participants who did 

relatively more information-giving were less acceptable as persons in 

Groups 1 & 4; in Groups 2 & 3 there is no relationship between the two 

scores. While none of the differences between correlation coefficients 

are significant, there are evidences of differential relationships in 

the two sets of groups for virtually all problem-solving scores. The 

more goal-setting, the more information-giving, the more development

giving the participants did, the less acceptable he was as a person in 

Groups 1 & 4. These scores are not related to being accepted in 

Groups 2 & 3. These results indicate that the leadership style differ

ences also produced differences in the behaviors which characterized the 

participants who were acceptable persons to their colleagues.

Participants who liked the leader personally did relatively more 

development-giving and supporting and relatively less opposing than their 

colleagues who liked the leader less. These relationships are
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statistically significant for all groups combined and are in the same 

direction in both sets of groups. In every case, however, the relation» 

ship is less marked in Groups 2 & 3 than in Groups 1 & 4. The relation

ship between amount of information-seeking and personal liking for the 

leader is almost significantly negative, in both sets of groups. Again, 

there are several instances of differential relations in the two sets of 

groups, although none of the differences are statistically significant. 

These findings indicate that attitude toward the leader modifies the 

problem-solving behavior of the participants and further that the manner 

in which the behavior is modified depends on the total situation in which 

the behavior takes place.

B. The Relationship of Interpersonal Variables to % Category Problem
Solving Scores

Table 39 shows the correlations between each of the % Category 

problem-solving scores and the interpersonal variables. A high % Category 

score for an individual means he was responsible for a good deal of the 

behavior in that category.

Perception of the group as unified is not significantly related 

to any of the problem-solving scores for all four groups combined. The 

goal setters in the two sets of groups differed significantly in their 

perceptions of unity. In Groups 1 & 4 there is a negative but not sig

nificant relationship between these scores while in Groups 2 & 3 goal

setting is positively related to perception of unity. There are other 

evidences that persons who were responsible for the same behavior to the 

same degree in the two situations perceived the group quite differently 

although the coefficients_are not significantly different. The general



TABLE 39

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INTERPERSONAL VARIABLES AND PER CENT 
OF TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS IN EACH CATEGORY ACCOUNTED 

FOR BY EACH PARTICIPANT (% CATEGORY)

Perception 
of Unity 

(QUI» 13) 
(QIV, 1)

Feeling 
Accepted 

as a 
Member 

(QIV, 8)

Accepta
bility as 

Participant 
to Others 
(Qin» 9) 
(QIV, 9)

Accepta* 
; bility as 

Person to 
Others 

(QUI» 10)

Personal 
Liking for 

Leader 
(QIV, 7)

Goal 1 & b -•29 •12 —•01 -.62*» •ObSetting ? & 3 •bS* •52» •36 •02 •351 - b •35» •18 •20
information 1 & & -•23 -•03 •29 •01 ••23Seeking 2 4 3 •b2 • 29 .27 •18 —.3b1 r b •01 ♦08 .22 .06 -.20
Informatiori 1 & b —•16 .13 .21 —60»» •07Giving 2 4 3 -.11 .30 .25 .08 • 221 - b -.12 .20 .22 .15
Solution 1 & b -.22 •08 .01 -.13Proposing 2 4 3 .23 •39 •b2 •08

•tcU
•031 - b .01 .25 .20 •08 -.10

Development 
Seeking

14b 
2 4 3

.13
—.15

.5b»
•21

.23 
•lb

-.19
•06

•13
-•251 - b -•03 •3b» .19 —•O5 —lb

Development 14b —03 • 2b -.11 -.51* •15 ’
-•10

Giving 2 4J •01 •36 •63»» •291 - b -.01 .30 •01
Opposing 14b 

2 4 3
-.37
—.06

.18

.29
-.08

.56*» —o5
-.23
—301 - b -.21 .2b —.16 —20

Supporting 14b •b5 •b7* •25 •09 • 302 4 3 .08 •52» .17 •••061 - b •26 •bO» •37* •13 •09
Summarising 
Giving

14b 
2 4 3

-•37
•05

—.05 
.21

•38
•lb

—.08 
•06

•09
•031 - b -.13 .10 •23 •07 —05

* Significant at the # level
** Significant at the 1% level
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trend which runs through these differential relations is that, in 

Groups 1 & 4, individuals most responsible for guiding and directing 

functions such as goal-setting, information-seeking, solution-proposing, 

and summarizing, tended to perceive their groups as less unified than 

their colleagues who were less responsible for these behaviors. The ten 

dency is in the opposite direction in Groups 2 & 3. These differential 

relationships might be due to the fact that the participants in Groups 

1 & 4 who were most responsible for these behaviors were, in effect, earn 

peting with the leader, hence projecting upon the group the disunity for 

which they were responsible. Conversely, in Groups 2 & 3, the partici

pants most responsible for these functions were not competing with the 

nominal leader; he performed these functions to a very limited extent.

The person's feeling of being accepted is related to several of 

the % Category scores. The goal setters in Groups 2 & 3 felt more 

accepted than those less responsible for goal-setting. There is no rela

tionship between these measures in Groups 1 & 4. The relationship is 

also significantly positive between feeling accepted and amount of the 

development-seeking done by the participant in Groups 1 & 4. The cor

relation is also positive but not significant in Groups 2 & 3. The 

more of the supporting the individual did the more accepted he felt. 

The solution proposers in Groups 1 & 4 felt no more accepted than those 

who did less of the solution-proposing; in Groups 2 & 3 there was a ten

dency for the solution proposers to feel more accepted. In summary, the 

extent to which the individual feels accepted by his colleagues is re

lated to the extent to which he performs certain problem-solving func

tions. The results obtained here suggest that when the participant is
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responsible for behavior which are leader behaviors but are not being 

performed by him, the participant tends to feel accepted. Tfhen these 

functions are being performed by the leader, the participants who also 

perform them tend to feel less accepted. The causal relationship might 

be the other way, of course; the accepted person might feel free to 

assume leader functions. This would readily account for the relation

ships found in Groups 2 & 3. To account for the relationships in 

Groups 1 & 4, however, it would mean that the person who felt less 

accepted attempted to vie with the leader in the performance of certain 

functions. It seems more reasonable, however, to hypothesize that the 

same behavior resulted in different feelings of acceptance in the two 

situations than to hypothesize that the same degree feeling of accep

tance resulted in different behaviors in the two situations.

The correlations between the % Category scores and the extent 

to which the individual was accepted as a participant indicate that there 

were different attitudes toward the person responsible for the same be

haviors in the two situations. While the correlations are not signifi

cant, the goal setters and solution-proposers in Groups 2 & 3 tended to 

be more accepted than their colleagues who did less of the goal-setting 

and solution—proposing. In Groups 1 & 4 there is no relationship be

tween these scores. The persons responsible for the developing and op

posing were significantly more accepted in Groups 2 & 3. The relation

ship is significantly different in Groups 1 & 4 where the developers and 

opposers were no more accepted than were the other participants. The 

relationship between the amount of the supporting which was done by the 

participant and his acceptability is positive in both sets of groups.
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but significantly different from zero only in Groups 2 & 3e The be

havior which characterized the most accepted persons differed in the 

two sets of groups *

All of the significant relationships between the extent to which 

the individual was accepted as a person and his functional specialization 

scores occur in Groups 1 & 4. In these groups the goal setters, the in

formation givers, and developers were less liked than others less res

ponsible for these functions. The correlations for Groups 2 & 3 are all 

approximately zero except for development-giving which, while not sig

nificant , is in the opposite direction and significantly different from 

than obtained in Groups 1 & 4. The leadership style differences, then, 

produced differences in the relationship between personal acceptability 

and problem-solving scores. In general, the functions which a person 

performed for the group were unrelated to personal acceptability in 

Groups 2 & 3; in Groups 1 & 4, the goal setters, information givers, and 

developers were less liked by their colleagues than those who were less 

responsible for these functions.

None of the % Category scores are significantly related to per

sonal liking for the loader. There are indications, however, that there 

was a differential effect of liking the leader personally on problem

solving behavior in the two situations. This is true for the goal-setting, 

supporting and development seeking scores, although the coefficients are 

not significantly different. There is then a suggestion in these results 

that liking for the leader dictated one kind of behavior when the leader 

is active and helpful andmother kind of behavior when the leader is 

relatively inactive_and negative in his behavior.
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C» Summary and Conclusions

While many of the correlation coefficients reported fall short 

of statistical significance, there is ample evidence of lateral effects 

between problem-solving scores and interpersonal variables. This evi

dence is provided not only by the instances of significant correlation 

but also by the frequent indications of a different relationship in the 

two sets of groups between a given problem-solving score and particular 

interpersonal variables. Persons who perceive unity, who felt accepted 

and liked the leader behaved quite differently in the two situations. 

The behavior which characterized the persons who were highly regarded 

as participants and as persons differed in the two situations. It 

seems clear from these data that the significance of a particular kind 

of problem-solving behavior depends on the total situation». One cannot 

predict, for example, that a relatively high amount opposing behavior 

would mean the individual would not be liked personally or regarded as 

productive. These data indicate that it depends on the group pattern 

with respect to opposing. Similarly, performing the helpful function 

of solution-proposing, goal-setting, and summarizing may not insure high 

productivity ratings for the participant. Whether or not it does, de

pends on the leader-group relations with respect to these functions.

The general pattern which appears to run through the differen

tial relationships is that responsibility for behaviors which are accep

ted as leader behaviors tends to make one perceive unity, feel accepted 

and be accepted both as a person and as a participant when the leader is 

inactive and non-helpful. When the leader is active and positive, per

formance of these functions has exactly the opposite effects. These
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relationships are most clear when the behavior is viewed from the stand 

point of the group, as is the case with the % Category scores» These 

same tendencies are present but less clear when the behavior is viewed 

from the standpoint of the individual himself as is the case with the 

fa Own scores»



v* PwrtlolMtion

Participation is regarded as very important in the common 

sense writings on conference» and group discussions. There is much 

emphasis on the value of securing widespread participation in the group. 

Harever, the assumptions underlying this emphasis are rarely stated 

explicitly. Part of the stress comes from the evidence that group 

products are superior to individual efforts under certain cire*» 

stances.if the group is superior to the individual then the more 

people participating, the greater the superiority of the group - so the 

reasoning goes. Experience in supervisory training progress in industry 

suggests that training is more effective when the supervisors partici

pate in solving problems facing the group than when the lecture method 

is uaod,(7»p*361)

•Additional data which tends to justify the emphasis on partici

pation, some from learning experiments. When an individual assumes an 

active role in learning he tends to learn more rapidly and retain the 

learned responses longer than when he remains passive in the learning 

process. Haggard and Rose(9) state this as a "Law of Participation.* 

Baer (%) demonstrated that participation was important in developing 

voluntary control of infrequently used muscles.

There is also emphasis on the importance of participation in 

clinical work. Snyder(14,p.2) describes non-directive counseling as 

"client centered*, indicating the active participation of the client 

in the direction of the therapy process, a factor which he regards as 

critical in therapy.

This brief summary indicates that there is theoretical and

117
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experimental support for the notion that aspects of the participation 

pattern during a conference are related to both the quality of decision 

outeats and participant changes as a result of the conference; i«eo to 

both types of conference outcomes in which we are interested.

This section presents the participation patterns of the groups, 

the relationship of extent of participation to problemsolving mad 

interpersonal scores and finally, the relationship of extent of 

participation to measures of conference outcomes,

Participation Characteristics of the Groups

le Participation pattern

A participation is defined as the remarks of a group member or 

leader which occur between those of other members, The percentage of the 

total number of participations accounted for by each individual in each 

group was computed, These data are plotted in Figure 2,

With the exception of the leader performance in Group 1, the . 

general distribution of participations over the members of the group is 

very similar for all groups, if all participations were distributed 

equally, the per cent score for participants would be 10% in Groups 1 & 

4 and 9% in Groups 2 & 3. The graph indicates that in all groups there 

were from five to six persons who contributed less than this expected 

figure» .

There is indication in the data that extent of participation is 

related to proximity to the leader, Of the eight highest participators 

(the two highest from each group), seven were seated in the half of the 

table nearest the leader. The difference in extent of participation 

between those sitting nearest and those sitting farthest from ths leader
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le significant at the 0 level*

The leader participated more actively in Groupe 1*4, than he 

did in Groupe 2*5, In terme of percentage of the total number of 

participations, the leader's participation score was 37% in Group 1, 

16% in Group 4 and 14% in Groups 2*3,

2, Pace and spread of participation

The per cent of total participations occurring within each of 

the four 15-minute intervals was computed to determine the pace of the 

conference and the points of greatest intensity of discussion, Table 40 

sheers the per cent of participations for each group for each of the four 

fifteen-minute intervals, in each of the four groups, the final period 

had a higher percentage of the participations than any of the other 

periods. The mean for all four groups dropped slightly in the second 

fifteen-minute interval followed by an increase in the third and fourth 

periods. None of the differences between the sets of groups is 

significant.

To determine how widespread the participation was in each of the 

periods the number of different participants in each of the intervals 

was counted, The results shew that participation was fairly widespread, 

* six different people participated in each of the fifteen-minute 

intervals for each of the groups,

3, Summary

The leadership style differences did not produce material 

differences between the two sets of groups in over-all participation 

pattern, ill groups had an equally large number of active participants



TABLE 40

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL PARTICIPATIONS 
IN EACH QUARTER-HOUR

Group
let 

Quarter
2nd 

Quarter
3rd 

Quarter
4th 

Quarter
A - 1 25.98 23.45 22.01 28.51
A - 2 18.1b 21.64 29.28 30.87

A - 3 24.35 20.71 19.99 34.89

A — h 23.28 18.43 26.68 31.53
1 - h 22.90 21.00 24.40 31.40
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throughout the eonforenooe. I» .11 group, the logout peroentege of 

participations occurred during the last fifteen-minute, of the hour 

conference. Extent of participation was significantly related to 

distance iran the leader: those nearest the leader did significantly 

more participation than those farther from the leader.

of Participation and th. Tro»,,.

U of portlolpatlon to lnt.rp.r.on.1

fh. correlation between extent of pertiolpatlen 1Bd th* Inter-

11 ,ium ln T»Mo 41. Th. group ,pp,.r.d „„ aor. 

unlflwl to th. high participator than It did to th. low partlolp.t«r. 

Thi. 1. tru. in both eeta of group. « well la all group, oonbluad.

Of P^oipation l, significantly correlated at the St ler.l wlth 

the «tent to which the p.r.on felt accepted. Whether feeling accepted 

result. in higher participation or higher participation creates the 

feeling of being accepted cannot be deduced from the dealgn.

The extent to which th. high participator wa. accepted .. . 

person differed in the two sets of groups. While neither of the coefficient, 

in the two sets are elgnifloantly different from taro, they », 

significantly different from each other. In Group. 1 » 4 the high 

participators tended to be Iliad 1... and in Group. 2 » 3 they tended to 

be lll«d more than the low participator.. Bridontly, whether or not the 

high participator is liked by his colleague, depends on the situation in 

which th. high participatif take, place and upon tha function, which are 

performed by the participators.



TABLE Id

CORRELATION BETWEEN EXTENT OF PARTICIPATION 
AND INTERPERSONAL VARIABLES

Perception of Unity 
(QIII, 13 - QIV, 1)

Feeling Accepted as Member 
(QIV, 8)

•005

Acceptability as Participant to Others 
(Qin, 9 - QIV, 9)

Acceptability as Person to Others 
(QIII, 10)

•02 (1 
(2

b)
-•31

•20
h)

(2*3)
a

* 
6

&

Personal Liking for Leader 
(QIV, 7) -•07

** Significant at the 1% level
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Additional evidence of the differential attitude toward high 

participators in the two sets of groupe is provided by the relationship 

between extent of participation and the acceptability of the individual 

as a participant. In Groups 1 * 4 the high participator wa, no more 

highly regarded than was the low participator. In Groupe 2 * 3 the 

relationship is significantly positive at the 1% level.

The finding for Groups 1 * 4 is in marked contrast to that 

reported by Xorfleet(12)e She reports correlation of .96 and .94 in two 

groups between extent of participation and the productivity rating given 

the participant by his colleagues. She points out that her groups were 

mature groups. The participants had learned to limit their contributions 

to those which are productive. She suggests that in a new group a much 

lower correlation would be expected. Since the two sets of groups in 

this experiment are equally "new", the differential relationship between 

extent of participation and acceptability as a participant cannot bo 

accounted for on this basis. The difference in attitude toward the 

high participator in the two sets of groups must be due to differences in 

the two situations. This possibility will be discussed after the relation

ship of extent of participation and problem-solving scores has been 

reviewed.

Extent of participation is unrelated to personal liking for the 

leader. This was true for both sets of groups» even though Groupe 1*4 

liked the leader better than did Groups 2 * 3. In other words, regardless of 

the attitudes of the groups toward the leader personally, the extent to 

which the individual participated is unrelated to personal liking for the 

loader.
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2* relationship of extent of participation to oroblcuN 
solving scores

Table 42 shows the correlation between extent of participation 

«id the extent to which the participant performed the various problem, 

solving functions, using his total performance as the base, the % Own 

score»

Bxtent of participation is apparently unrelated to the relative 

amount of goal-setting, information-giving, development-seeking and 

giving, opposing and sunmarlsing done by the participant* In both sets 

of groups the high participators had a lower percentage of their contri

butions in the solution-proposing category than did the lew participators* 

This suggests that a person is likely to make a solution proposal early 

in his participations* Other types of contributions come later, if at 

all*

There are two instances in which extent of participation is 

differentially related in the two sets of groups to problemsolving 

function scores. In Groups 1 * 4, the high participators tended to do 

relatively more information-seeking: in Groups 2 & 5, the high participators 

did relatively less than did the low participators* In Groups 1 & 4, 

the extent of participation is unrelated to the relative mount of 

supporting done; in Groups 2 & 5, the high participators did relatively 

more supporting than did the low participators. Both these differences 

may explain why the high participators were so highly regarded in 

Groups 2 4 3 and were no more valued than the low participator in Groups 

14 4. The high participators had different values for their colleagues 

in the two situations. The information-seeking function is a dependent



TABUS 1*2

CORRELATION BETWEEN EXTENT OF PARTICIPATION 
AND PROBLEM-SOLVING SCORES (X OWN)

** Significant at the IX level

Goal Setting ■»o5

Information Seeking •30 (1 & U)
-•Ul (2 & 3)

Information Giving •26

Solution Proposing

Development Seeking •08

Development Giving •21*

Opposing .01

Supporting -•15 (1 4 1*) 
•67 (2 & 3M

Sunmary Giving —.0$
-.17 

.18
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** — ' f" ««IF. thi. . dl.tlMU,. elMrMt„lrtle

or th. high partlolp.tor 1» Group. 1*4. On th. othw h^. in Gr.up, 

2 * S th. high P.rtlolp.tor ... . .ouro. of h.lp, h. pr^dl apport 

tor otter,. IM. doubtl... ted -Mitlon.l .ignlfio.no. in Group, 2 * $ 

boon,, of th. high lw.1 of opposing b .terri or g.-r.lly md on th. p.rt 

of the leader eepeoially*

Th. correlation, b.tw«n the * Category .oor. ™d extent of 

partiolpatien are shown in Table 43»

Ite high participator, in both „t, of group, .r. r.apon.lbl. 

for most of th. bohavlor in all but a fsw oatagorl... This 1, ..p.,i.lly 

true of de,.lop.aant.giring. J»™, the % Category scoras ara net 

solely a function of the extent to which the p«.en participate,. The 

high participator, did no more informstion-.eehing or .ute.arl.ing than 

did the low participators»

it 1, quite possible also that in other oteforan,,., the relation, 

ship between extent of participation and th. % Category might b. 

quite different than 1. reported here. In a Ctefer.no. eampeeed primarily 

of naive participants with one expert, extent of participation night chow 

a high correlation with the amount of the infomatian-aaehing that the 

person did. but correlate very low with other functional aoor.a.

Item are data from another source which help to explain why the 

high participator was highly regarded in Groups 2* 2 and was regarded no 

more highly than anyone else in Croup, l* 4. It we pointed cut in 

connection with tte KM problem-eolvlng bohartor that the Ladar in 

Or«pe 1 * 4 acco...tod for significantly more of tte gcaLaettingi ablution, 

propcaing. derelc^ante.tehlng and giving, supporting and ...tesriring-giving

ignlfio.no
Ctefer.no


TABLE !$3

Goal Setting •75»*
•to
•61#*

Information Seeking •to 
•01 
.22

Information Giving ♦69*»  
•56»»
.62»*

Solution Proposing .57*
.6to*
•61#»

Development Seeking •80»#
•to 
•58**

Development Giving .91**
•93*»
•92**

Opposing •77**  
•80**  
•77**

Supporting •63**
•92**
•77**

Summary Giving •to
•U
•28

* Significant at the 5% level
** Significant at the 1% level
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than he did in Groupa 2 & 3. In Groupe 2 & 3, horever, theee important 

function, were performed more frequently by group member,. Table 43 

indicate, that for moat of these categorie*, it was the high participator 

who performed the function. Thus we have high participator, in the two 

group, differing not only in the way they die tribute their contribution, 

over the problem-,olving function, but also 1* the extent to which they 

performed important problem-solving behaviors. That is, although there 

was a similarly strong tendency in both sets of groups for high 

participator, to be responsible for most of the behavior in most of the 

problem-solving categorie., the amount of the total behavior for which the 

high participator was responsible was greater in Groups 2 & 3 than in 

Groups 1 & 4. The high participators in Groups 2 & 5 performed the 

important functions in the problem-solving process. They "carried" the 

discussions. Hence, they were liked by their follow, and regarded as 

helpful and worthwhile. In Groups 1 & 4 the high participator, carried 

much lees of the burden, performed a smaller percentage of the important 

functions. They tended to be liked less than their less vocal colleague, 

and were not singled out as particularly helpful. It mey be that because 

the leader in Groups 1 4 4 was performing these necessary function, in 

what the group considered to be a satisfactory manner, the high partici

pator. were regarded as competing with the leader, hence the tendency 

toward disliking the high participators in Groups 1 & 4.

3. Summary and conclusions

The extent to which a person participates is a function of the 

«tent to which he feels accepted. It is not related to attitude toward
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th. l«hr nor to hl. porooptlon of unity of th. croup. *h.th.r «tent 

of portlolpotlon 1. r.l.ted te rtütud.. of th. otter portlolp«te 

hln, m . p.r.on «1 » . tenter, lop.nl. on th. totel oltuotlon. In 

thl. .tuly, thro. pro,... footor. h«. te« .ugg.,tei .. h«lnE b.M-lne 

« th... r.l.tlon.hip.1 th. kite, of probl—.oUlng fnnotlon. th. high 

participator perform., th. «tent to whioh ho perform, th... function, 

ate th. group'. .tutte. toward hl. performing thee function..

In Group. 1 4 4 the high participator. 111 relatively w. infor

mation-.«.king .te no more eupporting than 111 the low participators, IB 

Group. 2 4S the high participators did relatively 1... information

seeking ml relatively more supporting than in the low participators.

»,rtl«Wor. mad. . rel.tlv.ly greater number of th. important 

problsm-.clving contributions »« did the high participator, in Group. 

1 * *• Th•’• '"Arsnoa. sr. possible «planation, for th. fact teat 

in Group. ! 4 4 the high participator, war. less liked personally and 

wor. not regarded .. more helpful than low participators while in Group, 

t 4 s the opposite was true. It i. else possible that since the members 

•f Groups 1 4 4 regarded their leader .. doing « adequate job, they 

were resentful of these functions being token over by other members.

=. The Relationship of Extent of Participation to Conference Gutomee

U P^Uipatlte to the quality

Mwh of ths mpte.li on the note for participation in th.______  

"°" ».t mor. learning tak.. pl... with mor. partiel-

Pstion. The srperimental design permitted . partial test of this hypothesis, 

.1». th. quality of each solution ... maaaurte. Th. ccrr.lation tete-n
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was pointed

participant satigf&tiîn^ °f Participation to measures of

T«M. 44 shon th. rSl.tloE.hlp b.tw„„

individual participeted and his 

leader performance and with the

the extent to which the

satisfaction with the group decision, with 

group process.

the

the

m i. . ,ignlfloant relrtloMh

1 * 4 th. oorr.l..!» 1. m Gj-oup. 

dlfArm,. 1, not ,lgnlfioulti horeTer) 

in Table 44.

two sets of groups. In Groups

5 the ^efficient is .11. The 

cwposite coefficient is given 

This finding suggests that
there ig no necessary significant
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relationship Mm. kW„ p^Ulpeti™ — ..tl,fMtlcm ,nh 

produet. Th. .ugge.tlon or . relationship Ip th. two Mt.

or PV, together with th. fact that th. high participetore dirr^ 

" th* to *** — «.poneihl. for inport.t b^ti,.,

tndi..t.. thet the relation beteoen the two variable. d^ «re up» 

th. kind, or ^notion. perTomed end th. eltu.tl» m ,hioh the b.harior 

trice, pl... th» up» th. sheer extent of participation.

^tieraot^pn wi* group process.. The correlation of e.oi for 

.11 four group, opined b.W.» extent of participation »d ..tl.r..tion 

«th process, indicate. that th. high participator ... M„ ..tilfl^ 

with th. in which the group pr»«ded to it. solution.decl,i» 

th» wa. th. low participator. The judgmwrt of group proo.se 1. by 

définit!» more . judgment of his own behavior for the high participator 

then it is for the case of the low participator. hence, we can conclude 

that th. high participator ... no more pleased with his own b.harior 

th» were those who observed it. Th. negative of stating this 1. 

perhaps more interesting. The lew participator was no 1... ..tl.fi» wUh 

th. way others performed th» were the who did the performing.

%, extent to which th. individual 
participated and hi, ..tl.fa.tl» with lead» perform»» correlate e.12. 

Thi. absence of signifient relationship hold. f« both ..t. of greup.. 

IM. finding 1. .1,0 contrary to expectations. It tight have b.« expected 

that in Group. 1 * 4. which were slgnlfic»tly more satisfied with l.sder 

perform»» th» Group, 2 4 5. th. rel.tion.hlp would be slgnlflcntly 

poeltie. The participants most ..tl.fl» with th. leader perform»» 

would Participate more b»».. th. iwhrsu ,upp»tlve and helpful. In

proo.se


us
Group» 2*3, harever, a significantly negative relationship might be 

•xpeoted, on the grounds that the high participators were those who were 

most frustrated by the failure of the leader to perform certain functions. 

Evidently the perception of the adequacy or inadequacy of the leader is 

not a determinant of the extent to which the individual participates.

It may be that in groups more sophisticated as to group process 

and leader performance that perception of leader failure might lead to 

greater participation. It must be remembered, however, that even in these 

groups there was an awareness of the leader deficiencies.

The general lack of relationship between extent of participation 

and satisfaction with leader behavior suggests the leader is a much less 

potent force in controlling the participation pattern than is commonly 

thought to be the case.

3. Summary and conclusions

The extent to which the individual participated in the group 

discussion was not significantly related to the quality of his solution 

as measured by agreement with the external criterion. The high participator 

showed no greater qualitative gain as a result of the conference than did 

the low participator.

Extent of participation is unrelated to satisfaction with the 

manner in which the group proceeded, satisfaction with the leader's per

formance or satisfaction with the group's decision-solution.

*11 of these findings are contrary to common-sense expectations.

It has been suggested that the. nature of the functions perfumed in the 

participations is a more important and meaningful factor than sheer extent 

of participation.



VI. Functional patterns

A. Introduction

to important part of the theoretical framework for this experi

ment is the concept of functional patterns. The extent to which the in

dividual, in the group feel the other members are performing useful 

functions operates directly on such outcomes as satisfaction with decision 

toother level of analysis based upon the concept of functional patterns 

has to do with the functions the individual perceives himself as playing, 

his perception of the functions of others and their perception of his

functions#

faction
it was hypothesised that an important detominant of satis-

is the

coption 

leagues

of

of

extent of the discrepancy between the individual's pér

the functions lie performs and the perceptions by hi, col-

his functions. toother factor related to the participant's

satisfaction with process is the extent of discrepancy between the func

tions the individual aspires to perfom and the functions he perceives 

hisise if performing#

These formulations require extensive methodological investiga

tion before final testing of these hypotheses is possible. It ia 

necessary to toow whether participants perceive patterns of behavior on 

the part of other participants, whether they perceive themselves as p^r. 

ing a pattern of functions and finally whether they aspire to a^particu- 

lar functional pattern, it is necessary to determine whether there is 

more than chance agreement among the participant, as to the appropriate 

functional pattern for a particular person. This section describes the 

results of a preliminary investigation of these questions.

Ths functional pattern questionnaire (see questionnaire V B

129
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Appendix B) consisted of short descriptions of behavior. The descrip

tions were written in terms of the functions the individual performed 

with respect to the problem and with respect to interpersonal relations. 

Each description contained a number of functions involving either 

problem-solving or interpersonal relations; these are referred to in the 

following discussion as functional patterns. Seven problem-solving and 

five interpersonal descriptions were prepared. The participants in each 

conference group indicated the description which was most applicable to 

each participant. In addition, each member selected the description 

which best applied to him, and also the function pattern to which he as

pired. Finally, he indicated how closely he felt he was able to approxi

mate this aspired pattern. The participants were permitted to classify 

an individual under more than one description. The observers also com

pleted the questionnaire.

B. Experimental Findings

1. Reliability of pattern designations

Two approaches were made to determine the extent of agreement 

among observers as to the appropriate functional description for a per

son. The first consisted of calculating the percentage of times each 

pair of observers agreed on one or more classification for an individual. 

The total number of agreements possible was thirty-eight (the number of 

participants). The results of this analysis are shown in Table 45. The 

figures in the table are minimum quantities since several observers 

failed to classify some participants. The data indicate that pairs of 

observers agreed on at least one description for about half the



TABLE 1*5

EXTENT OF AGREEMENT AMONG OBSERVERS

(Case was counted as an agreement if the O's agreed on 
at least one classification ■ Total possible 38)

Problem-Solving Functional Patterns

Sh

Ma Gu Ho He Ml Sh

Ma 39 58 63 1*7 53

Gu 66 1*7 1*7 1*7

Ho 76 63 63 Av. • «56

He 53 68

Mi 53

Sh

Interpersonal Functional Patterns

Ma Gu Ho He Ml Sh

Ma 58 55 1*7 1*5 1*2

Gu 53 63 37 1*7

Ho 76 55 53 Av. - .52

He 37 55

Mi 56
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participants and that the extent of agreement was the same for both 

problem-solving and interpersonal designations. The interpretation of 

these agreement figures is difficult since the observers varied in the 

number of placements they made# However, some notion of the chance 

agreement that might be expected is provided by the following consider

ations. With seven categories, as was the case with the problem-solving 

descriptions, the chance figure between two observers, each of whom made 

only one placement per participant, is one out of seven, or l^# An 

attempt to approximate the maximum chance value in present data was made 

by taking the two observers who made the largest number of placements# 

Each made approximately two placements per participant# The chances of 

perfect agreement on both placements is 8%# The actual agreement shown 

by this pair was 76^#

The second approach took into account the number of placements 

made by each observer# The number of placements made by each observer 

was used as a base for computing the extent to which others agreed with 

him in the placements he did make# This procedure resulted in slightly 

lower agreement figures; the average agreement figure was approximately 

45^, combining the data from both types of role descriptions. The agree

ment figures were approximately the same when the individual was used as 

a base and when others were used as the base# It appears, then, that the 

observer agreement obtained is much greater than would be obtained by 

chance*

The problem of the extent to which participants agree with each 

other might conceivably be approached in the same fashion as was done with 

observers# However, it was felt_that the laborious device of computing 
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percent agreement figures for all pairs of participants could be dis

pensed with and the same purpose achieved by a statistic which would tell 

us the probability that a participant was correctly classified by a 

single participant or observer. This value can be derived from the actual 

amount of agreement among participants. It was decided that a descrip

tion or pattern designation would be applied to an individual if one-half 

or more of the classifiers agreed that it was applicable. Using this 

criterion, the probability of a correct classification of a participant 

by another is .93, with from nine to ten people in a group».

The designations which were applied to each of the participants 

on the basis of classifications made by their colleagues are, therefore, 

highly reliable.

2. Extent of agreement between different functional designations 

Each participant received four functional pattern designations. 

One was given to him by his colleagues, and another by observers. Two 

were assigned by the individual himself, one was the pattern he per

ceived as being appropriate and the other, the functional pattern he as

pired to. This section describes the extent to which there was agreement 

among these types of designations. The percentage agreement figure was 

obtained by dividing the number of functional pattern designations on 

which there was agreement by the average number of designations made by 

each method.

*The derivation of this probability figure is given in Appendix F.
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The extent to which there was agreement in the designations 

applied by participants and by observers is of considerable theoretical 

importance. It is in effect asking whether the behavior of an individual 

in a group is perceived in the same fashion by an objective observer as 

it is by a fellow participant. The extent of agreement figures were 

50% for problem-solving pattern designations and 54% for interpersonal 

pattern designations. This indicates that the participants and the ob

servers perceived a considerable part of each person's behavior quite 

differently»

Another problem of theoretical importance is the extent to which 

the individual's perception of himself is similar to the way he is per

ceived by his fellows. is the participant's perception of the functions 

he is performing the same as those of his colleagues? Thirty-one per

cent of the problem-solving functional patterns chosen by the participant 

for himself were agreed with by his fellow participants, The extent of 

agreement figures for the interpersonal role designations was 34%. There 

is, then^oonsiderable discrepancy between self-perceptions and the per

ceptions of the colleagues, The agreement is no greater between self

perceptions and the observers' designations, The observers' designations 

and the self-designations were in agreement 34% of, the time for problem

solving patterns and 33% for interperaenal patterns.

The extent of agreement between the functional pattern designated 

by the individual for himself and the pattern to which he aspired is, in 

a sense, an index of frustration. The lower the agreement figure for 

the total of 38 participants, the larger the number of participants who 

perceived themselves as performing a different pattern of functions from 
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the one to which they aspired, i.e., the more participants whose 

efforts were frustrated, For 51^ of the participants, there was con

gruence between the problem-solving pattern to which they aspired and 

the problem-solving pattern they perceived themselves as playing; 65% 

of the participants showed congruence between the interpersonal func

tional pattern aspired to and the functions they perceived themselves 

as performing.

It seemed desirable to determine the extent of agreement between 

the functional descriptions applied to an individual and his actual be

havior, This was possible for the problem-solving functional patterns 

since the functions each person performed were coded from the type

script, There were, however, several problems: one was that not all 

the behaviors listed in the pattern descriptions were isomorphic to the 

problem-solving functional categories. The second was that each des

cription consisted of a number of functions, while the problem-solving 

scores were derived for single functions only. Thus, it was necessary 

to translate the problem-solving categories into the functional pattern 

descriptions of the questionnaire. Two coders, working independently, 

assigned to each description the functional categories which they thought 

were appropriate to that description. Thus, for example, solution

proposing was deemed the appropriate function for description D, the 

"idea man", There was very high agreement between the two coders; they 

agreed on 13 of the 15 functions assigned to the 7 functional patterns® 

On the few points of disagreement a compromise code was decided upon. 

The functions which the coders agreed were prescribed by each of the 

descriptions were as follows :
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Description A, the reality tester: goal-setting, 
problem-proposing, opposing and devel
opment-giving.

Description B, the expert: information-giving.

Description C, the interrogator: informât ion-seeking, 
development-seeking and summary-seeking.

Description D, the idea man: solution-proposing. 

Description E, the goal reminder: goal-setting, 
summary-seeking, summary-giving.

Description F, the distractor: non-problem directed 
comments.

Description G, the passive participant : opposing and 
supporting.

Using these functional definitions of the descriptions, the two coders 

studied the problem-solving scores of each participant and independently 

decided upon the appropriate functional pattern for each participant. In 

addition to considering the % Own and % Category scores, the coders took 

into account the extent to which the individual participated and the 

amount of behavior present in a given category. Using the same formula 

that was used for calculating the amount of agreement in designations 

derived from different sources, the two coders agreed on 86% of the role 

designations. They agreed perfectly on 26 of the 42 participants in the 

four groups, including the leader. Where there was disagreement, a 

negotiated designation was made. These functional pattern designations 

were then compared with the designations derived from the classifications 

of the participants, the observers and participant himself.

Forty-seven percent of the designations assigned to each person 

by the participants were in agreement with the designations based on 

actual problem-solving, behavior. The agreement figure was 45% with
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de script ions assigned by observers and 3 6^ with designations made by 

the participant himself. These results indicate that there is a con

siderable discrepancy between the functional pattern the person actually 

shows and the pattern he is perceived as playing by his colleagues, by 

observers and by the person himself. Although the differences in per cent 

agreement are not significant, the data suggest that the person himself 

is least accurate.

In summary, the comparisons of the functional patterns desig

nations as assigned by the other participants, by observers, by the par

ticipant himself and as derived from analyses of behavior indicate that 

there is a good deal of discrepancy among the various methods of desig

nating the functional pattern of individuals. The pattern perceived for 

an individual by his colleagues differs from that perceived for him by 

observers and from the pattern as perceived by the individual himself. 

All of these differ from descriptions which are appropriate on the basis 

of objective measures of behavior. These findings are not due to un

reliability of the designations themselves, however. The participants 

are capable of making process or functional observations and show greater 

than chance agreement. The findings merely indicate that the same be

havior is perceived differently by these different groups.

There is a methodological consideration which is pertinent in 

this connection. One can think of specialization of functions in two 

ways. One can look at the individual himself and note which function he 

performs with greater frequency than he performs any other, if a par

ticular function is predominant, one might say the individual specialized 

in that function. On the other hand, it is also possible to characterize 

an individual in terms of the proportion of times a given function was
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perfonned by others. This distinction is illustrated in the following 

conversation* -

Jones* "All Brown did was criticizee"

d0 ^°re criticizing than anyone

Jones is applying a designation on the basis of the individual's 

total performance. Smith uses the group and the amount of criticizing 

done by the group as a whole as the basis for his description. Un

fortunately, the functional pattern questionnaire did not prescribe for 

the participants which frame of reference was to be used and it is prob

able that both frames of references were used. This methodological 

caution does not, however, negate the conclusions reached above, what

ever frame of reference or mixture of frames of reference were used were 

probably present in all groups assigning functional patterns. The coders 

who applied functional pattern descriptions to actual behavior deliber

ately used both frames of reference*

3. The functional pattern characteristics of the groups

It will be recalled that a pattern description was applied to an 

individual when 50% or more of the participants, or observers, agreed that 

it was appropriate. Application of this criterion indicated that there 

were three types of persons in the groups, single pattern person those on 

whom there was criterion agreement on the appropriateness of a single 

description, multiple patterned persons, those on wh„ there was 50% or 

more agreement on the appropriateness of several descriptions and non. 

ESÈte^d persons, those on whom there was less than criterion agreement 

on all functional patterns. Groups in which individuals perform several
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patterns might differ from groups in which all participants perform 

cnly one pattern in satisfaction with group process and group decision

as well as in quality of decision

patterns, for example
When the various problem-solving

, are spread throughout the group the resources of
the group are more likely to be fully exploited than when functional 

patterns are localized. Accordingly. the groups were compared as to the 

number of persons in each of those categories. The results are shown in 

mu 46. There are no si^ificant differences between groups or between 

"** ne groups in the .umber of individuals in each category. This is 

true for all three types of designations. The greater incidence of 

nuitiple-pattorn persons in Groups 2 & 3, based on the problem-solving 

behavior, approaches significance at the 5% level.

Theoretically the functional patterns differ In

the problem-solving process and on
their effects on

functional patterns was classified
interpersonal relations. Each of the

in terms of its effect on the problem
solving process or in t^ of its effect on interpersonal relations. 

The groups could then be

terns having positive
compared as to the incidence of functional pat-

, negative
categories, together with their

and neutral effects. The following 

definitions, were used.
Positive — The



TABLE 1&6

FREQUENCE OF SINGLE PATTERN, MULTIPLE PATTERN 
AND NOW-PATTERNED PERSONS

As Determined from Observer Designations

Problem-Solving Interpersonal

Single Multiple Non.
Pattern Pattern Patterned

Single Multiple Non
Pattern Pattern Patterned

A - 1 6 3
A - li 3 li

0 A - l 5
2 A - li 8

2 2
1 0

2
0

As Determined from Participant Designations

Problem-Solving Interpersonal

Single 
Pattern

Multiple 
Pattern

Non- 
Pattemed ________

Single 
Pattern

Multiple 
Pattern

Non
Patterned

A - 1
A - li

li 
6

2
2

3 A - 1
1 A — li

7
7

0 
1

2
1

A - 2
A - 3

6 
5

2
2

2 A - 2
3 A - 3

8
5

1 
1

1 
li

X Agreement O's vs. P's - 58X X Agreement O's ♦ P's - 6OX

As Determined from Problem-Solving Behavior 

Problem-Solving

3 
1

2

Single Multiple Non
_________Pattern Pattern Patterned

A - 1 li 2
A - li li 1»

A- 2 3 5
A - 3 0 7



Ih*r* ' Mrfwt ipraut —ong th. r.t.r. .. to th. .pproprl.t. 

.l...ln..tlMi of .«h funotlon.1 p.tt.rn, Problra..olTlng p.ttm. of 

r..l«y hootn. W, «port (B), lnt.rrej.to. (C), M„ M (D)> eM1 

r«lM.r (B) w.r. ,l„.ifi^ „ po.ltlr., dl.tr«tor (F) .. ».e.tl„, 

P...1T. pertlolpmt (C) „ n.utr.l, Interp.r.on.1 rol.. of .ppportor (I) 

ml .001.1 oiler w were regards po.ltlr» r.j.otor (H) «g dlot.tor 

(!•) •• negative, md l.ol.t. (K) .. neutral.

Ih the following paragraph.. In which th. d.eorlptlon. of th. 

group. In t.™. of pattern, will be precepted, thi. ol.eelflo.tlon of 

funotlon.1 pattern. In terne of their positive, negative or neutral effect, 

will be utilized. The value, in the» term., of each pattern will be 

designated in the tables by meant of ... and 0. respectively.

Table 47 shows the umber of persons receiving each pattern 

designation on the bwb of classification» made by colleagues. A pattern 

designation was assigned to an individual when 5# of ola.slfler, .greed 

the pattern was appropriate. Since .evar.l participent. received more 

than one designation, the number of persons in th. t.bl. exe^, th. 

actual number in ..oh group. While none of th. diff»,»., betw.» group, 

or between e ts of group, are statistically significant, ,»«.! of the 

.r. helpful in the understanding of results reported elsewhere in thi, 

report. In additten, traditional test, of slgnlflo.no. ». inadequate 

for purpose, of interpreting data .uch .. the». The prea.no. of two 

reactor, in a group of tan may mat. that group quit, different psychologically 

th» a group with no rejector, even though the difference le not statist!- 

telly significant.

slgnlflo.no
prea.no
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In Group, 2*3 f«»«r P»r»*u were peroelved In the negative 

role of rejector and more poreons were oleeolflod ae eupportere than in 

Oroupa 1 h 4. Thio help, to account for the high degree of eatiafaction 

with group proo.cc in Groupe 2 * 3, in .pit. of the dleruptive behavior 

of the loader. It alao eub.tantl.td the observation (de the -elation, 

'.hip Aung Interposa cel and froblem.3olving V,ri,bl„) that oppoeing and 

aupporting had différant elgnifloanoo in the two set. of groupe. In epite 

of the relatively higher incidence of oppoeing contribution, in Groupe 

2 * 3. only one por.cn we. regarded a. . rejector. In Groupe 1 * *, with 

a l*er relative incidence of oppoeing, * of the 18 people wore perceived 

co rejector.. The 18 participent, in Groupe 1*4 made 194 pattern 

classification., of th.............. were negative pattern deification.. 

The 20 participants in Groups 2 * 3, suds 233 pattern classifications, of 

th«s« 23^ were negative classifications.

There I. no significant difference between the sets of groupe in 

the patterns assigned to the leader by th. participants. In Group. 1, 3 

end 4 the leader was perceived as playing the functions of the interrogator 

(D„*C) and goal reminder (Deeo.B). In Groups 2 only the interrogator 

pattern was deigned to the leader. Only one participant perceived the 

leador as a dl.tractor. In Group 1 tha leader ... poroelvd „ performing 

the interpersonal functional patterns of supporter and social oiler. 

In Groupe 2, 3 * 4, only the eoolal oiler pattern was assigns* to the 

leader. Three of th. participants In Groups 2 * 3 perceived th. leader „ 

‘ "J"*"'' the PMtlclpdts so olsdlfiod the leader in Groups 

1*4. Mo participant perceived th. leader in th. negative dictator or 

4eninator patterns.
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It ha. been pointed out. in connection with the problem-solving 

behavior ot the leader, that he actually did parton, differently in the 

two etc of group,» However, the pattern deaorlptlona .elected for the 

lend» in all groupe deacrib, the behavior which 1. comply expected of 

the leader. The failure of the participent, in Group. 2 » s to note . 

discrepancy between thia atar.otyp. and the leader'. ..tu.1 behavior 1.

* special instance of th. low degree of agréât between the perception 

of participant. and actual behavior .. me.aur.d objectively.

There were no .tatietloally eignificant difference, between act, 

of group. In the pattern. assigned to the participants by the observer,.

shown in Table 48. The observers perceived more

functions

is one of

observers

in Groups

Of goal reminder in Groupa 2 & 3 than 
> persons performing the 

in Groups 1 & 4. This
the patterns assigné to the leader by the participant.. The 

also perceived -nor. people perforaing the social oiler function.

2 * 3 than in Group. 1*4,. functional pattern assigned to

the leader by the p^ticipant. in three of the four group.» The observer, 

thus perceived more participant. In Group. 2 * 2 apeci.li.ing in certain 

loader function., .. defined by the participant. th.m..lv...

The function. th. participant. p.rc.lvod th.ns.lv.. .. p,rforalng 

.r. shown in T.bl. 49. Mor. than half th. thirty-fiva who raspo-sied p^ 

..ivri thea.lv.. a. performing th. po.ltlv. probl—.olvlng function, of 

reality tester or idea ne. Four of th. thirty-five individual,, two in 

...h ..t of groupe, perceived theaelvae .. pm.1v. participants. *11 

perceived thM..lv.. .. fitting into a patten, and n. «. perceived hi-aeelf 

" ' 33 who indicated their lnterp.r.on.1 pattern.

th.m..lv
th.ns.lv
thea.lv
thM..lv
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.l«.t ".If perdra ................................  Two p.r.on., 0M ..oh ln

«roup. 2 & » th~.lv.. « l..l.t... Of th. .tght

P~.iv^ th~.lv.. .. r.J.otor., „„ ln

•g.ln Wl..t«, thrt oppo.lng, ^oh .... i. f.,t, ..." „„ ta

OrOTp, 2 4 S th.n in Croup. 1 & 4. ... not poroolv^ .. rioting ta 

Cr<mp. 2 4 S, .lth.r by th. oppo«.r or by tho„ b.lng oppo.ed. Tw «.ot 

opposite appears to be true in Groupa 1*4.

Th. n«b.r of p.r.~ ..pirtag to p«.fom ..." ,.tt.m w di~ 

lhT.bl. so. Th. pattern ..plratlon. nn vory itailtf ta t". two s.t. of 

group.. Mor. than two-third, of thirty-fire pertl.lp.nt. .ho imitated 

their problen-aolvlng pattern ..plration were attesting to b. r..Hty 

teeter, or idea men. Only five persons er. .,pirtag t. pattern. ..signed 

by the participante to the leader. th. interrogator and goal reminder 

patterns»

of the thirty-eight partl.ip.nt.. thirty-three .spiral to the 

interpsrsonal behavior pattern, of supporter or social oiler. The incidence 

of pereons aspiring to th. social oiler pattern 1. higher in Croup. 2 4 , 

than In Group. 1 4 4, whloh my aleo account in part for th. high 1ml 

°f ..tl.f..tlo= with pro,.., 1, tho.. group., de.pit. th. leader., b.hawior.

I" e sense. th... ..pired pattern designation. provide . renting 

of th. social acceptability of tk Wl~ patterns of bchsvicr. interpreted 

in this fashion, th. reality tester ~ Ida. nan „. th. ~t .oe.ptable 

problta-solrlng functional patterns. with th. expert pattern third. Th. 

interrogator and goal rmaimer patterns may not hm bean regarded by the 

participants as n~.r pattern., at least they do not tar. much appeal. 

Th. pattern, of supporter and social oil, .r. th. ne t acceptable
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interpersonal patterns»

Th. two ..t. of group, wore omparod « to the maker of pereone 

who PoroolrM themolvs. performing the funotim. th^r a.plr,d te p„forau 

Thia wee referred to earlier as a moasur. of the extent to which the 

individuals were frustrated in their offerts. In Group. 1 4 4. 3# ef th. 

participant. paroeiwed thm,elves a, performing the pattern of problem 

solving funotion to which they aaplred while in Group, 2 h 3, g# f.lt 

they had achieved the pattern they ..plrod to. The peroentege of theme 

perceiving themselves m th. lnt.rper.onel p.tt.rn tlmy a.plred to 1. 

ag.ln lower In Group. 1 4 4 th.n in Group. 2 4 5, g« peroelved thwM.lv,. 

" ln the '«» »f P««P'e 7<^ in th. l.ttm. Th. negative.

l..d«-.hip w permitted more pm.ona to f.el th.y hW eohlMed the 

pattern thV ..fired to then did the po.ltlv. leadership ,tyl..

The final description of the group, in terms of functional 

pattern. 1. provided by the designation. baled upon the ooded problem 

solving behmlor. Them are shown in Table S1. There me no significant 

dlffer.no., between s.t. of group, with respect to th. proportion of 

participants performing . given pattern of functions. The high, lnold.no. 

of id., mm in Group, 2 4 S th, in Group. 14 4 1. oongrumt with th. 

finding that Group, 2 4 s shed , relatively higher incidence of solution- 

pr.po.lng than did Group. 1 4 4. There 1. .1.. . .lightly high, incidence 

of person, in Group. 2 4 S who performed th. function, of interrogator and 

goal reminder, which were th. rol........... .. the leader by th. participants. 

If one accept, this definition of leader function, thi. finding indicate, 

that there were more people in Group. 2 4 3 than in Group. ! 4 4 who were 

performing th. load, functions. Those conclusions confirm th... arrived

thwM.lv
dlffer.no
lnold.no
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•t by analysis of the individual problem-solving scores.

" th. group. in two. or p.ttern, 
th’ er'"P• — Mt -*a—Ur dirrerent. .t.tletleel^ 

f th. p.ttme which were p^romd min the pettm. whlehw.ro 

«PtTMtc. Thl. l. tru.no natter what th. .cure, or th. lhnatlonal 

pattern de.lgn.tlon. The non-.t^l.tloally .prient dirr^ce 

oonrim th. ccn.lu.lon .reived ,t elmhere In thl. report that th. 

•Igniri.^. or oppo.lng behavior ... different in th. two ..t. of group..

Groups 

solved 

solved

were perceived by their colleagues 
es rejectors in

2*5 than 

themselves

in «roup. ld4, fewer Individuel. In Group. 2 4 S p.r-

m rejectors than to Groups 1 & 4 The observers per*
m i-MM, u t

GrOUP’ ——— ». on
Z":of " —--p—p-.. th. Mg.tlT.

• . « produced . ^H.r of Individual, who perceived thm.lv..

as achieving the pattern to which they aspired.

*" vmStT0”^ °f pattern, te lnt.rp.r.on.1

Thl. .ectlon concern, th. r.l.tlon.hlp between th. varlou. kind, 

ional patterns an individual is perceived as performing, or per*

Z r " -V or th. group.

*110, or .eo^tm.. hl. stability to hl. r.llm...p.rtioi. 

pant, m .. . p,r.on .nd hl. pmcw.l liking Tor the l.^.

Th. nuwh^ or p.r.m who r.c.lv^ . gi..n p.rtl.ul^ p.tt.r.

whlehw.ro
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* pr~Mur. ... r.ll-W by th. ,.tlr. group of

“ Into top. iidh „d bott. third, on ..oh of th. Int.r-

pw.oa.1 wubl„. Th. proportion of p. on. r«.l,lng . 0«-t.ln p.tt.rn 

d..lgn.tlon In . pvtlonl™ third ... th* ocp.r^ with th. proportion 

ot p»tlolp»t. not o ol...lfl.d who Ml into that third. The petiol- 

p<mt. with a p«tlom„ rol. do.lgn.tion war. th» o»p^..d with .11

other. , rath» th» with c.r.on. having noth» role de.lgnatlon. Thi. 

t.ohniq» u. ot oour... .lallu-ly U.y»d by th. mall n»bor of „». 

ta «oh oatogory, h»».r, it do., provid. . rough t„t of «h^hor or 

not r«.lvlng a P»tloul.r d..lg»tlon 1. rol.tod to .n lnt.rp^.onal 

v.riabl.. It doo, not r»..l which of two p.tt.rn. 1. ao.t r.laM.

Prttora. ...im.d to th. individual by hi, poll...».-. Th. 

prbbl»..olving p.tt.m th. Individual 1. poroalvod by hl. oollcg». ..

performing i. unrol.tod to hi. poroaption or unity, to hi. attitud.

to«rd th. l«d.r .. . p».», to hl. aooaptabili^ .. . poroon. Th.

«tant to which th. individual f.lt .coopted 1. r.l.tM to eno pattern, 

* .lg=irio.ntly great» proportion ot th.» who w.r. p»»ivM a. 

participant. f.lt 1... accept» th» did the porcivad in othar pattern.. 

Par.ou paroaivad a. reality teeter. id.. M _,t eatable 

to their colleague, a. participant, th» other, net perceived in th», 

pattmu. It will be recall» that the.. ». the W. pattern. et 

»^u«tly aspired to. The participant. who w». regard» .. ».t 

valuable.. P»T«»d the function, which the p»ti.lp»t. peelved .. being 

nwt valuable. 1 .lgnltlo»tly grocer proportion et the porwlved » 

P».lvo participant. w». 1». highly regarded then other. perceived 

performing other functions.
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The supporters tended to perceive their groupe ee more unified 

then the non-supporters, The isolates (who were, in almost every instance, 

elee the passive participants, Aram the standpoint of problem-solving) 

felt less accepted as members and were actually loss accepted as partici

pants and as persons than those who were not perceived as isolates. Mono 

of the patterns is related to personal liking for the leader*

Patterns assigned to the individuals by observers. The problem

solving pattern the individual performed, aa judged by observers, is 

unrelated to his perception of group unity* The idea men and the passive 

participants felt less accepted than their colleagues. The passive 

participant was less accepted as a participant, Bono of the patterns is 

related to being accepted as a person or to personal liking for the 

leader,

B significantly greater proportion of the isolates felt less 

accepted as members than those who performed other interpersonal functions, 

Bo other relationships appeared.

Patterns assigned to the individual by himself.- The problem

solving pattern the person perceived himself as performing is unrelated to 

his perception of unity. It is of interest to note in this connection, 

however, that none of the four persons who perceived themselves as goal 

reminders perceived their groups as very unified. All four of the 

participants who perceived themselves as passive participants felt less 

accepted as members, and all were actually less acceptable to their 

colleagues as participants and as persons. The twelve persons who perceived 

themselves as reality testers liked the leader less than did their 

colleagues.
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Th» six «ool.l oiler, tended to perceive their group. .. being

-or. unified then did their felly.. of th. other pett.ru. 1. r.l.t.d

to the other interpersonal variablss.

•iSBlMLBSttsnt.- By and lerge the problem-solving pattern 

..plr.tlon. of th. participent, er. unr.l.ted to th. iuterp.r,on,l v^l.bl.a

Thor, are a for relationships which approximate significance. however. 

None of the four participant, who a.plr.d to be goal reminder. felt very 

accepts or perceived the group a, unified. %. fi„ mho a.plr.d

to be expert, tended to like th. l.ed.r batter than did th.lr colleague..

Th.r. ar, no aigulfioant r.latl,n.hip. hef.au th. lnt.rper,cnal 

patt.ru aspirations of the individual and th. interpersonal variable..

Other patt.ru .pore, in relation to intarueracual varlahlea.- D. 

th. individual, who fit they had achieved th. pattern. of behavior to 

Whioh they a.plr.d differ on any of th. lnt.rper.onel variable. th... 

who felt thV h^ not! It might b. expected, for example, that the one, 

who bed not would feel less aoceptad and would like the leader is... 
with respect to problem-solving aspirations, there is no .tatl.tlo.lly 

significant difference between th... two type, of participent, on any of 

the ^.personal variables. There waa . tendency but not a at.tl.tl.ally 

significant one for the person. who showed a discrepancy between .spired 

interpersonal patt.ru and their own perceived pattern to perceive their 

group, a. I... mifiod than did thoM with no discrepancy.

°” of "h" «Uiwl hypoth.se. », that member. who.. „if_ 

perceptions were in agreement with the of the group, would perceive 

th. group .. more unified than member. whou perceptions w.r. different 

Tron the of the other participants. They might else feel

pett.ru
patt.ru
patt.ru
patt.ru
hypoth.se
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To test these hunches and to shook on the possibility of other relationships, 

the number of individuals in the group who perceived the participant as 

he perceived himself was correlated with each of the interpersonal 

variables* None of the correlations is significantly different from sere*

SalaryThes« results indicate that, by and large, the individuals 

perception of unity, his feeling of acceptance, his acceptability as a 

participant and as a person and his personal liking for the leader are 

unrelated to his pattern of behavior, as it is perceived by observers or 

by the participant himself* Nor are they related to the pattern to which 

he aspires* Several of the patterns as assigned to the individual by his 

colleagues are related to some of the interpersonal variables* The 

supporters perceived their groups as very unified. The passive partici

pants and isolates felt less accepted and were less accepted as partici

pants and as persons. Persons perceived as reality testers and idea men 

were more acceptable to their colleagues than other persons* These 

comparisons were made among positive problem-solving and interpersonal 

patterns, since almost no one received negative pattern designations. In 

other words, these results do not indicate that it makes very little 

difference as far as interpersonal relations are concerned what behavior 

pattern a person shows. They do suggest that it makes little difference, 

with the exceptions noted, what positive problem-solving or interpersonal 

functions he performs. The fact that failure to perfore the functions to 

which the participants aspired had no relationship to interpersonal 

variables may be understood in the same terms. The frustration effects 

were not operative because there were other positive functional patterns 

to perfora and the participants did so.



i«a
51 "Itlmhlp of functional pattern. to satisfaction outooue. 

** "ho were pare.lead, or percelwod thsmelv...

perforwing certain functional patterns were ..tl.fled with the group, th. 

leod.r and the d.cislcnl This section contains the results of a cc.parl.cn 

of the different pattern, with r.sp.ct t. participant satisfactions. Th. 

analysis procedure was identical to that cd in detaining the r.latlc 

ship botmen functional patterns and the interpersonal variables.

-one of th. petfrn. assigns by participants are .ignlficntly 

related to satisfaction with group process. The seven persons who were 

P"“lTed by the °""rvw. .. goal rcwlnders. on. of th. two patterns 

■«signed to the leader by the participants. were 1... satisfied with group 

proc... th® their colleagues. The saw, 1. true for the four pmscns who 

a.plr.d to that pattern. The four person, who perceived thc.lv.. „ 

interrogator., another pattern assigned the leader by th. participent», 

-or. .1.. 1... satisfied. The fifteen participant, who perceived thews.lv.. 

as social oilers were also less satisfied than their colleagues.

*”• “** «olvlng or interpersonal patterns assigned by

participât. dlff.rentl.tM between those who were satisfied and those who 

Vere dissatisfied with the leader., perforwance. The .awe is true with 

respect to patterns ..signed by observers. The nine per.cn. who perceived 

thms.lv,. .. idea wen were less satisfied with the leader than were those 

who perceived themselves in other patterns.

The person, west satisfied with the group's decision were those

who were 

whom the 

decision

pwo.iv.1 by their colleagues ., supporters. Th. four per.ou. 

observers classified .. Interrogator, were in the top third In 

satisfaction. Ho other relationships wore found.

cc.parl.cn
thews.lv
thms.lv
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Th* hypothesis has been mentioned that those persons who perceived 

themselves as plying a different pattern from the one they were aspiring 

tofl would be less satisfied with the outcomes of the conference than 

persons who achieved their aspirations. The individuals for whom there 

was a discrepancy would be frustrated, and, as a result, dissatisfied* 

This was tested for all three satisfaction outcomes, Th® e with discrepancies 

Problem-solving patterns do not differ from those with no discrepancies 

on any of the satisfaction measures* As was mentioned earlier, in almost 

every case, both the pattern aspired to and perceived were positive* 

Failure to perform a pattern of behaviors resulted in the substitution of 

another positive pattern* Hence, there was actually very little frustration. 

Discrepancy in interpersonal patterns made a difference, however* A 

significantly smaller number of persons with discrepancies in interpersonal 

patterns were very satisfied (scored in the top third) with group procedure, 

and a significantly greater proportion of these people were least satisfied 

with the group decision*

The number of persons who perceived the individual performing 

the same functions which he perceived himself as performing was correlated 

with the individual’s satisfaction with the leader, the group and the 

decision. This is one method of testing the hypothesis that the greater 

the congruence between the individual and the group’s perception the 

greater the participant’s satisfaction with outcomes* The relationship 

might be expected to be greatest with satisfaction with group procedure; 

however, the other two outcomes might also be affected. The results were 

negative; there is no relationship between the number of colleagues who 

perceived the individual as he perceived himself and his standing on my
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of the satisfaction variables.

C. Sumnary and Conclusions

" Methodological implications

The pattern designations assigned to each participant by his 

colleagues are reliable. The greater than chance agreement among partici

pants as to the appropriate pattern designation indicates that the partici

pants were capable of making process, functional observations.

The problem-solving list of functional patterns should include 

more negative patterns. This would permit comparison of the relationship 

of positive and negative patterns to other process variables and outcome 

variables.

Ih» pattern descriptions used in Qu.atl onnolre TB were strictly 

««□hoir products. The functions included under each seemed to the test 

constructor to belong together. There is no evidence in the results 

reported that they actually do occur together. One method of obtaining 

description. containing related functions was explored in mother section 

of this report, the interoorrelation. of the % Own problem-solving scores. 

The findings in that case are essentially negative, however. Behavioral 

clusters me not clear out, in addition, the .« behavior. me correlated 

differently in the two set. of groups. In other words, functions which 

form patterns of behavior in one situation might not nec.se,rlly fom 

patterns in another. It should also be noted that, sine, there 1, , i„ 

relationship betwm actual behavior and behavior as perceived by the 

participante themselves, it I, possible for behaviors to be related 

without having the relationship perceived. In the light of the»
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7“-~- —— « »......... _... _
....... -............................ „ „ „

th< '’•«'■Won. m gw.ti0nn.lr,

2* Experimental findings 

d„orlptl.B =bt.ln.a of th. probl^..!^ or

æhe leadership style difference*

cantly differences between sets of 

characteristics as detemined from

produced no statistically signifi

groups in their fractional pattern 

participant classifications. The <
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M on proble,lolrtng b.h.vl„. Th. majority of th. p«ti.lp«t.

P"°,1T*d "«MV t..f„ .r 14.. ..B. ,,

in p^torr. to .hl oh
partlolpanta aoplr.d. «m,.t .11 aoplrod to th. prObl».,!,^ 

Of reality fat.r Ido. mon „d th. lut.rpor.on.l pott.ru. of 

Md aoclol 11».. Th. l.MM.hlp sty I., did produo. dlmr.no..

the

patterns

supporter

in the
=-b«rofp«..o..,hor.ltth.yh^p.rr^4..t..y..,i^  ̂

or th. partlolpanta .rpo..4 to th. n.g.tl„ .tyl. poroolvod . dl.„.p„v 

"^«" ««Firation, «id tholr bohavloro

a— war. ,,ry few r6l.tl„Mhip. bet,.,B

--------------Th. uioobor of .................................................. ..................  ...h p.tt.m

— ve^ ™n, «.d .1! th. patt.ru. „„ o^,, oth.p

—~1 patt.ru., mhloh «, aooount Tor th. l.ck „ relationship.. Th.r.

::: 1..^.

felt less accepted as members

colleagues. Persons who were 

by their colleagues were more

end were less highly regarded by their 

perceived «. reality tester, and idea men

V th.lr ooll.^... Th, support.j>. 
«id .001.1 oll.ro tondM to poro.lv. tholr group, a. moro unifia thu 

th.1T oon,^.. Th. porsous .h. poroolvod th...l... p..^ 

.oplrod poro^ th. group 
“ poroaptlon «4 th.

X" of " -—- -—

Vaud linons oT th. positiva pattens ar. slguiTi...tiy..r. 

‘° outo-as than era other pettarns. A fw

pott.ru
dlmr.no
patt.ru
patt.ru
poro.lv
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relationship* were found, however. The person. who attempted to perform, 

or were perceived by observer* or themselves „ performing, the factional 

patterns of interrogator and goal reminder were less satisfied with group 

procedure. The persons least satisfied with the leader were those who 

felt they performed as idea men. The supporters, as perceived by their 

colleagues, were most satisfied with the group decision. The person* who 

failed, in their own opinion, to perform the interpersonal functions to 

which they aspired were les* satisfied with group process and the group's 

decision than those who showed no discrepancy. There was no relationship 

between the participant's satisfaction with group procedure, leader 

performance and group decision and the number of person* who.* perception 

of his behavior was the asms as his.

It is apparent that all type* of pattern designation», whether 

by the participant himself as his own perception or his aspiration or by 

colleagues and observers, are related to some interpersonal mid outcome 

variables. It is impossible to say on the basis of these data which of 

the types of pattern designations is the most important determiner of 

lateral effects or outcomes, although there are more significant relations 

reported for patterns as assigned to the participant by his colleagues 

than for any other pattern designation method.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I* taw*—nb>l Pssim

Four groups of undergraduate students in a course in industrial 

psychology participated in an hour-long conference* The conference 

problem concerned the establishment of a remuneration policy for chain 

store managers. The groups were matched as to age, sox, proficiency 

in the problem area, previous group discussion experience and extent of 

familiarity among the members*

In two of the four groups the chairman was an active leader who 

attempted to increase understanding, to create an impression of group 

unity, increase the participant's feeling of being accepted as a member, 

promote favorable attitudes on the part of participants toward each other 

as persons and as members,and facilitate the problem-solving process* 

In the remaining groups this same leader's behavior was calculated to 

have negative effects on these variables».

Data were gathered by means of direct observation, questionnaires 

and analyses of the typewritten record of the conference* The quality 

of the individual and group solutions was determined by comparing them 

with a solution based upon the opinion of experts* The satisfaction of 

the participants with the group procedure, the leader, and the group 

decision, was measured by means of questionnaire items immediately after 

the conference and,again, after a delay of two months*

II* Theoretical Results

A* The Effects of leadership Style on Process Variables

The leadership style differences produced no significant differences

ISO
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befewn the two Mti of groups on any of the interpersonal er oanmnnioation 

variables. The problen-solving behavior of the two sets of groups was 

significantly different in a amber of respects, most notable of which 

were a greater incidence of supporting contributions in the positive- 

etyle groups and a greater incidence of opposing contributions in the 

groups exposed to the negative style. There is little evidence that the 

groups reflected the leader behavior or that they altered their pattern 

of behavior to perform functions neglected by the leader.

B, The Relationships among Process Variables

The leadership style variation produced many differences between 

the two sets of groups in the manner in which process variables were 

related to each other. The differences warrant the following conclusions: 

Members who perform leadership functions in groups where the leader 

does not perform them are more acceptable participants to colleagues than 

those who do not perform them. In groups where the leader performs these 

functions in a manner satisfactory to the group, the participants performing 

them are less highly regarded by colleagues. The high participator is well 

accepted as a participant when he is responsible for functions neglected 

by the leader, when the leader performs these functions, the high 

participator is no more highly regarded than his less active colleagues. 

In a general atmosphere of supporting, opposing behavior is perceived es 

rejecting and makes the individual less acceptable to his colleagues. In 

a general atmosphere of opposing, this behavior lacks the meaning of 

rejecting and the opposers are highly regarded.

By and large, the interrelations among problem-solving, communication 

and interpersonal variables were low indicating that these three areas of 

process variables are quite independent of each other, although as pointed
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out above, significant relationships do exist. These ere largely limited 

to the problem solving and interpersonal areas,

C, The Relationship of Leadership Style to Outcomes

The leadership style differences produced no differences between 

the two sets of groups in the quality of group and individual solutions. 

The only outcome related to leadership style variation was satisfaction 

with leader perfomance. The groups exposed to the positive leader were 

significantly more satisfied. This effect persisted after a two month 

period. The correlation between satisfaction with group process and 

satisfaction with decision is low but significantly different from zero. 

Satisfaction with group process and leader performance are unrelated.

The general absence of effect of the leadership style on outcomes 

is not due to the fact that the differences in leader behavior were 

slight. It rather suggests that a considerable range of leader behavior 

en interpersonal, problem-solving and oomunieatien variables .is necessary 

before effects become evident.

D. The Relationship of Process Variables to Outcomes

The individuals who perceived their groups as unified, those who 

felt they were accepted, those who actually were accepted as persons and aa 

participants were significantly more satisfied with the group's decision 

than their colleagues. Most of these relationships remained after a period 

of two months.

The problem-solving functions performed by the individual were, by 

and large, unrelated to his satisfactions. The persons who did relatively 

more supporting and summarizing were more satisfied with group decision
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than their colleague. who perform! then function. 1... fretwelly.

Tho extent to which the individual participate in the dinuesion 

we. not related to hl. ..«,faction with the group procedure, leader 

performance, or group decision.

The leadership style produced differences in the manner in which 

process variables in the two sets of groups were related to satisfaction 

outcomes. In the groups where the leader’s performance was approved of, 

personal liking for the leader was positively related to decision satis

faction. In the group, which were dissatisfied with the leader, personal 

liking for the leader was negatively related to decision satisfaction. 

In the supporting atmosphere of the positive style, the amount of opposing 

was negatively related to decision satisfaction. In the opposing atmos

phere, the more opposing the individual did, the greater was his 

satisfaction with the decision.

«on. of th. proo... varieties slgnlfl.antly r.l.«d to the 

quality of the participent', «elution to the conference problem.

ni« Methodological Findings

Th. study de.nen.tr.ted that th. participant.' ..«.faction with 

group deol.lon, group procedure .nd l..d.r performance =m be manured with 

adequate reliability, interpersonal variables such .. the degree to which 

unity is perceived, the d.gr.. t. which the param f..i. ,M.ptM> th. 

d.gr« to which the person 1. accepted both .. a participant and „ . 

person can also be reliably measured.

* ,y,t" Of « —Tope by means of which th. problem

solving function, performed by the individual and by the group My be
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reliably determined* This category system permits the determination of 

two types of scores1 the relative proportion of the individual’s 

contributions performing each function and the extent to which the 

individual was responsible for certain functions*

Finally, an attempt was made to obtain, by means of a questionnaire 

descriptions of participants in terms of the pattern of problem-solving 

and interpersonal functions the participant was perceived by his colleagues 

as performing* The results indicate that reHable functional pattern or 

role designations can be made by naive participants* The questionnaire, 

with the refinements suggested, lends itself to an experimental study 

of the relationship among functional patterns as perceived by the partici

pants, the self-perceived pattern and the pattern aspired to and the 

relationship of these variables and discrepancies among them to the 

satisfaction of participants*
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APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIRES PRESENTED BEFORE CONFERENCES
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APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRES PRESENTED IMMEDIATELY AFTER CONFERENCES
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APPENDIX C

QUESTIONNAIRES PRESENTED TWO MONTHS AFTER CONFERENCES
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ACPEÜDIX D

I» Use ox Local-Autonorry Criterion Solution Key

Instructions to Coders

le A feature which "may" be incorporated should be considered as a 
positive statement.

?» //here an individual proposes a straight salary for a short time, 
ignore this provision if he indicates a permanent plan to go into 
effect at the later date. Score under provisions of permanent 
plan.

3» hours or particular items in scoring key (See Table 2).

iter 1 : "Standard" salary accepted as base salary.

item 2 : If solution is in sgretsref for items ur >, then assume 
agreement for leer: J.

Item c: Additional remuneration for overtime (Sundays and holidays) 
work not synonomous vith bonus;

annual bonus based on length of service, etc., is to be 
considered a form of profit sharing (Item 13) ani should 
not be considered as in .agreement .vith iter 6.

Item 7: Record as in agreement as long as bonus is based on:

(a) . to,u sales,
(b) net sales,
(c) sales over specific quota,
(d) sales,
(e) sales or profit, or
(f) increase in trade index.
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Appendix D (continued-?)

II• Integrated Solutions for Four Experimental Groups

Group 1:

Store managers are to be paid a base salary greater than that of 
competing chains. A salary range is provided with increases awarded by 
the board of directors of the company. Besides the base salary a bonus 
based on a percentage of store net profits will be paid the respective 
store managers. Cost of living adjustments will also be made to the 
store managers.

Group ?:

Store managers are to be paid a base salary equal to that of com
peting chains. Besides this base salary, a bonus based on store sales 
and net profits will also be included in the store manager remuneration 
plan.

Group 3:

. Store managers are to be pa'd a bas* salary equal to that of com
peting chains with a salary range provided with increases based on length 
oi service, concurrently with this basic salary a bonus based on store 
profits is to be paid the store managers. Other remuneration benefits 
provided are a retirement plan, hospital insurance, and a cost of living 
adjustment.

Store managers are to be paid a base salary equal to that of enm- 
pcting chains. At the same time, a salary range is provided with in
creases through length of service. A bonus based on percentage of store 
sales over a specific quota with this quota adjusted for store sales 
potential will also be paid. The bonus will be paid quarterly. Finally, 
" cost of living adjustment will be provided. " '



APPENDIX E

PROBLETI SOLVING CATEGORIES 
Coding Instructions

Goal Setting* These contributions have the function of establishing or 
suggesting goals or objectives, both procedural and content. They 
are concerned with ends to be attained. These objectives, goals, 
or ends may be those of the individual, which he is trying to 
have the group attain; they may consist of statements of accepted 
goals of the group or part of the group. 

Illustrations t

Substantive - "We will want to attract experienced men,"

Procedure - ”We want to settle this question as quickly as 
possible,"

Problem Proposals* These contributions serve the function of presenting 
a problem, either in content or procedure. These contributions 
are concerned with means to ends or goals. 

Illustrations *

Substantive - A. goal or objective has been stated or implied, 
such as, "We want experienced men," The prob
lem proposal might be stated * "Shall we use a 
higher salary than our competitors or shall we 
give a higher incentive than our competitors?"

Procedure - "How can we keep this discussion from going on 
too long?"

Information Seeking* These contributions have the function of seeking 
to obtain information of an objective, factual, or technical 
nature. The information sought is from the area of fact on 
which the group decision is to be based or having bearing on 
the decision. The coder should be guided by the function 
served as determined from the context and not the grammatical 
form of the contribution.

The content-procedure distinction should be kept in mind here. 
Technical information in the subject area of the discussion 
topic may be sought. Factual, objective, or technical infor
mation concerning the procedure of the group or an individual 
might be sought.
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Illustrations:

Substantive - "What do our competitors pay?"

Procedure - "How much time do we have?" 
"Are you disagreeing with Jones?"

Information Giving: These contributions have the function of providing 
objective, factual, or technical information, either in the sub
ject area or with respect to procedure. The category would in
clude the citing of examples or illustrations.

Procedural facts or information would be those which described 
procedure, either group or individual.

Illustrations :

Substantive - "It will cost 12,000 dollars to build a build
ing."

Procedure - "I am trying to get Jones to state his ideas 
more clearly."

Solution Proposals: These contributions serve the function of in
dicating solutions to problems. They are suggested means to 
ends. These will also include modifications and additions to 
previous solution proposals. Even if the solution proposal 
has been presented before, it should be coded here, if the con
text gives it the solution proposal function.

Illustrations:

Substantive - "We could have a base salary plus a bonus based 
on sales."

Procedure - "Let’s take the problems in order of difficulty."

♦Development Seeking: Contributions here serve the function of attempt
ing to obtain clarification of previous contributions. They 
seek to determine what was intended by a previous contribution,

♦These two categories have a tendency to become catch-all cate
gories. While there are certain contributions which should be clas
sified in one or the other and no other place, in other oases there may 
be a choice between another category and either of the above. When 
such a close decision occurs, it should be made in favor of another 
category than development seeking or giving.

It should be noted that we have selected certain types of devel
oping contributions, using developing in the broad sense, for special 
classification. Thus, for example, the leader may use a problem pro
posal as a stimulating contribution. It is a particular of
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whit Its implications are» what inferences are permis sable • 
These frequently take the form of an inference stated as a 
question*

Also included here are contributions which facilitate the pro
cedure of the group by asking the group as a whole or individ
uals to comment, indications to individuals that they have the 
floor, etc* These are primarily procedural development seek
ing, either mixed or pure. We have referred to them as 
stimulating*

Illustrationst

Substantive — "You feel we should have higher standards?"

Procedure - "Do any of you have any comments on that 
point?"

♦Development Giving» Contributions here elaborate, make explicit, en
large on contributions, included here are inferences from 
previous contributions, Also included here are self-repetitions 
or re statements by others of previous contributions. Also in
cluded here are reflecting types of contributions which are 
distillations of previous contributions without intent to get 
clarification. They are, rather, declarative statements of 
what the previous contributions stated or implied. Finally, 
this category includes contributions which provide the ration
ale, reasons, or arguments for the individual's position, 
They give his reasons for his saying what he does* 

Illustrations»

Substantive - "That way we could get maximum returns on our 
investment."

Procedure - "By doing that we can make these decisions 
more quickly*"

Opposing» These contributions are. characterized by an opposition, 
resistance to, or disagreement with a suggestion, solution, in
terpretation, etc* Responses which point out obstacles, diffi
culties, or objections are included here*

stimulating statement, which we have chosen for separate classification 
as a problem proposal* It is this same type of categorizing that the 
coder is asked to do*

♦See footnote above*
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Illustrationsi

Substantive - "I don’t think we can afford to pay that muoh.7 

procedure - "We can’t take these problems up in order of 
difficulty."

Supporting; These contributions serve the function of indicating agree* 
ment or approval of a suggestion or solution proposal* Included 
here are indications of approval of the fact that another has 
contributed whether approval of content is present or not* This 
is a supporting comment in procedure*

Illustrations ;

Substantive - "I agree that we must pay more than our com
petitors are paying."

Procedure - "Jones has an interesting proposal*""

Summarizing Seeking; These contributions ask in effect for a summary, 
e*g., "I’m lost", "Where are we now?"

Illustrations ;

Substantive - "Are we planning to have 48 men supervised, by 
a board of directors?"

Procedure - "What have we decided?"

Summarizing Giving; These contributions summarize the group or part of 
the group’s progress to date. To be classified here there must 
be reference to the group or part of the group and a span of 
time is implied which may extend into the present. Does not in
clude summary statements of individual participations.

Illustrations;

Substantive - "So we will pay them a base salary, equal to 
our competitors and add a bonus based on sales."

Procedure - "We have been exploring the problem and examined 
several possible solutions."

Won-Problem Directed; This category includes irrelevancies of the tan
gential sort and a myriad of responses of an interpersonal sort, 
such as "Give me the ash tray", and "How about opening a 
window", it includes statements which have no reference to the 
subject matter of the conference nor to the group procedure.



APPENDIX F

RELIABILITY OF PATTERM CLASSIFICATIONS

In uhe classification of individuals into role descriptions by 
observers or other participants, the agreement of one half of the clas
sifiers on a particular role for an individual has been considered a 
satisfactory criterion. The following theoretical considerations lead 
to an equation which is of use in evaluating the meaning of thiq cri
terion. '

. P repiesents the probability that any given observer or 
participant classifies an individual into his "correct" role category 
then q/k-1 may represent the probability that an observer/participant 
Wxix u^assiiy the individual into one of the remaining "Incorrect" 
roxe categories, with k being the number of role categories available, 
ano q « _-p. Using the same value (q,/k-l) for all incorrect categories 
assumes that the misclassification is equally likely for all incorrect' 
categories. If it is further assumed that all observers and particinants 
%% SS"*! ability in making the classifications, then the probability
(r) yau all classifiers will agree upon the same role for an individual 
may be represented by the equation, "

P = pn +
(k-1)n^l (1)

where n is the number of classifiers involved.

insi 
the

^nen k 10, the second term of this 
gnuxcant ior n’s greater than 3, ns con 
iirst term. Hence, it may be neglected,

equation rapidly becomes 
trusted with the value of
and equation (1) becomes,

P - pn. (2)
U^ing equation .(2), it is easy to estimate the value of p for the cri- 
tei ion value o* p « .50. Values of p for various value of n, with 
P " .5u are presented in the table below. '

P - .50

3 
h
9

10
11
15

.81 

.93 
• S3 
.91 
• 96
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